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coulomb friction static force
rear cable spring constant
wing span (reference)
wing chord (reference)
drag coefficient (stability axis)
referenced to center of gravity
rolling mement coefficient




referenced to equation reference center
x force coefficient (body axis)
side force coefficient
z force coefficient (body axis)
external forces on model
acceleration due to gravity
inertias with respect to axis a, b at the
equation reference center
inertias with respect to axis a, b at the center
of gravity
vertical acceleration feedback gain
roll rate feedback gain
yaw rate feedback gain



























external moments on model
displacement coordinates of model
angular rotations around x, y and z axis
respectively
angle of attack









Stability derivatives are indicated by subscript notation.
: CT/ o,
)Cn = 8 Cn (pb/2V o
P
(see section ii.i, description of array AERO)
For example:
i.O INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the requirements set forth under NASA
Master Agreement NASl-10635, Development and Implementation of
Space Shuttle Structural Dynamics Modeling Technology-Task Order
Number 9, Cable Mount System Study for Space Shuttle, the follow-
ing report is submitted.
Contained in this report is a discussion of the theoretical
derivation of the set of equations applicable to modeling the
dynamic characteristics of aeroelastically- scaled models 'flown'
on the two-cable mount system in the Langley Research Center 16'
transonic dynamics tunnel. Also contained herein is a description
of the computer program provided for the analysis.
The program will calculate model trim conditions as well as
3 DOF longitudinal and lateral/directional dynamic conditions for
various flying cable and snubber cable configurations. Sample
input and output is contained in Appendix B and C.
2.0 GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The digital computer program described in this report is used
to analyze the rigid body stability and trim characteristics of
models mounted on a 'two-cable mount system' presently used in
the Langley Research Center 16' Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. The
program is so structured as to allow model, tunnel and cable
system parameters to be v_ried independently in order that their
effects on model stability can be analyzed.
All program options, theoretical derivations, and data
input formats will be explained in the body of this report. The
following items are of special interest and will be explained in
detail in the report:
• The trim routine will predict model angle of attack,
pitch control deflection and all cable tensions and
angles for any tunnel condition of interest to the in-
vestigator.
• Stability analysis is accomplished using 2 sets of 3
DOF uncoupled longitudinal and lateral/directional per-
turbation equations modeling both model aerodynamic
effects and cable effects.
• Included in the stability analysis is the ability to
investigate the effects of automatic stabilization using
model stability augmentation. The general feedback loops
provided allow stabilization using pitch, roll and yaw
rate feedbacks to yaw, pitch and roll moment generators
in the model.
• A root locus feature is built into the program allowing
for automatic variation of any input parameter, producing
trim variations plus a locus of roots for the longitudinal
and/or lateral/directional dynamics.
• Four general cable configurations are included in the analy-
sis: front and rear cables vertical, front and rear cables
horizontal, front cable vertical and rear cable horizontal,
front cable horizontal and rear cable vertical.
2.1
• The effects of both snubbedand unsnubbedsnubbers on
trim and stability have been included. The general snubber
arrangement is a double 'V' shownin Figure 11.3. However,
proper selection of input data will convert the snubber
model into any snubber configuration presently envisioned.
• Provisions have been madeto include the effects of one
additional cable attached anywhere on the model.
• All aerodynamic data for the model is input in stability
axis as 'point data' at a given roach number or as 'table
data' where all coefficients are input across the mach
number range in interest.
• All cable tie-down locations and model position are input
in tunnel coordinates (station, water line, butt line).
• Normal program output includes the trim condition, the
roots of the characteristic equations (longitudinal and/
or lateral/directional), damped natural frequency and
damping ratio for each pair of complex roots and the time
to half amplitude for real roots. Additional program out-
put ,as a user option,is included for debugging purposes.
MAJOR PROGRAM SUBROUTINES
A general flow chart of the program is shown in Figure 2.1.
The following comments are made in reference to that chart.
All input data for the initial case is read in first (input
format described in Section ll). If table data is to be used, it
must be read in on the first pass. If root locus is to be used,
the proper value of the parameter to be varied is calculated in
subroutine RUTLOC. The next step is to transform the input inertia
and aerodynamic data to the equation reference axis in subroutine
TRAN1 (Section 3.1 and 3.2). The model is then trimmed in sub-
routine TRIM described in Section 4.0. After completing the trim,
the aero data is transformed to body axis in subroutine TRANS des-
cribed in Section 3.3. Depending on the option selected by the user
either longitudinal or lateral/directional or both stability cal-
culations are made. These calculations are contained in subroutines
LONGand LATwhich are discussed in Sections 6. o and 7.0. Upon re-
turning from these subroutines, the root locus routine is entered
if a parameter variation is in progress or a new case is initiated.
Input data for a new case is discussed in Section ll.O.
The subroutines formulated to handle snubber effects (SNTRM,
LONGSN,LATSN)are called from within the TRIM, I_NG and LAT rou-
tines and are discussed in Section8.0.
A description of the three main subprograms, TRIM, LONG,LAT,
and their supporting subprograms are presented in Sections 4 , 6,
and 7 respectively. The format used is a brief des-
cription of the purpose, the theory, somepertinent equations and
a functional flow diagram for each subroutine. An exception to
this approach is the theoretical development of the perturbation
equations and the cable influence coefficient matrix. The devel-
opment of the theory and equations in generalized form are pre-
sented in Section 5.
The particular applications of these generalized equations
to the longitudinal and lateral directional analysis are then discussed
in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.
The axis system used throughout the study is a conventional
right-handed body axis fixed to the model with the origin at a point
called the center of reference (cr). The positive x axis points
forward out the nose of the model and the positive y axis is out
the right wing. Figure 2.2 showsthe axis system and a nomenclature
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STA, WL,BL - wind tunnel coordinates _ stations (inches), water line
(inches), butt line(inches)
- body axis - fixed to the body
- direction cosine angles, IC defines the cable and J
defines the axis. e.g. _13 is the direction cosine angle
from the z axis to the number 1 cable.
- origin of the body axis system, center of reference
- center of gravity
FIG. 2.2; AXIS AND CABLE DEFINITION
3.0 _NERTIA AND AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVE TRANSFORMATIONS
The program provides for general placement of the model mass
center of gravity and the aerodynamic reference point. All force
and mcment equations have been written around the equation reference
center which is located in terms of tunnel coordinates (STACR, WLCR,
BLCR). All other reference points (center of gravity and aerodynamic
reference) and pulley positions are located with respect to the
reference center.
Since all equations are written with respect to the reference
center, the inertias and aerodynamic data must be transformed to
this center. This is done in subroutine TRAN1.
In addition to a reference center transformation, the aero-
dynamic derivatives must be transformed from stability to body axis.
This is accomplished in subroutine TRANS.
3.1 INERTIA TRANSFORMATION
The classic inertia transformations, assuming constant model
density, are used to transform mass moment of inertias from the
center of gravity (inertias are input as body axis values at the
center of gravity) to the equation reference center. The axis
systems at the center of gravity and the equation reference center
are parallel (both lie along the x-body axis) requiring only a trans-
lational transformation. It is also assumed that there is no lateral
displacement between the center of gravity and the equation reference
center. The resulting equations shown below are modeled in sub-
routine TRANI (Figure 3.1).
2 2
I =I +xm I =I + zm
xx XXc. G. zz ZZc. G.
I = I + (x2 + z2)m I = I - xzm
YY YYc.G. xz XzC.G.
3.2 AERODYNAMIC REFERENCE TRANSFORMATION (Translation)
All aerodynamic moment effects must be transformed to the
reference center. The following general theory is used in sub-









Referring to the above figure:
Cm R = Cm. - z CD. +x CL.
i c i c i
A similar situation exists for lateral and directional moment
derivatives.
X
CnR = Cni +b Cyi
= Cl. -
CIR i _ CYi
The force derivatives are not effected by a translational shift
in axis systems.
3.3 ._ERODYNAMIC TRANSFORMATION FROM STABILITY TO BODY AXIS (Rotational)
Once the aero data is referenced to the reference
center it is then transformed from the stability axis input form
to the body axis form necessary for stability calculations. This
is accomplished in subroutine TRANS. The transformation equations
were taken directly from 'Aircraft Motion Analysis' by Thelander,
pgs. 57-58. A flow chart of subroutine TRANS is shown in Figure 3.1.
V
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center:
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FIGURE 3.1 - FL6"_ CMART - TRANI AND TRANS
4.0 TRIM ANALYSIS
4.1 Subroutine TRIM
The function of this subprogram is to determine the vehicle trim
attitude for a given initial rear cable tension, TRo. The outputs of
the program are the trim attitude, e, trim elevator deflection, _e'
and the geometry and tensions of the flying and antilift cable system.
The model may be trimmed at any water line and station specified. The
equation reference center (STACR, WLCR) is used to position the model
in the tunnel.
The subprogram defines trim as the point where the following









The variables in this set of equations are e, 8 e and TF, the
front cable tension. The TF is a variable because the front cable
is fixed in length and the tension must necessarily adjust to satisfy
the constraint.
A numerical iterative technique is used to trim the system of
cable and model forces. The procedure is based on the following
formulation for convergence.
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Inverting matrix A will define the required incremental change









The logic in the TRIM subprogram, shown in Figure 4.1, is to
compute the initial forces and moments (Fzo , Fxo , Myo) , and deter-
mine whether the trim requirement, is satisfied.
I f not, the program computes the set of partials in eq. 4.1-3 ,inverts the
matrix A and determines the increments A@, A6e, and ATF. The
variables are modified and the forces and moments recomputed.
The Model is assumed to remain stationary in translation during
the trim procedure. This assumption violates the constant front cable
length constraint, however, the translation associated with attitude
changes is negligible relative to the overall front cable length.
If the trim requirement has not been satisfied after i00
iteration cycles, the TRIM subprogram will print out a note to this
effect and the last set of _, _ and TF is assumed in the continua-e
tion of the program.
4.2 Subroutine EQU
This subprogram is called by the subroutine TRIM. Its function
is to generate the longitudinal forces and moments. Each time this
routine is called, it establishes the cable geometry, then computes
and sums the force and moment contributions due to aerodynamics,
vehicle weight and the system of cables.
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Xaero Xfront cable Xrear cable
+ F + F -W. sin 0
Xanti-lift Xsnubber
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T34 =M +M +M








The contribution, M , shown here is a necessary term since
Ywgt
the moments are taken about a point other than the center of gravity
location.
The aerodynamic forces and moment are determined as follow:
Lift = L = qS(C L + CL e + CL 6e)
o _ 6e








= -(L cos e + D sin e)
= -(D cos - L sin 8)
(4.2-2)
M = qS[(C m + C A + C 6e)
Yaero o m m
6e
The anti-lift cable forces and moments are determined by computing
the forces in the wind tunnel axis (an axis aligned with the wind tun-
nel) and then transforming them to the rotated body axis. Along the
wind tunnel axis, the Fxt and Fzt are computed as follows:
Fzt = FZLTT= _LFr * Cos_ZWT
Fxt = FXLTT = TLFT * Cos _XWT
(4.2-3.]-)
where o_r are direction cosine with respect to the wind axis and
TLFT is the anti-lift cable tension force defined by the equation:
TL_T = T LFTO + AKLFf (Z-Zo) (4.2- 3.2)
AKLFT here is the spring constant, TLHO is the initial tension
corresponding to initial cable length, _o" Converting these forces
to the body axis we have:
Fx = Fxt Cos 8 - Fzt Sin e
anti-lift
Fz = Fzt Cos 8 - Fxh Sin
anti-lift
(4.2-4.1)
The anti-lift cable moment is easily obtained since the attach-
ment point relative to the center of reference is known (ALTX, ALTZ).
Thus :
M * ALTZ- F * ALTX (4.2-4.2)
Y anti-lift anti-lift _nti-lift
The flying cable forces and moments along the body axis are
directly computed since the direction cosines between each cable
and the body axis were computed in subprograms FPLYV and RPLYH.
Thus:
FXF = T F (Cos all + Cos $21 )
= TF (Cos _13 + Cos $23)FZF (4.2--5.1)
FXR : TR (Cos _31 + Cos $41 )
FZR= TR (Cos _33 + Cos _43 )
The subscripts of the direction cosine refer to the cable and
the axis in question. The two front flying cables are
designated as i and 2 and the two aft flying cables are designated
as 3 and 4. The body axis x, y, z is referred to numerically as
i, 2, and 3. Thus Cos _13 is the direction cosine of the number
one front cable with respect to the z-body axis. The rear tension
force, TR, is defined by the following equation.
TR --TRo + AKR (_R - _Ro ) (4.2-5.2)
4.3
where TRo is the initial cable tension corresponding to _Ro, _o
being the sumnation of the initial lengths of cables 3 and h. AhrR
and _R are respectively the rear cable spring constant and the in-
stantaneous summed cable lengths of cables 3 and h.
A derivation of the generalized cable force and moment is
presented in Section 5.4.
The flying cable moments are obtained via the following equation:
4
Mcabl e = _ xi* _. (4.2-6)li=i
where xi corresponds to the moment arm from the center of rotation
to the point of action of the force F. The components of x. are cora-
l
puted in subroutines FPLYV and RPLYH.
Figure 4.2 presents a functional flow diagram of the subroutine
EQU.
SUBROUTINE FPLYV
The function of this subroutine is to compute the geometry of
a set of vertically configured flying cables.
The inputs to this program are:
1. The location of the cable attachment points to the wind
tunnel wall
2. The location of the vehicle in the tunnel
3. The vehicle attitude
4. The pulley size
5. The pulley location on the model
The outputs of this program are the following geometric informa-
tion for the upper and lower cables:
i. A set of direction cosine angles defining the cable orient-
ation in space relative to the body axis (noted as ADC
in the program)
2. A set of coordinates locating the point of action of the
cable tension force (noted as ARMin the program)
3. The cable length (noted as XLGTHin the program)
Figure 4.3 defines the geometric nomenclature and someof the
equations in the subroutine. The equations showthe derivation for
the cable length and the angle BETAUfor the upper cable. Similar
computation will define the length and the angle BETALof the lower
cable. Direction cosine angles of each of these cables can be de-
rived from the angles BETAU,BETALand the vehicle attitude 8. The
coordinates of the point of action are also readily computed. The
equations for the upper front cable are presented as an example.
Direction Cosines:
_ix = ADC(i,i) = -8u + 0
--ADO (1,2) (4.3-i)
_iz = ADC (1,3) = _/2 - _ix
Point of Action:
Xp = ARM (i, i) = EP - RAD * sin _ix
yp = ARM (i, 2) = 0 (4.3-2)
Zp = ARM (i, 3) = HUU + RAD * cos _ix
A functional flow diagram of this subroutine is presented in
Figure 4.4.
h. h SUBROUTINE RFLYH
The purpose of this subroutine is to define the geometry of
a set of horizontally configured flying cables.
The inputs required for this subroutine are:
i. The location of the cable attachment points to the wind
tunnel wall
2. The location of the model in the tunnel
3. The attitude of the model
h. The pulley size
5. The pulley location on the model
The output of this program is the following geometric informa-
tion for each of the port and starboard flying cable&.
i. A set of direction cosine angles defining the cable orients-
tion with respect to the model body axis (noted as ADC in
the program)
2. A set of coordinates locating the cable force point of
action (noted as ARM in the program)
3. The cable length (noted as XLGTH)
Figure 4.5 defines the geometric nomenclature used in this sub-
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FF = EF z
GG = EF x
HH=EM
FIGURE 4.2 - FLOW CHART - SUBROUTINE EQU
= tan-i(_u/EP)
WLUC = LWCR + T 1 * SIN (GAMU + 8)
T3 = WLU - WLUC
T_ :, (STACR-STAV)-
BLIP = tan- 1 (T31%)
x_uP--(T32+ TJ)i/2
Length of Cable = XLU- (XLU_ - RAD 2) 1/2
DBU = tan-1(P_D/_U)
BETAU = (BUP-DBU)
TfCos (GAMJ + 8)






























FIGURE 5.5 - FLOW CHART - SUBROUTINE FPLYV
Xp, yp, z - body axis coordinates of pulleyP
XB, BLD, _ - body axis coordinate of cable attachment point
XL - length of cable - inches
XLHI - projection of cable onto Xbody - Ybody plane
PAD - pulley radius _ inches


































I I....define pointof action(ARM)
I
FIGURE 4.6 - FLOW CHART - SUBROUTINE RPLYH
5.0 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERTI/RBED EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
A CABLE SUSPENDED MODEL IN A WIND TUNNEL
The develolmment is divided into four sub-sections. The first
section presents a derivation of the linearized equations of motion.
The following sections describe the derivation of the force and
moment contributions due to the vehicle weight, aerodynamics and
cable forces respectively.
5.1 DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The linearized equation of motion is derived about the center
of reference, "CR", rather than the center of gravity. The relative
location is defined by the vector, r, as shown in Figure 5.1.
FCR and MCR are the total force and moment less the weight contri-
bution about point CR. Writing the equation
of motion about the center of gravity:
FCR + m_ = m_CG (5.l-l)
MCR - r x FCR --d _ (_.1-2)dt
a and H are the translational acceleration and the angular
momentum vector respectively.
The following relationships are noted for a rigid body
Displacement: XCG = XCR + r
Rate: VCG = VCR + _ x
Acceleration: aCG = a'CR + _ x r + _ x (_ x r)
_cs = _CR




Substituting equation 5.1- 5 into equation 5.1-i, we have:




- - d_ (5.1-7)
HCR = HCG + m _ x _ o
HCR = Hce + m r x _ x r (5.1-8)
dHcR dHcG -- -
and dt - dt +mr x (_ x r + _x (%xr)) (5.1-9)
m
Equations 5.1-6 and 5.1-9 can be solved for FCR and HCG
respectively, and the results substituted into equation 5.1-2.
Cancelling like items on both sides of the equation reduces 5.1-2
to:
_ drieRMCR- m r x (aCR- g) - dt (5.1-I0)
Equations 5.1-6 and 5.1-10 represent the equation of motion
about the point, "CR".
Equation 5.1-6 can further be simplified by noting that the
initial rates and accelerations are zero because the vehicle is
statically trimmed in the tunnel. The _ must necessarily be a per-
turbati)n vector and _ x ( _ x r) represents a higher order term
which will be ignored in the linearizing of the equation.
Equations 5.1-6 and 5.1-10 can now be written in the form:
}CR + m(g - _ x r) = m (V + _ x V)CR (5.1-11)
_R + m[r x (g - aCR)] = (H + eU x H) CR (5.1-12)
These results show that to study perturbation motion about a
point other than the center of gravity, the form of the pseudo
linearized equation of motion is similar to that about the C.G.
._.
except for the gravity terms which are modified by io and aCR .
Expanding the right hand side of equations 5.1-11 and 5.1-12
and assuming symmetryabout the x-z plane, we have
7_ Fx = m (0- RV + QW)






E N = R I - - QR) I
Z
- om(I - Iz)Y
- _(Iz - Ix)
xz " _(I - I )
x y
(5.1-13)
The nomenclature in Eq 5.1-13 are used in the conventional
manner. If each of the variables U,V,W, and P, Q, R are re-
placed by a steady state term plus an increment, e.g. X = X + AX:
O
the expressions expanded and then noting that all the steady state











EN =PI - _I
Z XZ
(5.1-14)
Returning to equation5.1-11and expanding the left hand side of
the equation
_CR +_CR +m (_o+_ - (_o+_) x 7) =_ (5.1-_5)
we find that due to trim
FCR + mg ° = O, Wo = O (5.1-16)
the perturbed force equation is thus:
÷m xr) :m+ (5.1-17)
or CR + AW = m v (5.1-18)
The perturbed moment equation 5.1-12 can be similarly derived:
[ ]:MCR + A_R + m r X(go + _ + _) = H (5.1-19)
For t rim MC =oR +m r Xgo
thus AMcR + m [r x (_ - _ )] = H (5.1-20)
or AMcR + A/qwg_ H (5.1-21)
Equation 5.1-18 and 5.1-21 can finally be written as
A_aerocR + AFcablec R + AW = m _ (5.1-22)
A_4aerocR + AT4cablecR + _wgt
= H (5.1-23)
The development of the weight, aerodynamic and cable terms are
described in the following sections, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively•
5.2 EXPANSION OF WEIGHT _ERM_
The weight contribution about the point, CR, is defined by
equations 5.1-18 and 5.1-21.
AW = m (_ - _ x r) (5.2-i)
AMwg t = m [r x (Ag- _)]
The _ term is derived from the trim weight vector which has
the following components along the trim axis:
= g Sin e
0
= g Cos e Cos ¢. (5.2-2)
o











The total contribution of g along the instantaneous body axis is
[ gB ]= E[gt} (5.2-4)
Subtracting the steady state increment gives AgB
[AgB] = E [gt] - [gt] =
-g Cos e e
o
g [Sin 8 _ + W Cos 8 _]
O O
g [-Sin 8 8 - Cos 8 _]
O O
(5.2-5)
The effective weight vector can now be determined if we note that:
• . • •
e "_" ZCG e




-g Cos 808 - ZCG'_
g[Sin eo_ + W Cos CoS] - [XCG'_"-
g[-Sin eoe- cos eoe]+ xce'6
(5.2-7)





Agbx- x Agby- Y Agbz- z
(5.2-8)
5.3
_MWG T = m
-zca (_y- y )
ZCG (AgbxX) - XCG (Agbz-Z')
xcG (_gby-y )
where Agx'b Ag and Ag are defined by equation 5.2-5by bz
(5.2-9)
DERIVATION OF AERODYNAMIC CONTRIBUTION TO THE FORCES AND
MOMENTS
The aerodynamic forces and moments of equation 5.1-22 and 5.1-23
can be expanded as equation 5.3-1.
8F 8F _F 8F
XA (_oo) + XA C_'_____o) + XA (i_#o) XA (6 e)%_: _(_) d_ _\ _--7-_ +_--_-_
0
8F 8F










A,,A - _ +-
_(_-o)(_o)+_ (_) _ (_o)+_'(v) (_+ -_+o)(_)
o






+ _M a'c 8M
©
o,,
_ (_a)+"¢'_-r(S )+ _8-"';
In the wind tunnel, the following relationship is true:
w _ w _+_"V- =_+V-'v - V-
0 0 0 0
v __ + yV- = -_ + ' V- = -_ + V-
0 0 0 0
(5.3-2)
Substituting equations 5.3-2 and 5.1-4 into equation 5.3-2 and
rewriting equation5.3-2 in terms of the body axis coefficient we
have:





ICY B qSb (
qs _ +c -_V ÷c _ + -c
Vo y_Vo yp2Vo Y_
- CysqS_ + CysrqSSr + CysaqSSa]
+c )qSb_Yr 2Vo
(5.3-3.2)
AFZA = qS x + C qS _. + C "z"+ C
, zu Vo z V, z"
o _ 2V °
+ Cz qS 8e I
_e ]
z qSe + (c z + Cz_ 2V o
(5.3-3.3)
qSb_ + qSb6 + qSb 6 ]
- C_8 C_6 r C_8 a ]r a
qSb -C_[_ 2Vo
(5.3-3.4)
AMA = Cmu V m V m" 2-'V-
o O_ O (_ O






_,q._2. ( _qSb2.qSb _ + C qSb'_ + Cn 2Vo _ + Cnr_ CANA = Cn8 Vo n_ Vo P n_ ]2% _
- . qSb6. qSb6]r n_ a (5.3-3.6)
r a
5.4 DERIVATION OF THE CABLE FORCES AND MOMENTS
The generalized force and moment equations for a single cable
are defined. The forces and moments of the entire cable system are then
obtained by the proper summation of each individual cable contribu-
tion.
For a single cable, a component of force along any trim axis
can be written in terms of the tension in the cable and its direction
cosine with respect to the axis. i.e.
F. = T Cos s. i = x, y or z (5.4-1)
1 1
The instantaneous force component, due to changes in the cable
tension and direction cosine, along the trim axis can be defined as:
(F + AF) = (T + AT) Cos (_ + _)i (5.4-2)o i
whereF° is the steady state force componentand AF the change in this
component. Expanding this expression and linearizing, we have:
FI. = (Fo + AF)i = T Cos_i + ATCos_.l - T A_.ISing.1 (5.4-3.1)
1
or F = T Cos _. (5.4-3.2)
O. 1
1
AF. = A T Cos_ i - T _. Sin_.1 I I (5.4-3.3)
The force, in equation 5.4-2 , is the instantaneous force
along the trim body axis. The instantaneous body axis may be dis-
placed through perturbation angles _, 8 and ¢. To obtain the force
along the instantaneous body axis, vector FI , is transformed via the
Eulerian transformation matrix defined in equation 5.2-2 .





IF + AF 1o T (5.4-5)







The first term is the steady state term, the next term is due to
rotation of the body axis and the third is due to the perturbation
of the steady state force. Subtracting the steady state force, the
incremental change in the cable force projected on the instantaneous
body axis is obtained.
I AFII B AFTI + Y FTo2 - _ FTo31AFT2- _ FToI + ¢ FTo3
[AFT3 + e FTOl - ¢ FTo2]
To determine the incremental change in momentabout the instan-
taneous body axis, the vector notation of the generalized moment
vector, K, is written as:
(5.4-7)
B
is the vector from the center of rotation to the point of
P
action of the cable force, FI" This vector has been defined in the
trim analysis. _I is defined by the matrix in equation 5.4-5 •
Expanding the equation and subtracting the steady state moment
term out, the following is obtained:
A B=
yp AFT3 z AFT2 Y -- P + Zp FTo I
Equations 5.4-6 and 5.4-8 are the generalized cable forces and
moments for a single cable. The force terms with a subscript zero
are defined by equation 5.4-3.2. The AF. increments are obtainedi
from equation 5.4-3.3 once AT and A_. are _defined. The change inl
tension force, AT, is proportional to A_ via the spring constant.
The A_. is the change in the direction cosine with respect to the
trim axis.
(YpFTo 2 + Zp FTo3)¢]
(5.4-8)
To determine AT and _. the vector representation of the cable
I
at any instant of time must be defined with respect to the trim axis.
Let _T represent the vector to the cable tie-down point
the tunnel wall from the center of reference in the trim axis
systems and X the vector to the point of action in the body axis.
PB
Let X be the transformation of X onto the trim axis system, i.e.
PT PB
{x}:El{xl
The cable vector is thus defined by equation 5.4-10
{ 1A=_T X = % Cos _. + 8.PT i i i = i, 2, 3 (5.4-i0)
where 8. is defined by the following:
I
61= _ (_yp_+ z_ + x)
62 : - (Xp__Zp_ + y)
63 (-xp (5.4-ii)
x, y, z, _, e, ¢ are perturbation variables.
The magnitude of A is the instantaneous length of the cable.
Expanding and linearizing the equation gives the following:
3
+aL-- I i I --_ +z cos_. 6. (5.4-12)
O O i Ii=l
or
a_ = z Cos _. 6. ] (5.4-13)1 1
The incremental change in direction cosine can be determined by
defining the unit vector along A and then taking the dot product
along the x, y, z axis.
cos ui
.th




Cos_ i + _ Cos _. - _i _ Sin _i _ _ " _'I I
= (x t- (5.4-15)
or i [A_i = _--_. _Cos _. + A_ Cos _. -I 1
1
Since from equation 5.4-10 :
(5.4-16)
(X_XpT). ui =(L Cos _"+i 8.)i (5.4-17)
Equation 5.4-16 simplifies to:
I _ sinl_. '[A ]A_i = _ Cos (_ - 6i i1 (5.4-18)
Equations 5.4-13 and 5.4-18 are the necessary equations to define
AF _n equations 5.4-6 and 5.4-8. In Sections 6.0 and 7.0, these equations
are simplified for t_e longitudinal a,Jd lateral airectio_al analysis to
obtain the influence coefficient matrix.
6.0 Longitudinal Stability Anal_sis
6. i Subroutine LONG
This subroutine computea the perturbed forces and moments for
the longitudinal perturbation equations of motion and extracts the
characteristic roots for a stability analysis.
The general form of the linearized equation of motion (5.1-14)
is reduced to equation 6.1-1 for the longitudinal analysis.
7AF = mu = m_
X
"" (6 l)-- = mz 1-E AF z
-- " --iye"7_AMy Iyq
x, z and 9 are the longitudinal perturbation variables. EAFx,
EAF z and EAM are further expanded in equation 6.1-2.
ZAF = AF + AF + AF + AF
x Xae ro Xwt Xc able Xsnubbe r
ZAF z = AF + AFzw t + AF + AF _.i-2)Zae ro zcable zsnubber
= + AMwt + AMcable + AM snubberZAMy AMaero
The aerodynamic forces and moments, AF , AF and AM
x z aero'
aero aero
are defined by equations 5.3-3.1,5.3-3.3and 5.3-3.5respectively. The
weight contributions are defined by equations 5.2-7and 5.2-9and sim-





= W Cos e 8 M'8"
o - ZCG
8 M9
= W Sin @o = xCG
• .
= zCG (W Cos eoe + mx ) + xCG (W Sin So9 +
The cable forces and momentare obtained from generalized equa-
tions 5.4-6 and 5.4-8 respectively.
AFI= = AFT1 %0 3
AF = AF z = AF T + 8FTo
3 1
% = Zp AFTI - Xp AFT3 - (ZpFTo 3 + Xp FTOl) 0
where according to equations 5.4-3.2 and 5.4-3.3
FTo" = T. Cos _. i = i, 31 1
1
AFT. = ATi Cos _. - TA_. Sini l i
1
The steady state direction cosine angle, s. and cable tension,
I
T. are obtained from the trim analysis. The AT. and A_. are propor-
i I i
tional to the longitudinal perturbation variables. The &T. for the
i
rear cable is defined by equation 6.1-6 .
ATR = AKR (A_3 + A_4)
The AT F for the front cable is a variable in the analysis.
The constant front cable length requirement is a constraint equation
which in conjunction with the equations of motion defines a unique
solution of the variables x, z, _ and ATF.
The constraint equaticn is:
Since:
8A_ I 8A_ 8A_ I
A_ 1 =--_ x +--_ z + "3T 8
3 A_2 8A_ 2 B A_2
A_2 = -_x +-T_- z + B-T_- e
The following relation of x = f(z, e) is determined.
6.2
The coefficients for A_i are defined by subroutine DLGTHdes-
cribed in Section 6.3. Similarly the coefficient of A_. are definedi
in subroutine DCOSLG.
The cable forces and momentequations are reduced to functions
of the basic variables x, z, 0 and ATFvia the subroutine MASHfor
each individual cable. The results are then summedin the FXS
array which in its final form, becomesthe cable influence coefficient
matrix. The initial form of the cable matrix for the front and rear flying
cable are presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.
The stability characteristic matrix and the expandedform of
the equations of motion are presented in Figure 6.3. A functional
flow diagram of subroutine LONGis included as Figure 6.4.
Subroutine DLGTH
This subroutine computes the change in length of a cable for
either the longitudinal or the lateral/directional perturbation
stability analysis. An index, IDX, determines the mode that is
being analyzed, and the correct form of i_ is computed.
The variation of the cable length with respect to the longitud-
inal variables is defined by the partial derivatives in equation
6.2-1.
8A_ 8A_ _A_ e _.2_ D
= x + z
These "partials" are determined from the generalized form for
A% in equations 5.5-13 and 5.4-11. Equating the lateral/directional
perturbation variables, y, _ and_ to zero, the equation for A_ is
reduced to the following simplified form.
+(x
The subscripts i and 3 refer to the x and z body axis respect-
ively, x and z corresponds to the coordinates of the cable force
P P
point of action. In the program, an added subscript, IC, is used
to define the particular cable being analyzed.
In the lateral directional mode, the coefficient of the y,
_, and ¢ variables in the lateral directional form of A_ is com-
put ed.
BA_ _A,¢ _A_, _. 3)'_.2 -^'_A,g
---}---y + + ¢
The coefficients are again obtained from equations 5.4-13
and 5.4-ii, but now x, z, and _ is assumed zero. The expzesssion
for _ is reduced to equation 6.2-4.
A£ = - Cos _2 y + [Yp Cos Sl - Xp
- yp Cos _3 ] ¢
Cos _2 ] + [Zp Cos _2
The subscript 2 refers to the y body axis.
The expressions in equations 6.2-2 and 6.2-4 can be shown to be
algebraically equivalent to their corresponding expressions in P_ference i.
A functional flow diagram is included in Figure 6.3.
6.3 Subroutine DCOSLG
This subroutine computes the components of the A_1 and Ac_3
vectors required by subroutine LONG. Due to the symmetry of the
longitudinal analysis, _2 is not required. The expressions for
both AsI and A_3 are obtained from equation 5.4-18. Expanding this
expression and letting y, _, and ¢ equal zero, the expressions for
A_1 and A_3 are developed.
(cos
+ p °'1 P _3 0
P
cos _i cot _3 x + - - z
A_3 = _
_ ( cos cot _3 + x sin_3)Zp _i _ p
The subscripts 1 or 3 again refer to the x and z axis respect-
ively. The x and z are the x and z components of the vector from
P P
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c3 =" 5 A..,..
(eq 6.2-2) .........
i
IC = cable no., i - front upper or front starboard pulley
2 - front lower or front port-side pulley
3 - rear upper or rear starboard pulley
4 - rear lower or rear port-side pulley
5 - anti-lift cable
FIGURE 6.5 - FLOW CHART. - SUBROUTINE DLGTH
7.0 Lateral Directional Stability Analysis
7.i Subroutine LAT
This subroutine computes the forces and moments for the per-
turbed lateral/directional equation@ of motion and extracts the char-
acteristic roots for the stability analysis.
The equations of motion, equation 5.1-14, are reduced to 7°1-I






ZAF = AF + AF + AW
Y Yaero Ycable Y
= +AL +h LWG T
_AMx ALaero cable
= + AN + A I_G TEAMz ANaero cable
y, _ and ¢ represent lateral/directional perturbation
variables:
The aerodynamic forces and moments, AF , ^L and
Yaero aero 5Naero
are defined by equations 5.3-3.2, 5.3-3._ and 5.3-3.6 respectively.
The generalized weight contributions are defined by equations
5.2-7 and 5.2-9. The expressions are simplified with x, z and _ = O.
AW
Y
= [WSin 8o_ +W COS 9o@]-m [XCG_ - ZCG¢]
[ALwG T = -ZCG (W Sin @o o
= XCG [(W Sin e _ + W Cos 8 ¢) -mY]o oANWG T
The cable forces and moments are determined by equations 5.4-6
and 5,4-8. These equations reduce to equation 7.1-4 for x, z and e
zero.
AF I -- AFT2- _ FToI+'¢ FTo 3
=( -z A FT21 Zp V - ( + z )ALI Yp AFT 3 p + FTo I Yp FTo 2 P FTo 3 ¢
_i:(x__FT__F_)(x__o_+ _To_l_+(x_F o_)0
The FTo and AF T components are defined by equations
and 5.4-3.3:
FTo" = T Cos _i - T A_i Sin _i
I
AFTi = AT. Cos s. - T _. Sin _.I 1 i i
5.4-3.2
The steady state terms, T and _. are determined by the trim
I'
analysis. The perturbation terms, AT.I and _.i, are proportional
to y, ! and¢. In the lateral directional analysis, the rear cable
tension, ATR. , is assumed proportional to the change in rear cable
I
length.
ATR. = AKR (A% 3 + A%4) (7.1-_
I
The perturbed front cable tension, ATF. , is assumed to be zero in
1
the analysis. The perturbed cable length, A£i, and cable direction
cosine, A_i, are computed in subroutines DLGTH and DCOSD respectively.
These routines are described in Sections 6.2 and 7.2.
For each cable, the force and moment equations are reduced to
functions of y, _ and ¢ via the subroutine MASH. The results are
then summed for all cables in the FXS array. The final FXS array
is the lateral/directional cable influence matrix. The form of the
initial matrix prior to using MASH is shown in Figure 7.1.
Subsequent to computing the cable matrix, the lateral/direct-
ional stability characteristic matrix is generated. Figure 7.2
shows the elements of the matrix and the expanded equations of
motion which it represents. A routine which reduces the matrix
to a characteristic polynomial and extracts the characteristic
roots is applied to the matrix at this point.
A functional flow diagram is presented in Figure 7.3.
7.2 Subroutine DCOS D.
This program computes the A_ vector components required by
subroutine LAT. The vector components are derived from the
generalized formulation in equation 5.4-18.
With x, z, and 0 equated to zero for the lateral/directional
stability analysis, equation 5.4-18 can be expanded to the following
form:
Cos C°t _i)(Yp Sin_l + x C°s $2 Cot _i)y- l°t Y
z Cos _2 Cot _i Cos _2 Cot _i_+ P -Yp ¢]
Cos _I Cot _2 + x Sin _2)
Sin
Yp p
A_2 =-'T ---y + t
.( zp Sin if2 + yp£Cos _3 Cot if2
A_3 = % Y + - xp Cos _2 Cot $3)
z Cos Cot ÷ yp Sin )+ P
The program thus generates an array of nine elements, three
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(fig. 7.1)
CALL MASH
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The effects of the snubbers on model trim are introduced as
FXSN, FZSN and A_N into the TRIM subroutine. These terms are
calculated in subroutine SNTRM. The expressions for modeling
these effects are identical to those used for the flying cables.
The direction cosines for each snubber cable are generated in
subroutine DRSCN with the resulting force and moment contribu-
tions being defined in terms of these angles.
The following derivation of one set of direction cosines for
the upper right cable applies to all snubber cables. See Figure
ll.3 for a definition of terms.
Calculate linear components from equation reference center to
snubber tie down at the tunnel wall:
XT1 = STACR- SNUST
ZT1 = WLCR - SNUWL
YTI - SNUBL
transforming to body axis:
Cos e Sin e
XB1 = XT1 - ZT1
Sin e Cos 8
ZB1 = XT1 + ZT1
YBI = YT1
Finding linear components from model tie down point to tunnel
side wall:
= + SNUX
YB = YBI + SNUY
ZB = ZBI + SNUZ
The linear distance is then:
The direction cosines are:
YX -- XB/L _y = YB/L 7z = ZB/L
resulting in the angles being:
_x = C°s-1 _x' fly = C°s-1 'Yy' ffz = C°s'1 "Yz
Assuming top and bottom cables to be symmetric with respect
to the X-Z plane, the following force and moment equations define
the terms necessary to determine trim.
FX = 2 Tup Cos Sx
up u
Fz = 2 Tup Cos _z
up u
Mup: (-smJz)Fx + (smoO Fz
up up
FXlow 2 T Coslow sXl
= 2 Tlo w CosFZlo w ZI
Mlo w = (SNLZ) FXlow + (SNLX) FZlow
or:
F = F + F = FXSN
x Xup Xlo w
F = F +F = FZSN
z Zup Zlo w
M = Mup + _ow = AMSN
A flow chart of subroutine SNTRM is shown in Figure 8.1.
_. i. 2 ISTABILITY EFFECTS
The effects of the snubbed snubbers on both longitudinal and
lateral stability are modeled similar to the rear flying cables.
These effects are calculated in subroutines LONGSN and LATSN and
inserted into subroutines LONG and LAT as additional terms (SNU,
SNUD) in the polynomial matrix describing the system. Each cable
is modeled independently, the terms effecting each cable are
summed up and the results, contained in the SNU array, are com-
bined with the flying cable effects in the CMAT array. Since the
theoretical derivation of these terms is similar to the rear fly-
ing cables, the derivation here will be abbreviated.
The major difference in the derivation is the calculation of
the change in tension.
change was defined as:
For the rear flying cables the cable tension
AT _- KAL
The snubber cables have an added damping effect resulting in
the following equation:
AT -_ NAT. + D AT.
The damping term is added to the polynomial matrix CMAT through
the array SNUD.
Flow charts for subroutines LONGSN and LATSN are shown in Figures
8.2 and 8.3.
8.1.2.1 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY EFFECTS
Due to symmetry the longitudinal effects of the top snubbers
are modelled simultaneously and similarly the bottom cables can be
modelled together. Only the top cable derivation will be presented
here. See Figure 11.3 for a pictorial representation of the snubbers.
The total force and moment equations from Section 5.0 are:
Z Fx = 2 (T + AT) Cos (_x + A_x) - (2T COS_z) 8
_, FZ = 2 (T + AT) COS (_z + A_Z) + (2T COS_x) 8
M--(s_) (-Fx) + (s_x) ;z
Defining perturbation terms:
AT=KAL+D_
and from Section 5.O:
[-SNUX Sin _x (-SNUX) Cot _ _ 8
_x --L- "AL-g • _ Cos % x
ISis _x_ [-C°S_z C°t_x_+ L"_u ]_+ L 7LU z
ESNUZ C°S _x Cot_z _ FSin _ _A_z = _U" + (-SNUX z)Sin _z 8 +tT[_ _




AL = [-Cos _]Xx + [(- s_Jx ÷ (ALU) Cos _x) Cos _z
- (-SNUZ + (ALU) Cos _z) Cos _x e-[Cos _z]Z
form:

















This matrix is reduced to a 3 x 3 matrix in x, z and 8. The first
order terms are contained in the 3 x 3 array FTOP and the damping
terms (second order) are contained in the array SNUD.
A similar procedure is followed for the effects of the bottom
cables. The terms for each set of cables are then combined and
edded to the longitudinal stability matrix through the arrays SNU
and SNUD.
8.1.2.2 LATERAL STABILITY EFFECTS
The lateral stability effects of the snubbers are modeled for
each cable individually and the results summed up. The procedure
is similar to the longitudinal case. Only the top right cable terms
will be shown here. The effects for the other cables are similar.
Force and moment equations are:
Fy--iT+aT) Cos(o_+_) - (TCOS_x) _'+(TCos_)Y y z
zN--(-sNux)Fy + (s_trY)Fx
_L--i-SNUY)Fz + (SNVZ)FY
expanding the equations and dropping the steady state terms:
EAF = AT Cos _ - T Sin _ _z_ - _T Cos _ + T Cos _
Y Y Y Y x z
+ SNUY [AT Cos o_- T Sin ol A _x]Y x x
= (SNUZ)AFy -SNUY [AT Cos Ors - T Sin Ors A ot]z
Defining AT, AL, A_x, A , Aot :y z
AT = KA_ + D A_
From Section 5.0:
[+ (-SNUY) Cos _x + (SNUX) Cos _y
_g_X (-SNUY) SIN _ - (SNUX) Cos _ Cot _x_
= x . y y
ALU
_x + SNUY Cos _z Cot _x] @Cot
3ALU
-cos _ Cot _x]+ ALU Y
aO_y= [(
-SNUY) Cos _ Cot
y Y
ALU -(SNUX) Sin _ ] [Sin c_3(_Y +L-El [ y
(-SNUZ) Sin _ - (SNUY) Cos s Cot Sv Iy z/ ¢
- ALU
"I
(-SNUY) Cos _ Cot _ + (SNUX) Cos _ Cot _ | 'Y
X Z _ Z3ALU
(-s_z) Cos _y [Cos s Cot _]
-(SNUY) Sin _z z
Cot _z ¢ _
ALU ALU Y























































I calculate stability I







































































FIGURE 8.3 - FLOW CHART - SUBROUTINE LATSN
This matrix is reduced to a 3 x 3 mstrix in y, _ and $. A similar
procedure is used to derive the contributions of the other three
cables. The effects of all cables are added and introduced in the
lateral stability matrix as SNUand SNUD.
8.2 UNSNUBBED SNUBBER EFFECTS
8.2.1 TRIM EFFECTS
The effects of the unsnubbed snubbers are modeled similar to
the snubbed case except for the calculation of the direction cosines
and the effective spring constant for each cable. The direction
cosines for each slack cable are calculated in subroutine DRCUSN
using the data from Table 1. This table contains a record of the true
angle (Ss) between the unsnubbed cable at the model tie down point
and the tunnel negative X axis vs. dynamic pressure and linear
distance (Ls) between model and tunnel wall tie down points. This
function is shown graphically below.
(_---._ C..___ IAJ TUA;MEL _ALC
PULt._V
_ _J-'mO0_ TIE Do_J_J _)OI#,JT
t
L = true linear distance between the model tie-down and side wall
S
pulley.
8 = angle made between the slack cable and the tunnel centerline.
S
T = tension in cable at tie-doom point.
S
The direction cosines are derived below for the top right snubber
in the unsnubbed condition. The other three cables are similarly de-
rived. Referring to Figure 8.4, the angle the cable makes with the
X-axis is:
x =- c°s-1 ""(es 
The Y and Z axis angles are derived from the theoretical length
of a vector originating at the model tie-down point, intercepting
the tunnel side wall and running parallel to the force vector shown
below.
\ j _ N/
Fig. 8.5
The Y and Z components of this vector are:
= SNUWL -(WLCR + SNUZ - sNtrx*sIN9)
z
= SNUBL - (BLCR + SNUY)
Y




from which: 8 = Tan-i Lz/Ly
The theoretical length of the vector is then:
£ = Z ,/(Sin @ )(Cos _)
Y S
which implies the direction cosines are:
7y = gy/p, c_ = Cos -Iy 7y
= Cos -I
7z = _z/¢ z z
These angles are in the tunnel axis system, converting to model body
axis:




= (_ Cos 8 + _ Sin 8
zI z x
Since top and bottom cables are symmetric with respect to the
X-Z plane, the equations shown in Section 8.1.1 can be used once
again to describe the longitudinal force and moment contributions to
trim.
F =2 T Cos
X S X
F = 2 T Cos
z s _z
M = (-SNUX) F + (SNUX) F
X Z
The tension (Ts) as a function of dynamic pressure and length
(L_ is contained in Table 2.
8.2.2 STABILITY EFFECTS
The effects of the unsnubbed snubbers on longitudinal and lateral/
directional stability are modeled exactly as the snubbed case using
the direction cosines derived in the previous section. The effective
spring constant is calculated by obtaining the local slope of the
change in tension (Ts) per change in length (Ls) obtained from
Table 2.
AT = K AL
K = ATs/AL
The effects on stability of the unsnubbed snubber are calculated in
LONGSN and LATSN and inserted into subroutines LONG and LAT as addi-
tional terms (SNU) in the matrices degcribing the system.
8.2.2. i LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Symmetry allows the top cables to be treated together and sim-
ilarly the bottom cables. The equations are exactly the same as
tabulated in Section 8.1.2.1. The direction cosines derived for
the slack cable are used in all equations except for the AL equation.
Since the spring constraint is defined in terms of a change in lin-
ear distance (Ls) .the AL must be defined in terms of this length.
Therefore the snubbed direction cosines are used for this equation.
There are no damping terms (D AL) associated with the unsnubbed
cable.
8.2.2.2 LATERAL STABILITY
These terms are modeled exactly the same as the snubbed case











FIGURE 8.6 - FLOW CHART - SUBRGJTINE DRCSN, DRCUSN
9.0 DESCRIPTION OF FEEDBACK MODELS
The feedback loops for both the longitudinal and lateral /directional
stability analysis are modeled using additional rows and columns in the
basic polynamial matrix representation of the dynamics.
The basic feedback elements for which provisions have been made in the
program are shown below in block diagram form.
..4















8a = TIS+ 1 #, 6r = T2S+ 1
The basic polynomial matrices are modified as follows to account
























































The longitudinal control law may be evaluated by setting KODE
(8)= 5.
The directional control law may be evaluated by the setting
KODE (9) = 5.
The lateral plus directional control laws may be evaluated by
setting KODE (9) = 6. If no directional loop is to be evaluated,
set AERO (123) and AERO (127) equal to O.
If no control loops are to be considered then KODE (8) =
and KODE (9) = 3.
The basic control laws provided in the program (pitch damping,
roll damping and yaw damping) can be modified by manually changing
the definition of the elements in the 7 x 7 array 'CMAT' which de-
fines the linearized system dynamics. The procedure is similar to
that outlined above. NOTE: The program is limited to 2nd order





The assumption is made that the pulley-cable friction is made
up of two parts, rolling friction and coulomb friction. Both
rolling and coulomb friction combine to create a change in cable
tension around the pulley.
The rolling friction is treated as a linear term and the cou-
lomb friction is linearized using a describing function technique
to be described in this section. The terms are calculated in sub-
routine FRICT and added to the appropriate polynomial matrix through
array FRIC.
ROLLING FRICTION
Rolling friction is described by the rotational damping co-
efficient, Cm (I_c-#/RPS). The moment transmitted to the model is
then: P
o
-- e N Oo.l-l)
_R m p pP
O
where 8 is the pulley rotational speed and N is the total normal
P
force acting on the pulley.




MpR ='C_-Mp -T SIN BT)2 +(T COS,6T) 2 8p
10.2
_0ULOMB FRICTION
Coulomb friction is by definition a non-linear effect where
the friction force is of constant magnitude and is always in such
a direction as to resist the relative motion. This non-linear
effect can be replaced by an 'equivalent' linear effect employing
the following reasoning.
First apply a sinusoidal input in 8 and look at the moment
P
output due to the coulomb friction.
F IR,I C TIO N __ INPUT OUTPUT
The input can be modeled as:
!
I(t) - e SIN
P
The output can be modeled as a Fourier series as follows:
_/_ [ _ _ +_I3s_.3_ +_I5s_ 5_ ....... ]M( t)
In terms of transfer functions we then have:
Z(t)F_ M{t)
or:
[_ SIN Wt] G(t): hac/_ [SIN wt + 1/3 SIN 3 wt + 1/5 SIN 5 wt + ]p ,. ,.
The equivalent linear transfer function is defined as the
ratio of the fundamental mode of the output to the input.
G(t) = 4ac/_ SIN wt/4 SIN wt : _ae/_'k
We now have a linear equivalent of the non-linear coulomb
friction which is:
4a
Pc _ P (i0.2-i)
10.3
ac is the static opposing force which is a function of wrap
angle and normal force. This relationship is empirical and will
not be defined in the program, a will be input as a constant
C
(AERO (96)) which the user will have to determine.
Combining rolling and coulomb friction, we have the follow-
ing expression for the total moment.
(10.2-2)
Following the reasoning presented by R. M. Bennett in his
write-up, 'Comment On Mount System Damping Based On Pulley Rolling
Friction,' the total moment transmitted to the model (M) creates
an unbalance in cable tension around the pulley.
assuming pulley inertia to be negligible, a moment balance produces:
AT--%/rp = [% Np/rp] $p +_ac/_'rp] Sp
The resulting forces and moments on the model can now be derived
using Bennett's equations.
PULLEY FRICTION EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
Only vertical pulleys will effect longitudinal stability.
Derivations for both front and rear vertical pulleys follow.
T
Front Pulle_
taking moments around top pulley:
EM=O
AT + M = 0
r p
P
_T - CM N e - (4a/_)e
r p p p
P P
=0
AT = C + ac P
AT F
i
the pulley rolling in terms of cable length is:




a similar approach with the bottom cables yields:
ATF 2 =(% Np/rp 2) (A&2) + (4ac/_rj) (A£2)




ZM = 0 - AT + M = 0
r pP
AT R = %/rp -C_ N-- P ep/rp
P
" _L31_9_3-- %/_ °P3--
4a c 0p/_rp
Since the tension ATFront, ATRear is going to act at either
the top or the bottom pulley (depending on the direction of motion);
and since the arms and direction cosine are inherently different,
the effect of these friction contributions is discontinuous about
the trim for + perturbations in x, z and e. To eliminate the diffi-
culty, an average arm and direction cosine in the position quadrant
is assumed for the action of the forces and moments.
The average direction cosine angles for the front vertical pulleys
are:
_x = (_21 - _ii )/2 - -/_- _ 0o.3-0Z X
The average arms for the front vertical pulleys are:
x--(_,-M)/2 _z" (_z- _z)/2 0°.3-0
The corresponding set for the rear vertical pulley is:
The friction contribution to the AFx, AFz and AM for a front
and rear vertically configured pulley can be determined.
% : _TF_ cos_xF+AT_Rcos_xR 0o.3-12)
AFz = _RFRON T COS oeZF + ATREAR COS _EF (i0.3-13)
7,M = M +M
P PF PR
M = C N A - A
PR
If either front or rear pulleys are horizontal, there are no
friction effects modeled for longitudinal analysis.
Similar expressions can be defined for the front and rear ten-
sions for the lateral/directional analysis. In this case, however_
the horizontal pulley configurations are the prime contributor to
the perturbation dynamics. The horizontal pulley in the trim condi-
tion are symmetric about the x-z plane. Thus, the averaging for
the direction cosine and arms process required in the longitudinal
analyses are not required in the lateral analysis.
AFy = AT F COS _2F + AT R COS _2R
AL = _ yF z - zF + LY P (i0.3-15)





L -- E _2 (A_n-4n-) +_ (At - A_2n )
P n=l r mr n
F+R P P
2 C N 4a c
N = _. _ (_, - 4n) + (A,f., -A&2n)
P n=l r n --_ nTTr
F+R P P
Flow diagrams for subroutines FRICT, FRVT, FRHZ are shown in Figures
lO.1 through 10.3. Subroutine FRKT contains the logic determining which
configuration is to be analyzed while subroutines FRVT and FRHZ calculate
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Call FRHZ (3) I
c_ii FRHZ (i)
Figure i0.i - FLOW DIAGRAM - SUBROUTINE FRICT






























computes ATI, AT 2
eqs° 10.3-1, -2 or
10.3-5, -6
compute Fric
eq. i0.3-12, 13, 14
FIGURE i0.2 - FLOW CHART - SUBROUTINE FRVT
i ............


















FIGURE 10.3 - FLOW DIAGRAM - SUBROUTINE FRHZ
ii.0 INPUT DATA
The format for input data is most easily explained by repro-
ducing the 'READ' statements as they appear in the program.
READ (IR, i) (TITLE (I), I = l, 20) (1)
1 FORMAT(20A4)
_AD (IR,2) (_DE(1),I --I,16 (2)
2 FORMAT (1515)
Then either 3A or 3B: The value of KODE (7) will determine
which input to use.
READ (IR, 3) (AERO (I), I = I, 36) (3A)
CALL TABINI (i, 36) (See Appendix A) (3B)
Continuing:
READ(_R, 3) (AERO(T), T = 44, 59) (4)
READ (IR, 3) (AEB0 (I), I = 66, 130) (5)
3 FORMAT (6 E12.5)
If unsnubbed snubber data is to be read in (determined by KODE (12))
the following statement applies.
CALL TABIN (1, R) (See Appendix A)
If unsnubbed data is not to be read in computations begin.
After completion of the first run the following 'READ' state-
ments initialize another run.
READ (IR, l) (TITLE (I), I = l, 20) (6)
READ (IR, 2) (KODE (I), I --i, 16) (7)
READ (IR, 3) I, VALUE
I = element in the 'AEB0' array to be changed.
VALUE = new value of the element
ii.i
NOTE: If I > i this 'READ' statement is repeated.
If I = 0 the program begins computation.
All succeeding cases follow the sameformat.






Alpha-numeric array containing title
describing the run to be made.
Array containing various program option
parameters.
Array containing all the input data pertain-
ing to model, mount system and tunnel condi-
tions.
KODE_ AERO Description





















Calculate longitudinal stability only
Calculate lateral/directional stability only




Element in 'AERO' array to be varied for root
locus
Basic printout
Basic printout plus various test parameters
Front cable vertical - rear cable horizontal
Front cable horizontal - rear cable vertical





















Front and rear cable horizontal
Aero data to be input in table form
Aero data to input at specific mach number
Longitudinal matrix with no stability aug-
mentation
Longitudinal matrix with stability aug-
mentation
Lateral/directional matrix, no stability
augmentation
Lateral/directional matrix, with yaw stab-
ility augmentation
Lateral/directional matrix, with roll %nd
yaw stability augmentation
No snubber
Analyze snubber in unsnubbed condition
Analyze snubber in snubbed condition
No anti-lift cable
Anti-lift cable in
No unsnubbed snubber data input














































































































































































centerDistance from aerodynamic ref
to the equation ref. center along the
X body axis
Distance from aerodynamic ref. center
to the equation ref. center along the
Z body axis
Distance from model mass & inertia
ref. center to the equation ref.
center along the X body axis
Distance from model mass & inertia
ref. center to the equation ref.






























































Model reference wing area
Model cross product of inertia
(IXZ)
Model roll inertia (Ixx), body
axis at C.G.
Model pitch inertia (Iyy), body
axis at C.G.
Model yaw inertia (Izz), body
axis at C.G.
Water line-upper front cable
tie-down point (ft. vert.)
Water line-lower front cable
tie-down point (ft. vert.)
Water line-upper rear cable
tie-down point (rr. vert.)
Water line-lower rear cable
tie-down point (rr. vert.)
Water line-horizontal front cable
tie-down point (ft. hor.)
Water line-horizontal rear cable
tie-down point (rr. hor.)
Station-front cable tie-down
point (fr. vert. or hor.)
Station-rear cable tie-down
point (rr. vert. or hor.)
Butt line-horizontal front cable














































Butt line-horizontal rear cable
tie-down point (rr. hor.)
Water line-equation reference point
Station - equation reference point
Butt line-equatlon reference point
Distance along X body axis from
ref. center to vertical front
pulley
Distance along X body axis from
ref. center to vertical rear
pulley
Distance along X body axis from
ref. center to horizontal front
pulley
Distance along X body axis from
ref. center to horizontal rear
pulley
Distance along Z body axis from
ref. center to upper front pulley
Distance along Z body axis from
ref. center to lower front pulley
Distance along Z body axis from
ref. center to upper rear pulley
Distance along Z body axis from
ref. center to lower rear pulley
Distance along Y body axis from
ref. center to horizontal front
pulley
Distance along Y body axis from
























































Radius of vertical front pulley
Radius of horizontal front pulley
Radius of vertical rear pulley
Radius of horizontal rear pulley
Rear cable tension
Rear cable spring constant
Pulley Coulomb friction (ac)
Station - lift cable tie-down
point
Water line - lift cable tie-down
point
Lift cable tension
Lift cable spring constant
Distance along X body axis from
lift cable attachment point to
the equation reference center
Distance along Z body axis from
lift cable attachment point to the
equation reference center
Pulley rolling friction coefficient
Distance along X body axis from
model upper attachment point to
the equation reference center
Distance along Y body axis from
model upper snubber attachment point
to the equation reference center
Distance along Z body axis from
model upper snubber attachment














































Distance along X body axis from
model lower snubber attachment
point to the equation reference
center
Distance along Y body axis from
model lower snubber attachment
point to the equation reference
center
Distance along Z body axis from
model lower snubber attachment
point to the equation reference
center
Station - upper snubber tie-down
point
Water line - upper snubber tie-down
point
Butt line - upper snubber tie-
down point
Station - lower snubber tie-down
point
Water line - lower snubber tie-
down point
Butt line - lower snubber tie-
dow n point
Upper snubber, snubbed tension
Lower snubber, snubbed tension
Upper snubber, snubbed spring con-
stant
Lower snubber, snubbed spring
constant
Upper snubber, snubbed damping
constant
UNITS LABEL DESCRIPTION
AERO (122) ibs/inlsec ADSNL
AERO (123) rad/rad/sec AKSY
AERO (124) rad/rad/sec AKPHI
AERO (125) rad/rad/sec AKTHE
AERO (126) blank
Lower snubber, snubbed damping
constant
Feedback gain - yaw rate to rudder
Feedback gain - roll rate to aileron
Feedback gain - pitch rate to
elevator
AEBO (127) sec. TISY
AERO (128) sec. T2PHI
AERO (129) sec. T3THE
AERO (130) blank
Time constant for lag on yaw rate
feedback
Time constant for lag on roll rate
feedback
Time constant for lag on pitch rate
feedback
* See Figure ii.i for pictorial representation of various reference centers
** See Figure ll.2 for pictorial representation of pulley geometry
*** See Figure ll.3 for pictorial representation of snubber cable geometry
11.2 TABLE INPUT
If the aero data and snubber data are to be read in table format,
the following discussion applies.
The first 36 tables contain the aero derivatives in stability
axis vs. roach number. The order is the same as AERO (1) through
AERO (36). The units for each derivative are also the same as
AERO (1) through AERO (36). The table input format is shown in
Appendix A. This data is read in under TABIN1.
The unsnubbed snubber data is contained in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 contains cable tension (lbs) vs. dynamic pressure _psf)
and linear distance (in) between model tle-down point and tunnel
side wall. Table 2 contains cable angle (rad) vs. dynamic press-
ure (psf) and linear distance (in) between model tie-down point
and tunnel side wall. The tensions "and angles mentioned here are
described in detail in section 8.0. The table input format is
shown in Appendix A. This data is read in under TABIN.
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Reed, Abbott - A New 'Free Flight' Mount System For High
Speed Wind Tunnel Flutter Models - NASA -
Langley Research Center - 9/63
Bennett - Comments on Mount System Damping Based on
Pulley Rolling Friction
Thelander Aircraft Motion Analysis - FOL-TOR-6_-70
Methods of Analysis and Synthesis of Piloted Aircraft Flight Control
Systems - BUAER Report AE-61-41-3/52
Dynamics of the Airframe - BU AER Report AE-61-42-9/52






If data is to be input in table form, subroutine TABIN is used.
When reading aero data the first independent variable is roach
number. When reading unsnubbed snubber data the first inde-
pendent variable is dynamic pressure (psf) and the second
independent variable is length (Ls) in inches.
i. The tabular values for the independent variables
must be in algebraically increasing order.
2. The independent variables and functional values of
the table must:
a) Be single precision numbers less than 99999E9.
b) Have a maximum of 7 significant figures if
positive.
c) Have a maximum of 6 significant figures if
negative.
A maximum of 99 cards is allowed for each table.
A. Tables are prepared according to the form on the
following page. Variable noted there are:
K = table number - any positive fixed point number.
LI = Number of tabular values of the first independ-
ent variable (x).
L2 = Number of tabular values of the second inde-
pendent variable (y).
Seq. no. = sequence number of card within a table
beginning with 0 for the first card, i for the
second, etc.
Z --Value of the third independent variable (z).
A separate table is needed for each tabular
value of Z.
F(i,j) = functional value for xi, yj, and Z.
The last card for every set of tables read in MUST
BE BLANK.
CARD FORMAT FOR EACH TABLE
|No.
Column 9-12 13-14 15-16 71-72








SL?- _ _ f(2_ f(3_ f(4_ f(5_ f(69 f(7, f(8, f(9,, Seq.




x =l I I I
If(to,If(_,l_(=,I_(_3,1f(_,lf(_,lf(16,1f( 7,If(18,1s_q.II _)I _)I _)I _)I ._)I_)I _)I _)I _)I_o.I
d_ ,_(o,,_(1,,,f(_,f(_I (_51(_If(l__(_ se,,_ _,_s I_I I_INoI
Col. 1-7 8-14 15-21 22-_'8 29-35 36-42 _3-49 50-56 57-63 64-70 71-72
Additional x values are similarly handled.





CALL TABIN (NUMTBL, IZ, NG)
NUMTBL --Number of the first table to be read in.
= i for the first set of tables read in
on a job.
IZ = Mmadmum number of tables in storage at
one time.
NG = error return - set equal to:
0 - tables are read in successfully
i - error in loading tables.
C. COMMON statement to be made in the calling program:
COMmN ZZZ(n)
where ZZZ is a dummy name, n is computed as follows:
IZ
n = 31Z + _ (LIi + i) (L2 i +i)
i+l
ZZZ must be the first array stored in blank COMMON.
STINT_ STINTI
Subroutine STINT is a linear interpolation routine used to
gather data from the tables.
To look up in a table and interpolate functions of
i, 2, or 3 variables.
i. CALL TABIN to read in tables (see TABIN write-up).
2. Extrapolation is not performed for arguments off
Method:*
the tables.
x = ARGI x° < x < xI
y = ARCR Yo < x < Yl
z = ARG3 z° < z < zI
f(i,j)
Xo, xI - consecutive
tabular values
Yo' Yl - consecutive
tabular values
Zo, zI - tabular values for
consecutive tables
functional value at (xi, yi)
A :I












A is found for the zO table (Ao) and the zI table (_).
Zl-Z
_T __ Zl'Zo(AI-Ao)
Usage: CALL STINT (ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, MINTBL, MAXTBL, FCT, NG)
ARG1 = floating point value used as search argument I
ARG2 = floating point value used as search argument 2
ARG3 = floating point value used as search argument 3
MINTBL = lower bound of table position number.
MAXTBL = upper bound of table position number.
FCT = floating point variable which is returned
with the result of the interpolation.
NG = Error indicator
= i - error in loading tables (set by TABIN)
= 2 - error in calling sequence or machine error
= 3 - argument not in domain of table
= 4 - argument(s) are within tables but function
is discontinuous or non-existent.
A-_:I
If there is no error, the last value of NG
remains in storage. NG should be interrogated
after each return from STINT. If NG _ O, set
NG to 0 after ta_ing appropriate error control
action and before calling STINT again.
For single table interpolatlon set ARG2 = O, and ARG3 -- 0
For double table interpolation set ARGB -- O.
For triple table intersolation
Normally at least 2 tables are needed. The
tables must have consecutive position numbers.
If ARG3 is exactly equal to the tabular value
of z (third independent variable), only one
table is needed.
MAS___!H
Subroutine MASH is used to reduce large matrices to smaller
ones. It only reduces terms of the same order.
A-_ MATRIX_ PRBMl_ PqFB1
Subroutines MATRIX, PRBMI, and PQFBI are used to obtain the eigen-
values of the polynomial matrices defined in subroutines LONG and
LAT. Subroutine MATRIX takes the polynomial matrix and derives
the characteristic polynomial for that matrix. The roots of the
characteristic polynomial are then established in subroutines
PRBM1 and PQFB1. PRBM1 and PQFB1 are called from MATRIX. The di-
mension statements for this routine are presently set up for a
7 x 7 matrix. If in the future this is to be changed the following
definitions will be necessary.
Call MATRIX (A, N, ROOTS, K4A, IER)
A: Input matrix, Dimension = (N, N, 3) the first index
refers to the row, second to the column, and third to the
polynomial coefficient with A (i, j, i) = constant term,
A(i, J, z) = linear term, etc.




A complex array. Dimension = 29
Equals the number of roots generated.
Contains error code message. See listing
of PQFB1and PRBM1for description.
The routine is limited to second order polynomials. That is, each
polynomials represented in the A array can be no greater than
second order.
APPENDIX B
A sample listing of input data is included as an example. The
set of input cards listed below is the set provided with the accompany-
ing deck.
Referring to the listing, Case i is one in which a root locus is
done with the rear cable tension being the parameter varied. Both
longitudinal and lateral stability calculations are made. The cable
configuration is front vertical rear horizontal with no snubber effects.
Case 2 is the same variation in rear cable tension with the unsnubbed
snubber effects included. Case 3 is one in which the values for CL_
and C are changed and only longitudinal stability effects are cal-
m
culate_. In Case 4, CL_ and Cm_ are put back to their original values
and the front pulleys are changed to the horizontal configuration.
The output corresponding to this input data is contained in APPENDIX C.
(:'][LEO C A BL 'F DATA
-ST f3ATA L_C



















.... O- ...... -0-- - 20. " IOO.
0 0 _-C • 60.
• O0. O 25. 65,
.... _._ ,30-, -- Cr- _O • 70,
2 4 3
0 0 30. I00.
.... 0 - " 1 .57 1.20 I,;00
I000 1.57 I.I0 .90



































TEST DATA UNSNL)BnED SNUBBER
2 1 ! 94 0 I 0
" BLANK CAPD
TEST DAT_ CHANGE" CL AND CM _LPHA
3 -1 0 0 0 I 0
6 -I,3
_LANK CARD
TF_T DATA F"o_JN'T r_ULLF. Y HO_TZrlNTAL








4 3 1 0


























Contained in this Appendix is the program output
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Contained in this Appendix is a program listing.
listing are itemized below:














































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G I; L k k A h D A T A S Y S T E M S
C EX EC ROUT INE BEGINS HERE
COMMON /DA T/AEPO(150) ,AEROP (50) ,KODE (20) •LL
COMMON ISNUBB/SNtJ( 3• 3) • SN(30) e IHbSP_ t IHLS_ ISIwUC i3 13)
CON'MON Z/Z{ 200)
COMMON /TAB I/ZZ(ECC)
COMMON/[')_/OLM { let IC)
DIMENSION TITLE(2C) •SAVE(S0) •_AVEI (150)











6 { AEI_O (Ig),
7 CAIRO( 22),
8 (AEPO(25) •
9 { AERO( 28)t
A ( AERO( 31 l,
E_ (AFPO( 34),
C ( AENO [ 44),
D (AERO {47)•
CDU) , (AERO{ 2) •
COA) ,(AERO( 5) •
CDQ) • (AERO( 8) •
C00) , (AERO(I I) ,
CLL) •|_EF;C( 3)•
CL_) •(_EI_O(6),
C L ¢) t (,IEI:;C( 9)•
CLE) , (AERO(12),
CDDE)t{AERO[14) • CLEE) ,(_IEI_C{|5),






CYB) • {AERO{20) •
CYP) • (AERO(23) •
CYR) • (AERO(26) ,
C _OR), (AERO(2g) ,
C YDA) • (AERC(32) •
CY_5) •(AERO(35) •
XREF) , (AERO(45) ,
ZCG )
(40) ,AMACH) • (AERO
(51) ,RHO ) •(AERO
(54),CBAR ) , (AERO
(57)•XlXX ) * (AERO





CLCt)• (.JEI;C (33) ,
CLE. ¢) •(AEI:;O(36) •
iSEF) , (,eEi;O (46),
I ( A ERO
EOUIVALENCE(AERO (6El •
I {AE_O (69) •
2 (AFRO (7._) •
3 (AERO (75) •
4 (AEI;O (?e) ,
5 (AERO (@I) •
6 (AERF) (84) ,
7 (AEPO (87) ,

















(49) ,_*C ) ,(AERC (50)• AM)
(52) e IT) •(,tEi;O {53),8 )
(55) •$11 ) e(AERC 456) • X IXZ )
(58) e_#II_ ),(JEI;C (59)•ZiZZ










WLUF) , (AERO(67) ,
NLLR) •(AERO(70) •
$TAF) , (AERO(73) •
BLHR) ,, (AERO(?6) •
BLCR) e (AERG(T9) e
AF) • (AERO(82) •
HLCF) • (AERO(B5) ,
DCF) , (AERO(88) t
R VF) , (AERO(g|) •







EFI , (AEI_C (80) ,
_lf;) , (_Ef;C(83) •
HLC I_) ,(_ERO(B6) •
EEl;) ,
FHF ) • (,tERC (92) •
IF;O) . (,IERO(g5) =
)
),
(AEI_C)(gE), COU) ,(AERC(gT) ,.¢ILll) •(_ERC(gB),WLLTT)•
(AE_O(g9) ,TLFTO) • (AERO(100) _ JlI(LFI) •
(AERO(102) •ALTXI,(AERO(IOJ) , ALl2) •(AEf;C(IO4)• CMP)
E:1UIVALENCE{AER'O( 105l, ,_NLX) •(AERO(I06) • ¢FIb'/) •(AERC(I07)• SNUZ)•
(AERO(10P), _NLX) •(AERO(IO9) e (I_LY) ,(@El_C(llO), SNL.Z)•
(AEPO( II 1) , SNUST) , (AERO(ll2) mSI_LIIL) m (_tERO{113) eSNUBL |,
( AERO( I I 4) • SNL ST) • (AERO (115) •S FL ilL) • (_ERO (116 ) •S NLBL ),
(AERO(I17) , TUSNO) •(AERO(II 8) mlLSb() •()ERe(If9) tAKSNU)_
{AE_O (120) ,AKSNL) • (AERO{121) ,_ES_U) •(#_E;C(122)•ACSNL ),
(AERO(123), AKSY) ,(AERO(124) _JI_FHI) ,(#sERO(125)•AKTHE),
IIS¥) •(aE;_O(128) ,T2PHI)•
14_2)
C2LF) •(_ERCI:( 3)• CNUP)•
C2_F) e(AEROP( 6), CMAP)•
C2¢I::| e(_ERCP( 9)• CMQP|•
C2CF) _(AEI;CF(12)• CMOP)•
(AERt'lP [ 13) ,CXDEP) • (AERCP(I4) ,c_cell::) , (/ERCI::(15),,CMDEPI,
( AERC)P(16) •C XADP) • (AEROP(17) ,CZ_DP) • (AERCP(18) • CMADP),
7 (AERO(126) • AKAZ) e(AERfJ(127) •
B (AERO (12_) ,T3THE) miAEI;C(130) ,
EQUIVALENCE(AEROP( I), CXt_P),(AEROP(2) •
I (AEROP( 4), CXAP) ,(AEROP(5) •
2 (AEROP( 7) , CXQP) _{AEROP(8) •

































































(AEROP(19), CYBP) ,(AEROP(20) m CLEF) •(AEI_CP(21)• CNBP|,
(AEPOP(22)• CYPP) •|AEROP(;>3) • (LFF) o(AERCP(24)t CNPP)t
(AEROP(2_) , CYRP) •(AERCP(26) • (tl;F) •(AERCB(27), CNRP),
(AEROP(28) ,CYDRP} • (AEROP(29) ,CLCI;IO) • (AERQP(30),CNDRP},
(AEROP[3I) ,CYI) AP) • {AEROP(321 eCLE_IF) •|#IERCPI33),CNEAP}t
(AEROP ( 34l ,CYDSP) t (AEROP(35) mCtCSF) • |JEI;CFI36|tCNDSP}
EQUIVALENCE ( SN( I|,
T ( SN( 4} ,
2 ( SN| 7) ,
3 { SN( I0|,
4 ( SN(13) •




GXI| e(-Cl_( 2) o GYI},(SI_( 3) i GZI |•
GX2),ISN( 5), GV2} ,(¢-_( 61, GZ2I,
GX3}t(SI_{ 8|• G_3lelS_| 9)t GZ311,
GX4) •(Sh(ll) • G_r4l •(_1_(|2)• GZ4)•
THUIgISh(|4) • THL} o (_c1",(1-5) o .aLU) ,
ALL ) •
( SN(lCJ) ,THG Xl | •(S1_(20) ,THG_I } • (.c1_i[21)•TMGZ! }•
( SN( 22} •TflG X2 | ,(SIW (23) _ THGY2) • ($1_(24)tTl_GZ2 | _
( SN( 2. = ) tTHG X3 ) _ ( Sk (26) , "THG _f31 t |Sk |27) •T_GZ3 ) t





DO 11 J=l, =.C
SAVEIJ | = (j ¢; c (;,
LL =0
REAC( [R, 15C)( T TILE(I } •l =I ,20}
READ( TR• 2CC )(KODE ( T }, [ :I , 16|
FDPMAT(I_[_)
WR [TE( [W, ITC ) KODE(I) , ( TT TLE (I) ,I =I •20)
FORMAT( II-I, 3K, "CASE NU=•,I3t4}i•2OA4)
"-_ CALL R lIE
IF(KODE(?].EQol) GO TO I0
READ( TR, lOC}( AERO(I },1=I,36)
Gn TO 20
10 CALL TAB IN T{ I, _,NG)
IF(NG,EQ ,0 ) GO TO 2C
WR ITE( IW, 3C0) NG
300 F3RMAT( //, • ERROR IN READING IABLES
GD TO _ O0
20 READ( IR, IOC}(AERO(I |,I=44 •59)
REAC{ IR• IOC){AERO(I )tI=_Otl30)
|00 FqRMAT( _E I _,_ }
IF(KOOE( 12 ),NE.I) GD TO 32
CALL TABIN( It 2tNG|
IF(NG.FQ.O ) GO TO 32
WRITE( [_, 420) NG
420 FDPMAT( " ERRCIR IN NEADING SNbBBER DATA
GO T 0 _ C C
I000 03 _E I=I. l_C
2R AERO( I )=.<A_/EI(I)
READ( IR, I_C)( TITLE(I) •I =I ,20)
150 F3RMAT(20A4)
I<ASE=|
DO 34 J=l, _C
3 z_ SAVE(J |=(;(j(;cj,
_EAC{ IR, 20C)(KOD_( I ),I=l, I()


























































FILr CAF}LE FORTPAN P! G I; U Ii II A I_ O A T A S Y S T E M S
CALL I_ ITF
WR ITE( IW, 3c._ )
_' FORMAT[ 3Xt "DA]A CHANGE •)
2_) REAC(IR,OEC) KtVALUE
350 FFJRWAT(12oEI2.E)
W_ ITE( lW, 2EI)KpVALUE
351 FORMAT( ZX, [_, 3XoG12,,5)





32 IF(KODE(7).EQ.G) GO TO 31
DO 30 I= I, 36
CALL STINT I(AMACH,O,O,I ol ,AERC(1) •hGi
IF(NG.NE.O) GO TO 4C
30 CONT INUE
DO 36 J=l, -:6
36 IF{ SAVE(J ).NE.C;_(;9.) AERO (J) =SAVE (J)
GO TO .31
40 WRITE( lW, 4CC) I,NG
400 FF)R,'4AT( //, ' FRROR IN TABLE NOe¢14,mhG= m
GO TO 500
360 FORMAT(_EIC.3)
31 IF(KASE,EQ.I) GO lO 9
WRITE(IW•ECI)
801 FORMAT( 5X, 'INPLT DATA AS SPECIFIED II_
WRITE( IW, 8GO)( I,AERO(I ),I :I _I3G)
80rU _'.r}g'MAT( w( 2Xt IAERO( °ll3te):*tGtC, 3) |
9 DO 2E I=I, IE0
25 SAVEI( I)=AERO( I )
IF{KF}IOE{ -_).EQ.C) GO TO 48
42 DO _7 I=1, IEG
27 AE;_L}( I )=SA_.F. 1(I)
CALL RUTLBC
IF(LLeEQ.O) GO TO I(}00
48 CALL TRAN l
IF(K('}OE(E}.EQ.C) GO TO} 49
WRITE( IW, PC- _)
802 F(}RMAT(4X, 'AERO DATA IN SIAB. AXI S AT
WiP ITE{ IW,eCG)(ItAERO[I | t,I--l_,36)
49 CALL TR IM
CALL TRAN S




ECL#I. I;EF,, CEhTER e )
803 F:IQMAT(4Xt 'AE_O DATA IN E}CDY AXIS AT ECLAT.
WRITE( IW,_.CA}( I,AE_OP(I )iT =I ,36)
804 FLIRMAT( _( _w, "AEROP( •,lOt' }--'I, GI0.3|)
50 I;(KODF-(,7) ) 7G,PC,gG
70 WRITE( IW, 7CC)
lO0 FC}RMAI(' **+I- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY .l._,+o)
CALL LONG
IF(KODE(3),EO. I) GO TO 42
GO TO lOGO
80 WR ITEI IW,7_C)
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN PI G F L, lw _ A h D A T A S Y S T E M S
750 FORMAT[ • _+_'+ LATERAL/DIRECIECNAL STABILIT_ #+._4.e )
CALL L AT
I_(KODE( _ ).FQ. 1) GO TO 42
GO TO IOCO
90 WR ITE( llt 7CC)
CALL LONG
W_ ITE( IWt 7¢.C )
CALL L AT







CnMMON /F)AT/AEROI 1_0) ,AEROP{5Cl eKDDE (201 ILl.
IF(LL.GT.C) GO TO 42
I I=KODE(4)
VARY: ABS(AERO{ II )t.I)






I I=KODE( 4 |
AERO( I I )=ANOM-_,W_VARY+L_VARY
IF(L.GT._) GO TO 44
WR ITE( IW, lEO) KOOE| 4l tAERO{| I )
FORMAT{ /2X• C_HAERO(•I3e2H) =eGl2e5J
RETURN





THIS RF)UTINE CALCU_ATES BODY AXIS AERC OAI_I 11 (f; FREIe
AXIS AER(] DATA AT CR
Cr}MNION /OAT/ AER{}(I_O),AEROP(5OI,KODE(2C) el.L
E3UIVALENCE(AEF_O| 111 CDU) tIAERO{ 2) • CLLI,I_ERI3(
,(00} IT















(AERO( 4), CDAI.(AERG( 5), CLII,t_IERC( 6).
(AERO( 7), CDQ) ,(AERO( 8) e CLC) ,{jlERO| 91.
(AERO( 101, CDO),(AERO(II) , CLC),(_IERO(12),
(AEPO( 13)• CDDE)e|AERO(14) • CLCE)t{IIERO{15)•






(AEPO(19), CYB),(AERO(20),, CLE) e(_IEI;O(21), CNB),
(AERO( 2211 CYP) e{AERO{23) t CLF| t|.aEI;O(24)e CNP)•
(AERO(251o CYR) ,(AERO(26) , CI.F ) , (#IERC(27) , CNR),
(AF_RO(2_), CYDR),(AERO(29) , CLEF) e(JIEI;O(30), CNDR),
IAF_O(31)I CYDA) e{AERO{32) _ CLC)l)t {JlERC(33) e CNDAI_
(AFRO(34), C_DS} •{AERO(35) , CLCS) •|_1E1:;0(361• CNOS)_
[AE-RCJ|44), XREF),(AERO{45)_ ll;EF)•(_IEI;C(n6|, XCG),
(AERO(47)_ ZCG) , (AERO(631 elHElJ)
l), CXUP) ,(AEROP( 2) • C2LJF) _(AEI;OP( 3)• CMUP),
4), CXAP) ,{AEROP( 5) • (_#IF) ,(AERI._p( 61• CMAP)_




































































(AESOP(lO), CXOP) ,{AEROP(II) , C2CF) o(_ERCP{12), CMOPl,
(AEPOP( 13| ,C XDEP) • (AEROP(14) ,C2DEF) ,|JERCF(15) ,CMDEP)•
(AEROP (I(5) ,CXADP) • (AEROP|IT) 0(:2JEF) • {_EREF| 18|•CMADPI•
(AFROP([G) t CYBP) ,(AEROP(20) , (LEP) e(AEREP(21), CNBP),
(AEROP(22) , CYPP) •(AEROP(23) , ILl:F) ,(JERCP(24), CNPP|,
(AEROP(25)j CYRP) ,|AEROP(26) • (LRF)•(_EROP(2?)• CNRP)•
(AEROP{28) ,CYDRP) ,{AEROP(29) eCLl;l;P) •|AERCP(30)•CNDRP)I,
(AFR(lP( 31 ) ,C YDAP) e(AEROP(32) ,CLC_F) • (AERCP(33 I,CNDAP ),




C3 AL F= C03( ALPHA )
SNSQ = SNALF_t.c
CF) SO = COALF_2
SNCO = _NALFtCOALF
CDU=C{)U +2 ,* | cr)o ÷CDAWW THE TA )
CLU=CLU÷_-,W_(CLO+CLAW_THETA )

































CL _SP=-CND SW, SNALF÷




UP= --CMA _SNALF÷ CMU $COAI.F
AP = CL t.,W_SN SQ-C DA w_CO SQ t IC LA-C D U) t S hC C
AP =- CD tt _N SO-CL A_' CO SQ-- (CDA i-C L U) t SIN,C (_
AP= CMU _SNALF_ CMA W'COALF
QP= CLO_ _NALF-CDQW_COALF
QP =- ( CDQ • _ONALF tCLQ_' COALF I
QP= CMQ
A [P=-CL A D'wCO AL F _CDA D_ SNALF
=-CDAD*CO ALF-CLAD'_ SNALF
= CMAD
= CL DEW' SN AL F-C DDE w,CO A LF
=-C DDE_ SNALF-CLDE_COA LF
= CMOE
CYB
CLFJ *SNALFI- CNB *COALF
-CNB *¢;NALF÷ CLB W_COALF







































































F [LE CABLE FORTRAN PI G I; b W Ib A 1_ 0 A T A S Y S T E M S
SUBROUTINE TRANI
C THIS ROUTINE TRANEFLIRMS INERTIA DATA I_ STAEILIT_
C THE EOUAIION PEFERENCE CENTER
cr)MMON/DAT/AERO( I_0I,AEROP(5(:I .KODE (20) .LL
EOU IVALENCE(AERO ( I),
1 ( AERO ( 4 ) 9
2 (AFRO( 7)e
3 (AERO( 10),,
4 ( AE_O( 13)e
5 (AERO(le),
6 (AERO(19), CYB) • (AERO(2 0l •
7 (AEPO(22)t CYP) •(AERO(23) •
8 (AE_'0(25), CYR),(AERO{26) ,
c) (AEPO(28)e CYDR) tIAERO(2g) •
A (AERO( 31 ), CYDA) m(AERO(32) .
F} (AEPO(34), C_fDSI,(AERO(35) ,
C (AEROI44)t XREF) t(AERO(45) •
(AERO(47),
EQU[VALENCE(AERO (48),AMACH) oIAERO
EQU IVAL ENCE( &ERO (51)eRHO
EOU IVALENEE(AERO (54) oCBAR
EQU IVALENCEIAERO {_-7) tXIXX
EgU IVALENCE(AERO (60).CLT
INERT IA TRANSFORMATION. (
X =XCC-/1. _ .
7=ZC(/12.
X IXX=X IXX÷AM_( Z_ 2)
Y IYY=Y IYY_AM.W( X_2)+AM_W (Z_Wl_2)
--- Z IZZ=7 IZZ÷AMe( Xq,$ 2)




CM 0 =CMO-Z#Cr)O ÷ X_ CLO
CM A=CM A-Z _CDA4- X$ CLA
CMQ=CMQ-Z_CDQ÷X$CLQ
CM_E=CMDE--Z_Cr)DEA-X$CLDE
X =X CC-/( 12.w_B )




C'xl DR =CNDF_ _X*CYDR
CN EA=CNE_A ÷X*CYDA
CN (SS=CND _ _X*C YOS
CL P_=CL P-Z$CyF_
CLR=CL R-Z$CYP
CL P=CL P-Z* CYP
CL OR=CL DR-Z$C YDR
CL CA=CL I]A-Z$CYDA




C]MMr)N/DAT/AERF](150),AERDP(50) ,KODE (20) ,LL
QXlS .6ERO DATA
CDU)•(AERO( 2), CLl_l t(/IERO( 3)t
CDA) 9(AERO(5) e CL.e) t(.aERG( 6),
CDQ)•(AERO( 8) • CLC)•(,eEGC( 9)•
CDO)•(AERO(II) , CLC) m($El:;O(12)e
CDDE)e(AERO(14) 9 CLEE) _(,eEl:;C|lS)t




CLEF) • (AERO (30).
CLC$), (AERG(33),
CLC_) e($ERO(36),












ZCG) , (AERO(63) ,THE1#I)
(49) ._{ ) ,(AERO (50)• AM)
) •(AERO (52) • liT) 9(#IERC (53)•B )
) .(AERO (55) ,Si ).(/_ERC (56), XIXZ )
) ,IAER(] (58) t_l'_'_ )=(_ERC (59)_ZIZZ )
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G I; U _ _ A I_ D A T A S Y S T E M S




EOUIVALENCE(AERO( 105l, SNbX) ,IAERO(I06} , E_L_) t(_ERO(I07),
I(AERO(toe), SNLX),(AERO(IQ_;) , .CNLYit(AEFCIIIO|e SMLZIt
2( A ERO( I I I J• _NUST) t(AERO (I !2) •ShUWL| •{AEFI: 4113) tSl_UeL)•
3( A ERrJ(II4),SNLST),(AERO(115),C-hLWL) )(AEFC I116) ,SI_LBL) o
41 AFRO( III), TUSNO),(AERO (1181 ,]LSNO) ,(AEI_((119) tAKSNU| e
5( AEt_O( |_0 )) AK SNL ) t {AERO (4c;) t _0) • |AEt_I: 1_1 ) • I;HC) o
6(A ERO( E3 ), THETA )t(AERO(121 ) •ADShU| •(AER{ (122) e_I£SNL)
EQUIVALENCE (SN( l), GXI),ISN( 2}e GYI)t(SI_( 3|o GZI),
!{ SNI 4)) GX2)•(SN( 5} • GY2| ,(SN{ 6| • G_2) t
2(SN( 7), GX3), {SNI 81• GY31 ,{Sh| 9] • G_3) _
3{SN{ I0), GX4)•{SN( Ill , GY4) ,(SI_(12) , G241,
4{SN(13), lHU)t(SN(I4) • THL) *(oN{15| • _ILL) *
5(SN( !_)* ALL ),
61SN( 19 ), THGX | } • ( SN( 20} , THGYI ) •{SN(21 ) ,TI_G 21 ) ,
7| S N{ 22 )t THG X 2 ) t ( SN { 23 ) t TH GY2) • ( SN (241 •THG _2 ) •
8{ SN{ 2 =)_ TFGX3},( SN{ 26) ,ll_GY3) •(SN{2?) 81H023) •
91SN( 2_ ), THGXA },( SN(29) •IHGY4| t (SN(30) ,I1"_G _14)















GYY( A_ AA )




GZPM I{ Ae AA_C_DtE*F )
ALY(A)
AL- SY(A _AA_CtD )







ICC_ J = 1. 1C
M( I, J I=C
= (-A*CCT(AA) /C | _12.
= -- (A_SiNIAA)÷CiCiCCTIE))/F
= (A_AA_COT(C) -C4Ei(CI'(F)|/G
= (SI h(A} /AA) _128
= (AW_AA_COT (C) ÷Cl_ I I_ (E | )/F
= --(AWWSIN(AA)÷C4C_I(CT(EI)/F
= (-AWWCCT (AA)/C) 412.
= (A_AA_COT (C| -C 4E i(CT (F))/G
= (A,AA_WCOT {C) ÷C 4 _c I h (E) |/F
= -A
= (AW_AA-C#D| / I :_.
= (A _AA-CWWD I /I2e
(RODE(IO).EQoC) GO TO I CC2
FOR SNCB_ER EFFECTS {LAT}
CALL ORC _¢N( THF TA )
IF(KODE(IC).F_Q.I) CALL DRCbSN(IHETA)
DUM(I) 2) = -TbSNO*GX!
= TL SNC} W_GZI
: -TLSNO* SIN( 1HGYI )
: GYI
= SNLX,I_'fU._Nt}#GXI/12.eSI_,UY_WTUSFE4C. YI/12,,
= - SNbX*TUSNOWWG Zl/12.
= - SNLY_TbSNO_SI N { THGXI ) /12.
= SN L XW_TU SNO$ SI N ( IHG'f |) /I 2.
DLJM( |. 3 )
DUM| l, E )
DJM( !, 7 )
DJM( 2, 2 )
DUM( 2, 2 )
DUM { 2t A )

































































DUM( 2, 7 )
DUM( 2, 2 )
Dr/M( 31 J )
DrJM( 3, r.)
DLJM( 3, _ )
DUM( 3* 7 )
DUM( 4e I )
DUM( 4e 2 )
DUM( 4o _ )
OUM { 4. 4 )
DUM( 5t 11
13UM( 5* 2 )
DUM( =_, 2)
DUM( 51 5 )
DUM( r:, 1 l
DUM( 6, 2)
DUM( E, 3)
= (- _CNbX, GYI÷ SN LY*G }_! )/12,
= - CNCZ,TI. SNO,G XI /12.
= 5N LZ* TLSNO*G 21 /! 2.+ SkC y*TC_ I_ C 4G_tl/12o
: -SNUTtTUSNO*SIN( ]HGYI|/12o
= SNI.,Y* 1LSNOI' S I N ( IHG Zl | / 12 e
= (- _CN_Y*GZ l I-_CN bZ*G ¥1)/12e
= GXY{GYIt THGXI tALL|
= GXSY(-SNGYoTHGXI o-$1_U)_oGYI olHG)! tilLU)
= GXPHI(-SNUZoG ¥1 , THGXl ,-SbU_I tC21 tTHGXI o_ILU}
= GYY(THGYI,ALI.)
= GY SY(- SN UY,G )_1 o 1HG¥1 t-- S INU)_ t TH(; ¥ l e _1LU)
= GYPH[ (-SNIJZ_ IHGYI t-SNUYeGZl t'IHG'YI e_lLU)
= --le
= GZY(GYI, THGZI IALL|
= GZSYi-SNUYtGX1 tTHGll t-$NI_>eG_II,TI_GZI_JlLU|
= GZPHI (-SNUZtGYI tTHGZI t-Slwl.'tell_GZl t_ILU)
OUM( _, _) = - I,
IF(KODE( 10).FQ.2) GO TO 1010
CALL CRCSN( THETA )
Q= , 5*R _O*VO*VO
ALUI =ALU41 •
CALL STINT{O,ALLIt0,1,I,II_SNI tNG)
IF(NC.NE.0) GO TO 5CG0
AL U2=AL U- 1.
CALL STINTIQtALU2t0tI ,I eTLSN2,1_G)
IF(NG.NF.C) GO IO 5{0C
GO TO 5001
WRITE( IW, SC02) NG,ALLtALUtG
F3PMAT{ 'ERRO_ IN SNUBBER TABLE liNG=' ,|213)El0.3|
RETURN
CONT INUE
AK TU=( TUSN I-TUSN2)/2.





DL_M( 7, 7) = - ! •
DUW{ 7, 8 ) = AKSNU* 12.
DUM( e_ II = ALYIGYI)
DUM( _ 2# = ALSY(-SNt_Y_G_I _-ShbX,G'fl)
DUM( E_, 3) = ALPHI (-SNUZ_GYI _--chUY,GZI )
DUM( _t E) = - I °
IF(KODE(10).EQ.I) GO TO 1(:15
D3 ICl_ I=1,3
Dr) 1(31_ J=l, ]
S_UD( [,J )=DLM ( Ie ?)*ADSNU*Dt.,M {BeJ|_12o
CALL MASh(2,8)
Dr} 10=_0 I= 113
DO 1OSC J= 1,3
TOPR( [,J ): DUM(I,J)
IFIKODE(10).EO.t) CALL DRCUSk(THETA)
DLIM( 1_ 2) = -TLSNC)*GX2
DUM( 1, 3) = TbSNO*GZI
DUM( I, _ | =
DUM( 1_ 7 | =






























































r3tJM( _, 4 )
DUM{ 2_ _ )
DU_( 2t 7
DU NI( 3, 2 )
OUlU( 3, 3 )
DUM( _t 5 )
OUM( 3, E )
DJM( 3, 7 )
DUM( 4, I I
DUM( 4, 21
DLIIM( 4t 2]
DUM( 4, 4 )
DUM ( 5. I )
DUM( 5. 2 )
OLIn( E, 3 )
DUM( El E )
DUM( E. I )
DUM ( 6t 2 )
r)LIM( E, 3 )
= - SNUXWr TUSNO=G Z2/l 2.
= SNIJY_ TUSNO_W S! N ( 1HG X2) / 12,,
= _.¢NLX_ TL.SNO= S I N { 1HG ¥2 ) / 12.
= ( - SN U X=GY2.-- SN LY=G X2)/12,,
= - SNLZ_TUSNC)=G X2/l 2.
= SNUZW_TUSNO_GZ2/12.-SNtJ_I_TI_$1_E_GY2/I2,,
= - SN LZ$ YtJSNOWW SIN { THG ¥2)/12.
= - SNL, YW_TI.,SNO • S I N ( THG Z2) / |2,,
= ( EN UY= G Z2÷ SN U Z_WG 'Y2)/| 2,,,
= GXY(GY2t THGX2,A LL)
= G XSY ( SNUYt _HG X2 t-$NUX _G ¥2 e'IHG >2 t _ILU)
= GXPHI (-SNUZ_G Y2 e 1HGX2 t SI_U_ _G 22 ,THGX2t ALU)
= GYY(THGY2.ALIJ)
= G YSY( SNUY,GX2 ,THG ¥2 e-ShUX , 1H(_2 t_LU)
= GYPH I ( -SN UZ_ THG Y2 tSNUV tG Z2 tTHG¥2 ¢_ILU|
= GZY(GY2, IHGZ2 ,ALL)
= GZSY| SNUY tG X2 _ THG Z2 e-ShU_ eG _12 _lrHG 22 _LU)
= GZPHI(-SNUZ,GY2,]HGZ2t¢.ht_,lI_G22,1_LU)
DUM( E, El = - I.




IF(NC-.NE.0 ) GO TO _000
ALU2=ALU- I •
CALL ST IN T(Q_ ALL2.0. I . I ,TLSN2 ,_hG)
IF(NC'.NE.0) GO TO =-000
AK TU=( TUSN I-TUSN2) 12.
AK SNU=AK TU
C[}NT (NUE
DLJM( 7_ 7 ) = -- I .
DUM[ 7_, ?) = AKSNUW_I2.
DU'VI( E_ I ) = ALYJGY2)
DIIM( e, 2) = ALSY(SNUY,GX2e--chLX_GY2)
OUM( E, 2) = ALPHI{-SNbZ_GV2echUY_G22)
DUM( e, P. ) = -- I *
IF(KOr)E( 10).EQ. l) GO TO 1 C25
Dr} lC2e I= 1_ 3
DO IC2_ J !, .3
S'4UD( l,J ) =SNUD(I,J)+DUM( [ _7) eADSht.WkObt_(8,_.#)il2.
C_LL MASP(_8)
DO ICEC l= i, 3
DO 1060 J = I,










2| : - TL SNO_'GX3
3 ) = TLSNO_GZ3
_) = -TLCNO_EIN(THG¥3)
7 | = GY.?.=
2 ) = SNLX_'TLSNO_'GXJ/L2,,-ShL_ILC-.I_(IG¥3/12-
2| = -SNLX,t, TLSNOW_GZ3/12o
4 ) = SNLYWXTLSNO_SIh(_HGX3) /12,.,





























































I_UM{ 2, 7 )
DtJM( 3, 2 ]
DJM[ 3, 3)
DLtN( 3, =- )
DUM( 3, El
DJM( 3t 7}
DUM( 4, 1 )
DU_( 4, 2 )
DUM( 4, 3 )
DUM( 4, 4 )
DUM( _, I )
DUM( 5, 2 I
DUM( E, 3 )
DLJM( -¢,,5 )
DUM( _, I )
DLIM ( _, 21
DLI_( 6. 3 )
DUM( E, e )
= (- SNL X=GY3-- SNLY$G X3) /l 2.
= SNL Z$ ILSNO_G _3/12,
= - SNLZ= TL SNO$G Z3/I 2.--SNL _TL S _ ( 4GY3/|2.
= SNLZ* TL SNOt S [ N ( 1HGY3 ) /12.
= - SNLY= TL SNO_ S [ N (IHGZ3) /I 2.
= ( ENL Y= GZ3-- _N L Z_G _/3 | / | 2.
= GXY(GY3t THGX3 tALL)
= G X SY( _NL Y, 1HG X3 t-SI_LX oGY3 o 1HC >3 t _ LL)
= G XPHI ( SNLZ tG ¥3 t THG X3 t SNLY tG 23 ITHG)C3 tALL)
= GYY{ 1HGY3oALL)
= GYSY( 5NL Y,GX3 ,THG Y3 ,- SI_LX t 1HG _3 t ALL}
= GYPHI(SNLZtTHGY31SNLYtGZ3tlHG_3t_LL)
= _ I •
= GZYiGY3t THGZ3 IALL}
= G Z SY( SNL Y ,GX3 ,THGZ31- SNLX IG _3 tTHGZ3 _ALL )
= GZPH l ( SNLZ eG Y3e THGZ3 _ SI_LY e 1H(; 23 tALLI
= --le
IF(KODE( 10 | ,EQ .2 ) GO TO I C30
CALL DRCSN( THE "IRA)
ALL I=ALL •1 •
CALL STINT(Q_ALLI,0el _leTLSNI ekG)
IF(NG.NE.0) GO TO 5000
ALLE=ALL-I,
CALL STINT{Q_ALL2_O_I _1 ITLSN2_I_G)
IFING.NE,0) GO TO 5COC
AKTL=( TL SN I-TL SN2) /2.
AK SNL=AK TL
CONT INUE
D_JM( 7, 7) = - I,
DUM{ 7_ 8 ) = AKSNL_W12,.
DUM( 8, I) = ALY(GY3)
DJ_A( P, 2) = ALSY(SNLY,GX3,--SI_LX*GY3)
DIJM( e_ 3) = ALPHI( SNLZ_GY3_C. hL_GZ3)
DUM( 8t 8 ) = -- 1.
IF(KODE( 10 )*EQ. 1 ) GO TO I G35
DO 103E I=l_3
Dr3 IC3e J=l_ 3
SNUD( [• J )=SNUD( | • J).I-DUM(! i7)_ADSNL_DLII_ (e =,,.) =112.
CALL MASH( 3.• 8)
DO 1070 1 = 1_ 3
DO I070 J=l•3




DUM ( It E
DJM( 1, 7 )
DU_( 2, 2 )
r)LJM| 2l 3 )
DIJM( 2• 4 I
DJM( 2. 5 I
DUM( 2_ 7 )





) = - TL SNO_ .el N (THGY4)
= GY4
= 5NL X_ TL SNO_G X4/! 2. • ShL_/_TL _¢be tGY4/12.
= - SNL X# TLSNr31_G Z4 / I 2.
= - SNL Y_ TL SNO_ 511_ ( THG }_4 ) /12.
= SNLX_ILSNO$SIN{_HGY4| /12,.
= {-- SNL X_GY3@ SNL¥_G )4 )/I 2.

























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G G I. k k _I I_ O A T A S Y S T E M S
1040
BUM( 3, _ )
DJM( 3, E )
DU_I ( 3, 7 )
DUW( 4, 1 )
DJM( 4, 2l
DLIM( 4, 3 I
OUM( 4, 4 11
DU M( ._, i )
DUM ( 5, 2 I
OUMI 5, 3 I
OUM( 5, _ )
DUM( E, 1 II
DUM( 6, _ )
DLIM( _, 3 )
OUM( E, E )
= SNL Z* TL SNC}$ SI N ( IHG _41 / 12,
= _NLY* TL SNO$ c.I N ( IHG Z4 ) /12,
= (- SNL Y*GZ4- SNL ZI_G ¥4 | 112.
= GXYIGY4,THGX4 tALL)
= GXSY(- SNLY*THGX4.-SNLX oGY4 .THG>4 =#ILL)
= GXPH ! ( SNL Z .G _4e THG_4 .-SNL'# tG 24.1HG>4. _LL)
" _ le
= GYY(THGY4oALL)
= GY SY(- SNLY,G X4 * THG V4 ,-SNLX * I_'G _4 mALL)
= GYPHI(SNLZtTHGY4,-SNLYtGZ4 tIPG'I41_ILL|
= GZY(GY4. THGZ4 .ALL)
= GZSYI-SNLYtGX4tTHGZ4 I-SNL)C_G_4_THGZ4,ilLL|
= G 21:_H I ( SNL ZtG y4 . THG ZA .- SI_;L "f .i THG 24 . AI LL)
IFIKODE(10).EQ._) GO TO I G40
CALL CRCSN( THETA |
ALL I=ALL _I.
CALL STINTIQ,ALLI tCtl tI_TL_NI tl_G)
IF(NG.NE.0) GO TO 5C00
ALL ;=ALL- !°
CALL ST INT (0, ALL 210,I , I ,TLSN2 tl_G|
IF(NG.NE.C| GO TO 5COC
A KTL=( TL .ON I- TL SN 2| 12.
AK SNL=AKTL
C3NT INUE
DUM( 7* 7) = -I*
DUM( 7. e ) = AKSNL* 12.
DUM[ 8, | ) = ALYIGY4)
DUM( e. 21 = ALSY(-SNLY*GX4*--c_I_LX*G¥4)
DUM( 8, 3| = ALPHI(SNLZtG_4t-SI_LYtG24)
DUM( e, 8l = -l.
IF(KODF( 10 ),EQ • 1) GO TO I C45
DCI 104e I= 1, 3
Og 1C4E J= 1,3
1046 SNUD( I*J)=SNUD( l,J |+DUM(I .7)*ADSNL*DL_ (8,,,) i12.
1045 CALL MASH(3._)
O0 IC_C I= l, 3
O0 lCeC J= I, 3
1080 _9TR( I.J )= DUM(l,J)
DO iCqC 1:1.3
OF} IC_O J=l,3
1090 SNU ( [,J)= Ir]PR( I,JI+TOPL(I.J)+BCTLII ,J)+EETI;(I,J)
IF(KODE(10).EQ°_) RETURN
D_ ICq5 I=1,3
D9 1C95 J: 1.3
1095 SNUD( l,J )=C
RETURN
1002 DO ICC4 I = !. 3
DO 1004 J=l,3
SNUB( I,J I=C































































DIMENS ION ANG( 5. _l
EQU IVALENCEIAERO ( II,
| {AERO { 4),





7 ( AERO ( 22|,
8 ( AERO( 25),
g (AERO(2B),
A (AERO( 31 l.
B (AEPO(34),
EQU IVALENCE(AERO




1( AERO( 63 )t IHETA)









SL_¢PENSION SYCTEW IRIM R (:L "1'I I_E
/DAI/ AERO(150) tAEROP(50) tKCOE (2C) ,ll
/ PLYCHA/RI'DtXLGI"H(5) _ADC(Se3) oAl:;b .|5,3) tT_tTLFTtTF
CDt. I,(AERO(2) e CLL) m($EF;O[ 3)t CMU)t
CDA),(AF..RO( 5) o CLA) t(AERO( 6), CMA),
COQ)t(AERO( 8) I CLC)e(_EF;C( 9)t CMOlt
CDO) e(AERO(11) t CL/) tJAElCO(12)t CMOI•
CDDE) ,(AERO(]4) • CL£EI,(AEI_C(15)t CMDE)•
CDAO) • (AFRO(17) ,CLAE) •(/'ERC(18),CMAO)o
CYB) • (AERO{20) •
CYP) t {AERO(23) ,
CYR) , (AERO(26} ,
CYOR) o (AERO(29) •
CYDA),(AERO(32) ,
CYD¢.) , (AERO(35) e
CLE) • (dlERO(2I) •
CLF| ,(AERO(24).
CLF)•(/IEI:;C(27) •
CLEF) e (_IEF;C (30) •
CLCJ) • (AERO(33) _
CLES) • (.JEGC(36) t
EQUIVALENCE(AERO( 46 |•XCG) ,(AERC(47} •ZCG}
($8),AMACH) •(AERO (49) ,_{ ),(AERG
|51) ,RHO ) , {AERO (52) t WT) •(AE_C
(54)tCBAR I.(AERO (55) ,c_11 ) I(AERC
(57) oXlXX ), (AERO (58) •_l_ ) ,(JERO

















































WLEF) , (AERO(67) ,
WLLR) • (AERO(70) •
STAF) o (AERO(73) .
BLHF_) . (AER0(76) •
BLCR) , (AERG(79) •
AF) o (AER(3(82) ,
HLCF) , (AERO(85) •
DCF) ,(AERO(88) •
JRVF) • (AERO(9|) •




iLCF) • (_IERC(77) mSTACR)•
EF) , (_IERC(80) .











(AFRC)(g6). ALRC) ,(AERO(97) ._lLII)•(AERC(98).WLLTT )•
(AEi_O(gg) • TLFTO| . (AFRO (| 00) • JWILFI") .(._ERO(|OI ),ALLTO )
(AERO(102) mALTX) , (AERO(I03) tALl2)
(AEROP{ 1). CXI.P) . (AEROP( 2) • (211. F) .(AEI;;CP( 3)• CMUP)•
(AFF_OP( 4) _ CXAP) •(AEROP( 5). C2AF).(AEROP( 6)= CMAP).
{AERCIP( 7) . CXQP) • (AERCP(8) . CZClC) .(/_EI:;CF( 9)e CMQP)e
(AE!_OP{IO)_ CXOP) .(AEROP(|I) . CZCF).(AEROIDKI2)t CMOP),
( AESOP( I 3) ,C XL)EP) . (AEPCP (| 4) ,C _1CEil= ) • (AEI_CP( 15 ), CMDEP )_
( AFROP (16) ,C XAf)P) , (AEROP (17| •C2_ICF) • (.IEF;CP( |8| • CMADP),
(AEROP(Ig) • CYBP) _ {AEROP(20) , CLEF) e(AERCIP(2|)• CNBP),
(AEROP(22) • CYPP) •(AEROP(23) • CLI:I::) _(AE_CP(24)• CNPP),
(AEROP(25) e CYRP) •(AEROP(26) _ (IGF) •(_IERCI:(27)• CNRP)•
( AEROP (2.8) _C YDRP) . (AEROP(29) .CLEGF) . (AERCP(30) ,CNDRP),
( AEROP ( 31 ) •CYDAP) , (AEROP(32) •C LC _1::) • (AERCP(33) _CNDAP)•


































































T H_ STO = T I'-'IN T
ALFAWO=ALF |NT
DEL TEO =DEL IN T
QS=Rt'O *VOW' _04'. _* Sll
THRST I=TFiR STO+DTHRST
AL FAW I=ALFAIO÷DALFA=
I_EL T E I =EEL TEO ÷DDELTE
ICNTR= ICNTR _, I
IF( ICNT_ .GI.10C}GO TO 520
VAL I=AL FAW I*RTD
VAL2=CELTE IW_R TD
VAL _=Tl'-g ST I
CALL EQU(ALFAWlgDELTEItTHRSTI eFOoGOeHCtFIFST)
IF(FII_ST.NE. I. )FIRST=I.
CONIPUTES PAPT IAL S
ALF&W [=ALFAWI_OELALFI, 0.5







"- FD EL EO=-Q St ( CLDEW, CO S(ALFA iT ) +CDOEI, S I _,(A I.F _ i I | )
GO EL EO =Q S* (CLDE* S IN (ALFA Wl )-CDDEtC O S (ALl = _II I l )
HDELEO=QStCBARtCMDE
THRST I=TI-R .c11 +DTF
CALL EOU(ALFAWIeOELIE[ =THRSTI eFltGl till ol.)
THRST I =Tt-RSTI- 2 .W{DIF
CALL E(}UIALFAWloDELTEI tlHRSII oF2eG2.H2ol.)
THRST I = TI-F_ .Ell +DTF
FT I-STO =( F I-F2 }/DTF
GT I-STO =( G !-02) /DTF
HT t'_STO={ I-I-H2)/DTF
SET UP ITrI_ATION EQLATICNS
FI=FO÷FALF_O_WDALFAWI-FDELEOW_DDELTE+F THSTE_IEIHRST
G I = C,C}÷ GAL F lion, DALFA W÷GDE LE OWWDDE L 1E +G 1H ST C 41: IHI; Sl
H I =l-O ÷I-AL F WO_WDALFAW+HDE LE O_DDELTE4-H TH ST( il: 1t_1_S¥
ACCZ =F I/AM
ACCX=G I/AM
THEDC}T =1- [/Y IYY
IF(AES(ACCZ).LT..C|)GO TO IOC5
G3 TO 1 ICe
IF(AES(ACCX).LI.,,.01)GO TO IOC7
GO TO 1 IO0
[F(ABS( TF_DOT).LE.0.001)GO TC 42
NF)W COMPUTE PAF_AMETER INCREMEI_TS FRCW P_ITFIX ECUJTIEhS
DETRW=FALF_O*GDELEO.HIHSTO+FDELEO$G'IHSIC41-_LFIII:÷FTHST(_tGALFWO.

























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G I; IJ I, li A I_ O /I T A S Y S I E M S
DALFAW=(-( c-r)ELEO$HTHSIO-G IHSTO*HDELE0) *FC,l_ |FDELEG*HTHSTO-FTHSTO
I *H C EL Ell )* GO- ( FDELEO*G TH S TO-F TH S TO*GDELE C | 4hC)/C ETR I_
Dr)ELTE:( +( GALFWO*HTHSIO--GTHSIO*HALFWC)_FC-(F_LFWC¢I_TI-STO-MALFIIO







520 WRITE( _, =.2!)
521 FORMAT( • TRIM IIERATION EXCEEDS LIlY|IS •)
G3 TO 52
42 CALL F_QU(ALFAWlwDELIEI tTHRSTI tFCtGCtHC,I,,,)
522 D3 523 IZZ=|,4
Dr3 523 IZK= I, 3
ANC-( IZZ, IZKI=ADCI IZZeIZK)IRTD
523 CONT INUE
T HET A=AL FAtl i
DE=CEL TE I
T F=TFR ST I
THET F.=TI-F TA*_ TD
DED=DE*RTD
DO =-24 IZZ=It e
IF(KODE(E).EQ.0) GO TO 52E
WRITE( 6, 52=_)IZZ,XLGIH(I ZZ) ,(AN(;(IZZtI ZK) ,IF)|I2ZtIZK)IIZK=It 3}
525 F]RMAT{ • CABLE GEOMETRY-CABLE kO. etl2tS)t•ClELE LEN(;TH=•tEIS-6•
I I IN',/, _X, I DIR. COS,=DEG ARM-I h•,It13(3),2E15.6o/ll•//)
-_-_4 CONT INUE
WQ ITE( Et 52(IICNTP,ACCZ•ACCX,IHEDOT
AT( • IIERATION PARAMETER --•.lS•/,2>eeJl(C2 =e,EIS.8,
t •ACCX =',E 15.8,/,2X, •THEDGI='tEIS. e, ' _#IE/SEC _ )
E( (t 527 ITHETDtDED,TF,TP
AT( //, "VEH,,, ATT,,,DEFLTNo_ CABLE TEI_¢_ICFt e/e
THETA =°tFe.2,• DEGet/_2WeeDELYA =e _Fe,.2_e EEG•_/e2X
T CAB. TENSI(]N=•,EIS. e, _ LBS•_t,

























TIME EQU(THETA,OE,TF,FF eGG,HH eFII;STI
E SUSPENSION SYSTEM TRIM EObAIIC_$
/_AI/ AERO(I=-0),AEROP(50),KCDE(2C) ,It
/ PLYCHA/RTD,XLGIH(5) ,ADC (5,31 _A_N 15 ,3) ,TR_TLFTeDUMMY
XNM l_ XNM2, _tNMI ,YNM2
EQUIVALENCE(AERO( I), CDL),(AERO(2) ,
(AERO{ 4)_ CDA),(AERO( 5)
(AERO( 7)_ CDQ) t (AERO( 8) ,
(AERO(10), CDO) ,(AERO(II) •












CDAD| e (AERO(17) ,CL_C) , {_IEI_C(18) _CMAD)I
CYBI,(AERO(20) e CLE|,(_IEI_O(21)e CNB)•
CYP) _ (AERO(23) • CI.F| • ($1FR0(24) _ CNP),
CYR) _(AERO(261 e CLFI,|ilERC(27)_ CNRI_
CYDR).(AERO(29) t CLI:i;ItIAEROI3OIe CNDRI,



































































E0t) [VAL_ENCE(AERN { 46), XCG) t (AER(](47) tZCG)
EQtJIVALFNCF(ArRO (4e),AMACH) o(AERO (49) ,%( ) eIAE_C
EQUIVALENCE(AERO (5[),RHO ) •(AERO (52,) • tiT) t(AERC
EQUIVALENCE(AERO (54) tCBAR ) e(AERO (55) •SV ) o(AEf_C
EQUIVALENCE(AFRO (57)eXIXX) e(AERO (58) ,I11_ ) •(JEf;C
ECrU IVALENCE(AERO (60),CLT ) ,(AERO (61) •CCT ) •(AERC
C_)S) ,(AERO(35) , CLE. c) t{#IEl;O(36)t CND5)







2 (AFRO (72) ,
3 (AFRO (75) ,
4 (AERO (781 •
5 (AFRO (81) •
6 (AEf_O (84) ,
7 (AERO (87),





tmLl_F) • (AERO(L_7) e
WLLR) • (AERO(70) •
$TAF) • (AERO(73) t
8LHR) t (AERO|76) •
BLCR) •(AERO(79) •
AF) e (AER(](82) •
HLCF) • (AERQ(85) •
DCF) . (AERO(88) •
R VFI • (AERO(91) •





EF) t (_IERC(80) •
jill| • (JERG(83) t
HI.C I_ ) • (_IERC(86) •
ECF) • (AERC(89) •
FHF) • (AERG(92) p







(AERO(96), ALR 0) . (AERO(97) •$1Lli) •(AERO(98)•WLLTT),
(AERO(gg)• TLFTC).(AERO(IO0) •AWLFT) ,(AER(](IOI)•ALLTO)•
(AFRO| I02) eALTX) , (AERO(103) ,/iLI',_)





GO TQ ( =.tit =_02t=.C3_504) _IND
YNM I=XNM 1
YNM _:=XNM 2
CALL FPLYV{STAF_LUF_WLLF CHUCF_HLCFeEFeF%F•THETI_I )
CALL RPLYh{ STAR•BLHR•WLHR •-AR •DCR.O. •RHI:; •'IHET,ee3)
GO TO _ 0 =_ /
YNM I:XNM 2
YNM2=XNM I





CALL FPLYV(STAF,_LUF,WLLF •HUCF,HLCF•EF•F%F _IHFTI,I)




CALL _PLYP(STAF_t_LHF_WLHF _AF•DCF_O. tRHF•TI'ET_eI)
CALL RPLYF(STAR•F_LHR•WLHR •--AR ,DCR•0. •RH_;,IHETA•3)
IF(KOOE{ ! ! ) )_C(,5C7•5C_5
_LLT : WLCR + ALTX_IN(THEIA) -ALTZW_CC_(IMFT_)
STALT : C_TACR - ALTXWWCO-_(THETA) -





A_,'_( 5, 1 )=AL. TX
ARM( 5, 2 )=C
ALTZ$5Ik(THETA)
























































F ILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G I; b IV _ A I_ D A • A S Y S T E M S
ARM( Et 3)=ALTZ
FXLTT = (TLFTWW(C. TALI - FTLTT)I/XLGTH(5)
FZLTT = |TL4=T_{_LLT - WLLTI))/XLGTH {5)
FXLTB = r:XLIT=COS(THETA) -- FZL1T_$II_{•HEI_)
F_LTB = FZLTT_COS(IHEIA) 4- FXL111WSII_(THE•@)
Y_4LFT ={ FXLTBWWALTZ- FZLTB_WALTX)#12=
ADC( .¢.,I )=ARCO_(FXLTB/TLFT)
ADC( 5, 2)=3,1415_/20








ARM( 5,1 IA |=0.
ADC( _, IA }=C.
13 CONTINUE
50_ CALL SNTRM(FXSNtFT_SN_EMC.Nt'THEIA)
I_ (FIRST.NE,0,)GO •0 510
IF(KODE(_).EO.{) GO TQ 512
WRITE{ _, E0_ )YNM I_ YNM2
500 F.'_RMA•( • CABLE CONFIGURATION CI_ MODEL• •1•
I • FRONT CABLE IS ••A8, e AND REAR CABLE I-¢ e o#h8J
5|2 EL0=XLCTH(_)+XLGIH(4)
510 EL=XLGTH{ 3)+XLGTHI4)
• R =TR0¢AKRW_(EL-EL C)
EL. IFT=Q,_ EWW,( CLO_CLA_ •HE IA*CLDE_DE)
AORAG=QWCSWW_(CDOI-CC)A_THETA÷CDDE_DE|
FX A IR=-ADRAG_COS( THETA)+ELIF'r_C_IN(THETA}
FZ AIR=-A_RAGtSIN(IHETA)-ELIFI_WCOS(IHEIA)
W GTX =- 32,2_WAMW_ EIN(THE TA)
W GTZ=32,2WXAM¢'CO_(THETA)
E_WGT=(ZCG*WGTX-XCGWWWGIZ) /12,
FXCR=TRWw(COS{ADC(3_ I) )÷CO.¢(ADC |4el I)I
FZ CR=TRWW (CO S(ADC (3,3))+CO ¢_(ADC (4e3)) )
FX CFF=TFW_ ( COS( AOC ( I , I I )+CO$(ADC(2 ,I ) I )




IF| I ,GT,_ )fEN S=-TR
FMOC=EMOC_IFNSW_(COS(ADC(I _I| )_ARW(I •.3|-CC_ ¢ |#II:{{I,3) )fARM( I, I ))
51 ! CONT INUE
EMOC=EM()C/ 12,
AEROM=(_SWW_CF_ARWW{CMOeCMA_ THE TA÷CMDE_DE)
FF=FZC FI- tF ZCR ÷FZL 1B,FF ZSNe t_GTZ÷F ZA I R
GG=FXCFP,_FXCR÷FXLT._÷FXSN÷tlGIX+FXAI R
HH = EMO C }YML F T +FM SN÷EM IG _l÷ AER C
R E TURN
EN C
SUBROUTINE F:PL YV( STAV•mLU,mLL ,HHU_HHL,EF•F_C eTHETA_IF)
COMMON /OAT/AERO( 150| ,AEROP(SC) ,KODE(20| ,LL
























































FILE CAeLE FORTRAN P l G I; I. _ Ib _ h {) A T A S Y S T E M S
EC}UIVALFNCE (AFRO(7(_),WLCR),IAERO(77) ,¢_IA(I;),(JERC(781tBLCRl
DI:3,141_
GAMU= ATAN ( HHt. IEP )





T4= AE_S( STAC_ -STAVI -SQRT{TI )*COS|I2I
XLUP= SQRT(T3_I3÷T_I._TA)





TS= EP W_EP SFHL SHHL
T6= THETA -GAME
If::(IF,,EO.3) TE=-(IHETA÷GAML)
WLLC= ULCR tSORT(TE)$ SIN(T6)
T7= WLLC -_LL
T_J= ABS( STACR -STAV) -SQRT(TS)=CCS(T6)
XLLP= SORT( T7WW 17 eTS_w TS)
X_L= SQI_T( XLLPIWXLLP -I_ADWWRAD)
EtLP= ATAN(I'7/TE)
DBL= ATAN(r_AF)/XLL )
BETAL= ( BLP -OBL)*RID
IF( IF.EQ, ])GO 10 1
XL GTI-{ 2)=XLb
XL GTI-( 4)=XLL
ADC( 3, I)=F_ETAU/R ID- IHETA_PI
ADC( 3t 2)=-PI/2.
ADC( 3', 3 )=P I/2.-ADC(3", I)
ADC( 4", I)=P I-(BETALIRTD-1HE 1A)
ADC( 4, E|=-Pl/2
At)C( 4, 3)=P II2-ADC(4tl )
AR_4I 3, I)=-FP+RADI_CINIADC(3,|) )
APM( __, ;)--0.
ARM( _=, 2)=-FMU_PADtCOS(ADC (3_|))
AR_{ 4, I }=-EP-PAD$SIN(ADC(4_I))
ARW( 4, 2):0.
ARNq( 4, 7)=HHL-RADtCO $(ADC(4tl ) )
R E TURN
XL GTF( I I=XLL
XL GTF( 2 )=XLL
ADC( Im I )=-F_ETALtR IDeTHETA
ADC( I, 2)=PI/2.
ADC( I, 3)=P II2.-ADC(Iol)
ADC( _', I )=BFTAL/RID+IHETA
ADC( 2, 2)=P I/2,
ADC( 2,, 3):P I/2.-ADC(2,1)
ARM( I, I |=EP_PAD=SIN(AL)C(| ',|))
AR_4( |t _" )=0.
AR_( I, _ )=-FHU-RAF)_COS(AOC (| ,|))
ARM( _, I|=['P-RAD$_IN(AOC (2e|))
ARM( _ _:)=C.























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G i; U h h A i_ i) A • A S Y S T E M S
APM( 2o 2)=HI-t.÷RAD*CO _(ADC (2o| | )
RETURN
EN D
SUBROUTINE RPLYH(STAD,BLD oWLD,XPeYP,ZI:oFAC ITHET_,IF)
COMMON /DAT/AERO(150) oAEROR(5Q) _KODF(20) ttL
COMMON /PLYCHA/RTDoXLGTH|5) eADC|5t3) tAi;k|5o3) ,TI;,TLFT,TF









_JHIP= ATAN_( T(J• TIOJ
XL I-E= SORT( XLHIP_XLHIP -RAD_F_AD)
OBPI= ATAN(RAD/XLHI |
F_HI= _t-IP -DBHI
T 1 1 =Z _-ZP
X. =SQRT( XLI_I*XLHI _Ill_ TIt )
TH IC=T IC-RAD*COS{BHI )
THg=Tg-RAD*SIN (BHI)


































2 )=ARCO S( TH g / XI._ )
3 )=ARCOS( TI 1/XL)
i)=-ADC( lo 1)










I )=ARCO S! IHI0/XL)
):ARC(] S(TH_/XL)
2)=ARCOS( TI I/XL I
I)=-ADC(2,1)
2 )=P I-ADC[ 3•2)
_)=ACC(3,3)
I I=XP_AD* SIN(BHI )
.c ) :YP--I_ AD*Cr} S (BH I )
3)=C.






























































SUE}ROUT INE DLGTH|C! tC2fC3 tic tIDX)
("r_uPUTES DEL-LGTH EQ FOR X-Z-THEIA OR Y-FSI-FH[ CI:EFF
COMMON/PLYCHA/RTDe XLG TH (5) 9AOC {513 ) IAR_ iS 13) I'[F eTLFT oTF
IF( ICX .NE,,C)GO lO 1
C!=-COS(ADC( IC• l))
C2=-C0 S( AOC(ICe3))




CJ=(ARM( IC, 3)*COS(AOC (IC.2))-ARW(ICo2| tCC ¢ (_ICC([Co3)))112.
RETURN
EN C
SUBROUTINE DCOSLG( ICtCXI•CZI oCll .CX3,CZ3oC13)
COWPUTES D-CIR COS EQS FOR X-Z-IHETA CGEFF.
COMMON /PLYCHA/RTDoXLGTH|5 ) tAOC (513) tARW |5 13) tTI;tTLFTtTF
CX |=SIN(ADC( IC o 1) )/XI..GTH{ IC)W_12,.,
CZ I=-COC-(Ar)C( IC o3))4,COTAN (&DC [IC.l ) )/XLG'IP {I() 412.
XW T=ARM( IC• I )
ZWT=ARM( ICe 3)
CT I=(ZWTW'SIN{ADC[ IC ol ) )_I-XW'Ii'CO_(ADC |IC t3) ) _CCT#b(ACC|ICel } ) )/
IXL GTI-( IC )
CX 3=-COS(ADC( IC, I))wWCOTAN(ADC(IC=,3)) /XLGII- (I() t12.
Ca" 3=S IN{ ADC{ IC o 2) )/XLGTH[ IC) _12.




"|'-HIS IS A SINGLE PRECISION VERSION OF CABLE4 IC EE USEC
W ITH TEE LRC MATRIX REDIJCIION AND IBW RCCI
FINDING ROUTINE
SU@ROUT INE LONG
COMMON /DATI AERO( 150),AEROP(50),KCDE {2C) .IL
C]MUON / PLYCHAIRTD,XLGTH(5),ADC(5,3) .AFI,(5,3) .T_,I'LFT,TF
COMMON /DU/DUM{ 10o10)
EOU IVAL ENCE( AERO (46). XCGI ,, (AERC(47) • 2CG)
EQUIVALENCF(AERO (63) .THE'IA} •(AERO (49) •_#( ) •(JIEI;C
EQUIVALENCE(AERO (51) •RHO ) •(AERO (52) • tiT} o(/IERO
EOUIVALENCEIAERO (54) tCBAR ) eIAERO {55) tSV ) t|_tEI;(]
E3UIVALENCF(AERO (57),XIXX } .(AERO (58) ,_I_ ) ,(JlERC




EQU [VALE.NCE( AEROP (1)










(50) • AM )
{53,) , B }
[56)t XlXZ)
(56},Z IZZ ),
• AK_Y) ,(AERO{124) eAItl::Hl) o|/IEf;C(125)oAKTHE|t
e AKAZ) tIAERO(127) 0 llS_)t(_E_C{1281tT21:HIIe
.I3THE) •(AERO(IJOt • 14#12)
• CXt, P) •(AEROP( 2) _ C2_JF) t|#_E_CP( 3)1 CMUP)t
o CXAP) o|AEROP| 5) t C2AI:) t(_ERCP( 6)e CMAP)I
• CXQP) •(AEROP( B} I (2GF) t(#IE_CP( 9)e CMQPIo
• CXOP) o(AEROP(II) . C2CF) e(JEROP(12|_ CMOPlt
tCXDEP) e (AEROP(14) _C]EEI:) ei_IEI;CF(I5)eCMDEP|_
,CXADP) ,(AERGP(17) oC2_CF),.(_ERCP(18) •CMADP)_
• CYBP) •{AEROP(20) • (LEF) •(#_EROP(21). ¢NBI:))o
o CYPP| e (AEROP|23) t ELI:F) o(AE_CP124)o CNPP)o
,_ CYRP) _(AERQP(26) • ELI;F} •(_IERCP(27),, CNRP)•
.CYORP) •(AEROP(29) _CLCRF) .{AERCP(3OI,CNDRP)•
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G G L k k A _ D A T A S Y S T E M S
-_ CALL
B (AEROP(341 eCYD SP) • |AERGP (351 _CLCSF) • (#IEI;CF(36) • CNCSP)
DIMENSION CMAT( 717,3|
COMPLEX ROOTS(2cj)
COMMON/SNU_38/SNU(3,3) ,SN(30) ,THUShtTHLS_ t_I_Ui: (3e3)
C]MMON /RO I.,GH/FR IC ( J_ 6)
OIMENS ION FXS(2,4)
D3 I0 J:l, 3
DO IC K=I,4
I0 FX S[J.K ]=O.
DO 1 IC= 1.
O0 2 J=l, IC
DO 3 K=I. I£
3 DUM( J,K )=0.
TENS=TF
IF{ IC,,(-T,,2 } TENS=TR
IF( IC.GT.4 ) TENS:TLFT
DUM( Ie 2)= - TENS * COS{ADC(ICt3))
DLIM( 1.=_)= - TENS 4= SIN (ADC|IC.I))
DUM{ 2, _)= TENS • COSIAOC(IC,I)}
D'JM( _-. e)= -- TENS 4= SIN(ADC{IC ,311
DUM( 3o 2)=( APM( IC.3)IOUM( Ie2)-ARM([C,I ) @DLji(2 ,2))/12e
['_JM( 3, =-.)= ARM( ICe_l*Ot.M(l eS) /120
DUM( 3, _ )=-ARM( IC • I )*D UM (2 16) /12.
IF(IC.GT,,,2) GO TO 2
DUM( I• 3)=COS(ACC( IC tl))
DUM( 2, 3):COS(ADC( IC ,,3})
F)JM( 3, 2)=(ARM( IC,3)*DUM(I .3)-ARN(IC.I)*DL_ (2o3))/12.
CALL DLGTP (CX,CZtCTtl,0)
"_ CALL DLGTH (CXPtCZPeCTPt2tC)
CX = CX ÷ C XP
XPZ =-(CZ÷CZP) /CX
DLIM( 41 1 ) =XPZ
XDT =-(CT+CTP )tCX
OUM( 4e 2 )=XPT
DUM( 4, 4)= - I
CALL DCOSLG (IC,Dt_M(5,4),DUM(5,1) iDt_N(512) IULJ_(6e4} •
IDUM( eo I ),DLM(E•2) 1
OUM( _=o =- )=- !
OUM( _, _ )=-- l
CALL MASt"(216)
DO 4 J=l•2
DO 4 K=I, 3
A FXS(J.K)=£XS(J,K)tDUM(JeK)
GO TO I
2 IF( IC.CT.'_ }GO TO
DUM( I, 4)=COS(ACE(IC,l))
DLIM( 2v 4 )=COS(ADE{ IC 13) )
DUM( 3, 4 )=( ARM( IC, 3)*O UM (1 ,4)-ARW(IC •1 ) *CLIb (2 o4) )/12.
CALL OLGTM(CX, CZ,CT•3tO)
CALL CLGTF(CXPeCZP,CTP,4t C )
DUM( 7, 1 )=CZtCZP
DUM( 7, 2)=CT+C TP
DUM( 7, _ )=CX+CXP
OUM( 4, 7 )=AKR* 12.
























































: ILE CABLF Fr)RT_AN Pl G I; iJ #/ k _ I_ D A T A S Y S T E M S
l(6t-_))
r)UM( 4o 4)=- I
DUM[ 51 5 )=-- |
DJM| _o _)=-- 1




IF( K .NE .3 )FXS[ JtK ) ;FXS{ Jt K)+DLW (JtK)
6 [F(K .EQ.2)FXS[ Jo4)=FXS[Jt4)+DL_(JoK|
GD TO 1
5 IF(KODE( II ).EQ.C)GO TO I
CALL DLGTH(DUM(It3) .DUM(/.I) .DLN(7.2) .5 tO)






FXS( J, I)=FXS( J, I)+SNU(J,2)
FXS(Jt 2)=FXS(JI 2)+SNU(Jt3)
7 FXS(Jt 4)=FXS( J.4)+SNU(Jel )
CALL F_ ICT(0)
T_E CABLE FORCES/MOMENTS PAR IIALS ARE CCWI=LE1EC
















X A C=CX ADP_Q SV_CBAI_ / { VO_ 2. J





DO 20 I=!, IROW
DO 2C J=i, ICOL
DO 7-0 K= I. IoRr)_f_
20 CMAT[ I,J,K )=0,
FX EQtJA T ION
CMAT{ I. I. I )=-FXS(1,1)
CM AT( |_, I. 2 )=- XA- SNUD( I , 2) -FRI C ( l .51 -F_I C ( I .2 )
CMAT( I. I. 3)=-XAD
























































;ILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G F b lu _ A h D A T A 5 Y S T E M S
FZ
CW AT( I, 2, 2 I=-XQ--XADt, VO- SNL, D(I ,3)--FRIC (1 ,6)-Fi;I((183)
C_I AT( 1, 21 3)=ZCG=A*4/12.
C_AT( I, 3t ! )=-FXS(It3)
CWAT{ 1,4, I )=-FXS(1o4)
C_4 AT( 1, 4, 2 )=- XI.-- SNUO ( 1 t I)-FRIC (1 e4)-FRI ( |1 tI)
CMAT( |t At 3 }=AM
C_AT( 1,5. I )=-XDE
EQ UA T ION
CMAT| 2t 1, ! I=-FX-¢( 2t 1)
C_AT( 2o 1, 2 )=-ZA--CNUD(2o2)-FRIC (2 tS)-FRI C (,; o2)
CMAT( 2, it 3)=AM--ZAD
CMAT(2, 2t I )=-FXS| 282)+W1_ EIN (1HETA)-ZAe%(
CMAT( 2, 2, 2 )=- ZQ- ZADJkVO - SNt_D (2,3)-FRIC (2 •6 | -Ff; I C (2,3 |
CMAT( 2. 2, 3 )=-XCG_AM/12,
CMAT(2t 3• ! )=-FXS(2,3)
CMAT( 2.4e [ )=-F XS(2,4)
AT( 2, 4, 2 ):- Z L- SNUD( 2, 1 ) -FRIC (2,4) -FR| • (2 • 1 )
AT( 2• 5t I )=-ZDE
T EQUATION
AT( 3, 1, 1 )=-FXC( 3, I)
AT[3, 1, 2 )=-EMA- SNLO [3•2)--FRIC (3•5)-FI;1• |3•2)
AT( 3, 1, 3 )=-EMAD_CBAR_I-XCG_AM/12.
AT( 3, 2, 1 ):-FXE( 3, 2)-ENA_VOe-ZCGSWT_CC_ ¢{1PETj)/12.
CG_WT* EIN(THETA)/12,,
AT( 3, 2, 2)=(-EMQ-EMAO_O )_CBAR--SNUD(3,3I-FG|((3,6)-FRIC(3•3)
AT( 3e 2,P 3 )=YIYY
AT{ 3• 3• I )=-FXS( 3• 3)
AT( 3, 4, 1 )=--F X_¢( 3t 4)














C_IAT{ 3•4t 3 )=ZCG'I_AM/12,
CMAT( 3, 5, 1 )=-EMOE
CONSTRAINT EQUATION
C_l AT( Ae 1'1 I )=-XPZ
CMAT{ A, 2, 1 )=-XPT
CMAT( 4,4, I )=I
FEEORACK LOOP E'OUATION
CM AT( 5, 2, 2 |=AK 1HE
CMAT( 5, _, 2 )=- ]" nlrHF
CMAT(5t 5, I ):- I.
IW =_
N=K_OE( 8 )
CALL MATR IX(CMATtN•ROOT.t•K4A •IER)
IF(KOOE( 5).NE.G| _RITE(IW.10C) IER
[OO F0PMAT(2X, "IF._=a, [3,3X,eSEE SI_BR.
THF. ROOTS NF TMF CHARAC. EQUATe ARE
AND ThE NUMBER OF ROOTS IS eKA A e




DIMENSION RT( 2, i )
,'OMMENT PRINTS PERlINENT INFORMATIOh ABCtJT
WR ITE(LOUT, E07)
5( FORMAT( " REAL
I •_ PERIOD- SEC
PGFB JhC F_Eh
II'_ THE C(_FLE_
FIDI:; ERROR COCE" )
_RI;JY • RO(_TS •
CH_I FA( TEl; IST I(
I_I_GI I_ARY 1 H/C-SEC 1IT W*
DAMP •
ROOTS





























































IF(NFXTeEO._) GO TO 777
SI G=RT( 1, I )
AS I6=ABS[ S IG}
AW C=Af3S{_T( 2t I ))
THDI= ASIG* 1.442_5
THD= _9.
IF( Th[')I .GT°I.E-5) THO=
IF(AWO.EQ.O.) GO TO 5Jl
NEXT=2
WD=-AWC
DNAT: AWP. * .15G155
PER= g_gg,
DECAY RAIl C •




IF( AWD -- I.EI5 * ASIG J 5G3,5C4,504
503 DAMPR: SIGN ( COS{ ATAN { AWD/ASIG ) ) • -¢IG )
504 CHDI= TMDIWXPER
DECR= _q_9_ .
ARG= SIG * PER
IF(ARG.LT.174.E) DECR= EXP (ARG)
Wl:;' ITE(LOUTe52g) SIG_WD_THD•THD! tPER•OkATtLFr, hlTor.AI_FF;tCHP. IeCECR
52g F3RMAT{ IPE 12°4o2X,IH÷IIPEIIe411POE13e4)
GO TO E 30
5 WR [TE[LOUTe532) SIGtTHDtTHDI
53._ F3RMAT(IPEI2.4,14X_2EI3.4)






COMMON /l')tJ/DUM ( ! G, I C)
NN = FINAL MAIRIX SIZE
N = ORIGINAL MATRIX SIZE
I'M N=N-NN




D9 ICOI != i, [ i
09 IC01 J= l,JJ
D(JM( I,J)= f3qjM( I,J}4-OUM(L,J)_=OLIV(I ,L)/(-CLli(LeLI)
R E T URN
EN D
SU@ROUT INE LAT
COMMON /DAI/ AERO(150),AEROP(50)•KODE(2C) iLL
C]M,'40N / PLYCHAIRID•XLGTH(5) •ADC(5t3) _AI_IilSs3) I,TI;•TLFTeTF
COMMON /Db/DUM(IO,IC)
EQU IVALENCE(AERO( 4_l, XCG)e lAERO(47) • 2(G)
EQ!JIVALENCE(AERO (63)•THETA} •(AERO (49) ere ) j(AEI;C (50)• AM)
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN PI G F I_ _ l/ J h D A T A S Y S T E M S
EQUIVALENCEiAERO {5411CBAR ) tIAERO (55) t.¢l ) tlAEI;C (56|t XIXZ)
E_JUIVALENCE{AERO (57) .XIXX ) ,(AERO (58) ,'ti_', ) ,IJEGC [59)tZlZZ )t
(AERO{ (;5) tAKR) •IAERO(100) tAKLF1)
EQU IVALENCE(AERO(|22), AK.CY) •(AERO(124) •ill_l:HI) • (JlEI;C(125)tAKTHE)t
I (AERO(I26), AKAZ) ,(AERO(127) o
2 (AERO(12(;) •T3THE) • (AERO (130) •
EQUIVALENCE(AEROP( 1), CXUP) ,(AERCP(2) .
1 (AERL)P( 4) . CXAP) t{AEROP( 5) •
2 (AEWOP| 7) e CXOP) t (AEROP{ 8) I
3 (AEROP(lO) . CXOP) •(AEROP(II} •
lrlSY| •(JIERC(128) _T2PHI|,
14_12)
C2tF) ,(AERCP( 3)• CMUP),
(2JP) o(AEROP( 6|e CMAP)t
C2GF)I(AERCF( 9)t CMOPlt
(_CF) •(_IERI31=(12)• CMOPIt
4 [AEROP (13) •CXDEP) • IAEROP(14) •C2CEF) • {_IEROP(15) •CMDEPIo
fi (AEROP(16) •CXADP) •(AEROP{17) ,C2_II_F) •(AIERCFIIS),CMADP),
6 (AEROP(Ig) • CYBP) •(AEROP(20) . CLEF) ,(AEI:;OP(21)• CNBP),
7 (_,El_13P|22)• CYPP) •(AEROP(23| m CLFFJ) 1(_1EI;1[:1=(24)• CNPP)_
8 (AEROP(2_-), CYRP) e(AEROP{26) • CLI;F) t(dlERCP(27), CNRP).
9 (AEPOP(28) ,CYDRP) • (AEROP(29) •CLCl;F) .(JIERCP(30)eCNDRP).
A (AEROP (31) tCYDAP) • (AEROP(32) tCLC#lF) • |JllEf;C)P(33)t CNOAP)t
B (AEROP (34) ,CYD $P) • (AERGP(35) •CLCSF) , (JIERCP(36) •CNDSP)
DIUENR ION CNIAT(7,7,3)
COMPLEX ROOTS(2_)
CO MMf}N/SNUBB/SNLJ ( 3t 3) • SN(3C) • 1HUSf_• THLSF ,$bUC (3 _3)
COMMON /RO UGH/FR 1C( 3• 6)
DIMENS ION FXS{ 3.•3)
DO 10 J=l• 3
DO 10 K=I,
10 FXS{ JIK)=Ce
9_ 1 il IC=I,
IF(KODE( 11 ).EQ.C.AND. ICoEQe5)GC TC 1
DO 2 J=l,e





C A ! =CO
CA 2=C0
CA3=CO S( ADC( IC • 3 ) )
IF( ABS(CA I ).L¥ ..COOl)



























E )=--TEN S* SIN(ADC ( IC e2) )
2)=( ARM( IC.I)_OUM(I,2)-ARM(IC,2)_lEFS4(_I2)/12.
3)= ARM[ IC_I)_DUM|I 13) /|2.
4)=(ARM{ IC• IItCA2-AR_.(IC t2)tCAI)/12e
_)= AR_( IC.2)tTENS_SIN(AUC(IC•I))/12.
E)= ARM( IC.I)*DUM(i •6) /12.
4)=- 1.
E)=C.
GT ,,2 )OUM ( 4t _)=AKR_I 2.
_T,4 )DUM( 4• e)=AKLFIW_I2.
2)=--ARM( IC,3)_DUM(I ,2) /12.
























































F ILE CABLE FORTRAN P I G I: t. IV b A N D A T A S Y S T E M S
DUM( 31 4)=(ARM( IC, 2)$CA3--ARM(IC,3)*CA2|/12.
DUM{ 3, 7)=--ARM( ICt 2)_WTENS* .(IN(ADC(IC ol) | I12.
DJM{ _% _,):-AR_( IC e3)*DUM(I ,6| /12,
CALL DCOSD(IC,DUM(5ol) IDUM(5,2)eDU_(5e3) tCL_(6tl),CUW(6,2),DUM(
16, 3),DUM( 71 I)eDUM(Tt2) _DUM(Tt3))
DUM( 5. =-)=-- 1.
DJM( E, _)=-- 1,
DUM( 7, 7)=- |,
IF( IC.GT,_)GO TO 2
CALL MASH( ,_.t 7)
6 DO 4 J=lt 3
DO 4 K=I,
4 FX S( J, K )=FX S( J.K |_DUM ( J eK)
GO TO 1
2 IF( IC.GT.4)GO IO 5
CALL Dt. GTH( CY, CP S ,CPH e3 _ I )




DUU( E, 8)=- l,
CALL MASh(2,E)
GO TO _E
5 IF(K(_OE( II ),EQ.O)GO TO I
CALL DLGTP'[DUM(StII,DUM(So21 tDt, WlBt3) _5_11

























Y DR =CY DRP*Q S
EN DR =CNDRP*Q S*R
EL. DR =CL D_P *Q S* _}
YDA=CYDAP*QS

































































































EL _.A =CL DAP W_Q St B








AT( It I, I )=-FX_( II I|
AT( It It 2 )=- Y_-SNUD ( I , I)-FRIC (I ,4)-_Rl ((I ,I)
AT( I, I, 3)=AM
AT( 1,2, I )=-FX_( I, 2)÷YV* IO--WI_c.F.I h| 1HEI#I|
AT( It 2, 2)=-Yn-SNUD( I t2I-FRIC (I t5)-FRI C (I 12)
AT( 10 2, 3)=AM_XCG/12,
AT( 1, 3, 1 )=--FXF( 1, 3I-_I_'COS(1HETA)
AT( I, 3, 2 )=-YP-SNUD(I e3)-FRIC |1 16)-'F4_I Ill e3}
AT( I, 3, 3)=-AM_'XCGII2-
AT( It 4, 11=-OC-WWCYDRP
AT( 1, e 1 )=-(J_CYDAP
QUAT ION
AT(2, I, I )=-F)(_(2, li
AT( 2, It 2 }=-ENV--SNUD {2el I-FRIC|2t4i-FI_I( (2 =I)
AT( 2, It 3)=AMtXCGII2-
AT( 2,, 2, I I=-FX_(2,2)'I'ENV_VO-)tCG_WWI_I'-.tIfl (II"EI_IIII2.
AT( 2, 2, 2 I----ENR-_NL-O (2t2)-FRIC|2 tS|-FI_IC (2_2)
AT( 2_ 2_ 3 )=ZIZZ
AT( 2,3, I )=-_XS(2, 3)÷XCG'_WItCC_(IHETA) 112.
AT( 2, 3, 2 )=-ENP- _NUD(2_3)-FRIC (2t6|-FRI(|2 13)
AT( 2, 3,, 3 )=-X IXZ
AT( 2, 4, I )---O _*BtCNDRP
AT{ 2, _ I )=-O S*F_*CNDAP
EQUAI ION
AT{ 3, |, ! )=-FX-¢( -_e I)
AT( 3, I, 2)-=-EL_-F.NUL')(3_I )--FRIC(3,4)-FI_I((3tl)
AT(3, I, 3)=-AMtZCGII2-
AT( 3, 21 1 )=-FX${ 312)÷ELV_'VO -2CG_I'WT_WSII_ JlI-FI#I)tI2.






2 )=-ELR-SNUD(3_2)-FRIC (3,5}-FI;iC (3,2)
3 )=-xixz
] )=-F XS( 3, 3)- ZCG_WWT,WCC$ ( IHE TA) / I 2,,
2 t=-ELP- 5N UO ( 3t3|--FRIC (3 _6) -FFI( |3 _3)
_. )=Xl XX
1 ) =--Q _,_B_CLDRP
C'_AT( 3,, _, 1 ):-QS*B*CLOAP
RUDDF_q FF_F.DBACK LOOP
C'A AT( 4, 2, 2 )=AK _Y
CMAT( 4_ 4, 2 ):- I_Y
CMAT(4t4_ I)=--I°
AILERON FEFDBACK LOOP
CMAT( _, 3,, 2 )=AKPHI
CWAT( _, _ 2 )=-- T_-PHI































































LO0 F.F)pMAT( 2Xo qTER= °, I3t3Xo °SEE
HE ROOTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC






EGbAT. ARE I F
I _ °K4A°
FF, E_ FOR ERROR COOFO )
I'I-_E CCNPLEX ARRAY
5UBROUTINF DCOSD( ICoCVl oCPSI I oCPHII oCV2 *CF_I2o(FHI2oCY3oCPSI3o
COMMON /PLYCHA/RTD,XLGTH(5) oADC(St3) tAl_k(_ ,3) oTIg,DTLFT,TF
XWT=ARM(_ IC_ I )
YW T=ARM| ICt2)
ZWT=ARM( IC,-)
CY I=-CI')S(ADC(IC,2) )*COTAN(ADC (IC,I)) /XLG'fl- (I()_12.
C°SI I=-(YWT, SIN(ADC |IC • I ) )_XIT*COS(ADC (IC o2)) _CCTAh(AOC( ICo I)) )
I/XL GTI-(IC)
CP M i I = ( Z W T'CO S ( ADC | IC • 2 ) ) *CO TAN {ADC | I C t 1 ) ) ° _ ttT 4CC5 | ACC { I C_ 3 | ) *
ICDTAN( ADC( ICt 1 )) )/XLGTH(IC)
CY _=SIN(ADC( IC, 2} )/XLGTH(IC)_I2.
C_SI2=(YWTtCOS(ADC( IC,I ))_COIAN(ADC |ICt2))_II45IN{ACC{ ICe2) ))/
IXL C-TP( IC )
CPHI2=-(ZWT*SIN(ADC ( IC ,2) )_YII*COS(ADC (ICt3)) tCCTAM(/H3C( ICo2J| )
I/XLGTH( IC }
CY 3=-COS(A_C( IC, 2))tCOTAN (AOC (It,3))/XLGIM(IC) 412.
C_SI3=(YWT_COS(ADC( IC ,I ))_COTAk(ADC(IC,3))-_tlTtCCS(ACC( ICe2))_
ICDTAN( ADC( IC, -=)) )/XLGTH(IC)





CO._MON /OAT/AF. RO(I_O),AEROP(50) _KOD_ (20) ,LL
COMMON 7ZZ(EO0)
COMMON/TAB I/ZZ(ECC)
COMMON /SNUB_]/SNb(3,3) • SN(30) , THUSh, THLSF •.¢ hUC |3,3)









(AERO(ICS) _ 5NLX) ,(AE_OIIO9) , $FLV) ,(AERC(IIO), SNLZ),
(AERO ( 111 ) , .¢Nt. ST) • {AERO (| 12) ,SFI._L ) , (/_ERG( 113 )_ SNU BL )•
(AERO(II4)•SNLST) _(AERO|IlS) t_I_LtlL)e{AEi_G(116)_SNLBL}•
(AERO(117), TUSNO) _{AER(_(118) _IL.ClNC} •(AERC(I |9 )• AKSNU),
(AERO(120)eAKSNL) tgAERO(49) • _C) o{#lEI;O(51), RHQ)t
{ AERO(7_) ,WLCR) •{AERG(77) eSI_I(F| •
[ AERO(78) ,RLCR)
(SN( 1), GXI),(_N( 2) _ GYI) •(.tiN( 3), GZI),
| SN( 4), GX2) ,{-¢_(5) • GY2) •(Sh| 6) e GZ2Jt
(SN( 7), GX3Je(Sh( 8), GY3)•|Sh( 9)• GZ3)•
[ SN( I0)• GX4| tlSN(ll) e G_t4) _{$1w1|2)_ GZ4)•
( SN(13), THU) e(ch(14) , THL) e(Ch(15) • ALU),
( SN(1() , _.LL) ,
( SN(lg) ,THG.WI ) , (_h (20) oTHGYI) • (_h (2|) eTHGZI )•
( SN(22),THGX2) _(Sh(23) ,THGY2) _(Sh(24) ,THGZ2)_
( SN(2_) •THG X3) t (_h (26) _THG'Y3) t |Sl_ [27) •THGZ3) t



































































F [LE CA BL E FOR TR AN P 1 G G _ • _ _ h D A T A S Y S T E M S
CALL CRCSN ( THETA )
IP(Kr}f)E(IO).NE.I) GU IO 5CC3
C _M¢:;; TF) Mr)I)EI_ SNUqflER EFFt-CT_ (_CDEL UI_SNIJEEEC)
Q= , _*P HI) il' VO_ VO
CALL ST IN T{Ot ALUe Ce I e 1 , 1U CN,I_G)
IFIN_.NE.O) GO TO 50CC
CALL STINT(QeALLIOtlt I,TLSNII_G)
IF(NG.NE°C) Gf_ TO 5C0C
CALL ST INT(Qt ALUt Co 202 t THI. SN tNGI
IF(NG.NE°O) GO TO 5COG
CALL ST INT(Q e ALL o 002o2. THLSN! hG)
IF(NG.EO.0) GO TO 5COI
_000 WR ITE| IWt 5C02) NGtALLtALUtO
5002 F]RMAT{ 2X, 'E_ROR IN SNUBBER 1ABLE I-2 = _G=' =13t3ElO.3)
RETURN
5001 CONT INUE
C CALCULATING FORCE AND MOMENT EFFECIS
CALL DRCUSN( THETA |
FX USN= 2,,,_ TUSN_GX l
FT. USN= _.WWTUfiNWWGZI
A,W U SN= - F X L SN i=SN LZ÷ SN b X=I,F2 L SN
FXL SN= 2._t IL SNSGX3
FZLSN= 2,_t TL SN SGZ3
AMLSN= FXL SNW_SNLZ'I-FZLSNI=SNLX
FX SN = FXUSN*FXLSN
¢Z SN = FZI.J.CN4-FZLSN
AM SN =(AMUSN4kAMLSN) /12.
R E TURN
5_..,.-3 CONTINUE
C TERMS TO MODEL SNUBBER EFFECTS (lUCDEL SNIJBEEE)
FX USN= 2 °WW TUSNO=GX|
FZ USN= 2 .wWTUSNO*GZ 1
AWUSN =-FXI_SN_ c SNI_Z+FZUSN_ _NIJX
FXLSN= E .W_ IL SNO'I=G X3
F_LSN= -c.'I=TL SNO_G Z3
A_ALSN = FXLSN_ SNLZfFZLSN_ SNLX










CF)MMON IDA TIAERO(150) ,AEROP (5C| ,KODE (20| ,LL
COMMON/SNUE}B/SNIJ(3t3) ,SN(30) , THUSN•I"HLSI_,_I_Ia_(3_3|
COMMON Z/Z{ 20G)
COMMON /TAB II_Z{ EOC)
COMMC)N/D_/{'.L,M { IC, tO)
EQUIVALENCE(AERO(I05), SNLX) , (AERO(106) • _I_L_),|_IEI;i:{1071, SNUZ ),
I (AERO(IO8), SNLX) .(AERO(I09|= _¢IwILIr)•KAERO(IIO)• SNLZ),
2 { AERO{ 111 ), SNLST} • {AERO (112) _lWLIIL) _ {AERC{113)_SNUBL |_










































































DO ICO I J
5NU( ItJ)=
I00_ SNUO( l,J )
DO 5102 I
DO 5 I0; J
5102 DLIM( I, J )=
IF(KODE( I
TERMS FOR UN
DD I OO4 I
DO ICC4 J






DLIM( ,;, _ )=
BUM{ 2, _ ):
DUM( 3, _)=
DUM( 3, 4 I =
DUM( 3, E )=
DJM( 3, (:)=
DLIM( 4e 1 ) =
DUM( 4, 2)=
DLIM( 4, 31 =
DUM( 4, 4}=
DUM( 5, 1)=
DJM( 5, 2) =
DJM( _9 3}=
( AERO(117) , TUSNO) , (AER0 (118 ) ,1L51_C) , (AERC( 119 ), AKSNU ),
(AERO(120) ,AKSNL),IAERO(49) _ _C) s(_IERC(51)t FIHOlt
(AERO(631 ,THE TA) , (AERO|I21) t_lCSi_lJI , IJERCI122),ACSNL)
( SN( 1), GXI),(SI_( 2), GYI),(Sb( 3), GZI ),
( SN( 4), GX2I,|SN( 51, GV2),(Sh( 6l, GZ2),
(SN( 71e GX3|t(SI_( 8), GY3),($1_( 9), GZ3),
(SN(IG), GX4It(SN(Ii), G_4) t(_h(12)e GZ4),
(5N(13) t THU)tI-cN|I4) _ THI.) t|.ChllS)e ,ilLUlt
( SN{ IE) I ALL) t
( SN( lg] ,THG Xl ) , ( Sh (20) , THG_ 1 ) , ($1_ (21) ,TI_(;ZI ) ,
( SN(22),THGX2) •(SN(231 eTHG¥2) t (51_(24) eTHGZ2),
( SN( 2. ¢ ) tTHGX3) e|Sh(26) eTHG_t3) t ($1_ (271 ,THCZ3I,p










0 ),NE • 1) GO TO




SN( THE TA )
-- 2.4{ TL, SNO_G Zl
--,?-oWl=TLSNO$SIN( THGXI )
2._GXI





( - SN LZ_DUM( 1 ,3) *SNL )l#D Ul_l (2 ,3 ) ) / 120
-- SN UZ*DUM ( 1 ,_)/120
_NI.X_i_LM (2 ,5) t120
(-SNLZ_DUM( 1 _61 _-SNLX*DUM(2 ,6) )/120
( 51N(_HGXI)/ALU) $12,




( SIN( IHGZI )/ALU)tI2.
SNLZ*GXI*COT(THGZI)/ALU 4- SI_L>4_II_ITHGZI)/ALU
DUM( 5, _= )= - 1.
CALL DRCSN | IHE 1A )
Q= . E*_ HO *VO*VO
AL U I=ALU# I .
CALL STINT(Q,ALUI,Otl 91 eTLSNI thG)
IF( NC'.NE .0 ) GO TLr) 5(}00
AL U2=ALU- 1 •
CALL STINTIQ,ALU2,0tl _1 eTLSN2thG)

































































FORMAT( 'ERROR IN TABLE I-2,NG=',I2t3WEIC.3|
RETURN
C r)N I IN UE
AK TU:( TUSN I-TIJSN2)/2,
DUM( _, _)= -1,
DUM( 6, 7)= AKTbW_12,
DUM( 7, I )= -GXI
DUM( 7, 2 }= -GZ I
DUM{ 7_ _ b=( {- SNLX÷AL UeG Xl) _WGZl - I-ShIJ2÷ At riG21 ) IC) I }/12o
DLtM( 79 7): -- It
CALL MASh( Z:t 7)
Dr) 1005 I: It 3
D3 1005 J= I. 3
FT(J_)( [,J }=DLM( ]eJ )
CALL DRCUSN( THETA )
DUM[ It _ }= -_.WW_LSNL}_GZJ
OUM( 1, 4}= -2._TLSNO_SIN(THGX3)
DUM{ 1. 6): 2._GX3
DUM( 2, J )= 2.WW TLSNO_WGX3
D3M(2, 5): -2,$_LSNO=SINITHGZ3)
DUM( 2, E )= E._GZ3
DUM( 3, 3): | SNLZ_DUM[|t3}÷SNL}(#DUW(2t3))/12.
r)_JM { -_, 4)= SNLZW_DUM( 1 ,4)/12,
DL)'A( 3, 5)= _NL XW_D_M (2o5) /120
DU_4( 3t _ ) : ( SNLZ_DI_MII .6)÷SNL_WkDIJN(2e6) }/120
DLIM ( 4, 1)= ( SIN( THG X3)/ALL)_W [ 2,
DUM( 4, 2 }= (-GZ_w_COT(THG)(3) /ALL)&12°
DUM| 4_ 3)= SNLZW_SINITHGX3}/ALL -- SI_LXWWG_34CCT|TI4(_X3)/ALL
DUM{ 4, 4 )= - 1 •
r)'JM(5, 1)= (-GX2=COT( 1HGZ3|/ALL|t_I2o
DJM[ 5_ ,El: | SIN( THGZ3)/ALL|W_I2,
DJM{ 5, 2 }= -SNLZW_GX3#COI( THGZ3)/ALL ÷ SbL)i_CllW(THGZ3)/ALL
DUM( 5, _ )= - 1.
CALL DRCSN( THETA }
ALL I=ALL • I o
CALL STINT{Q,ALLI _0_l _1 _TLSNI _NG)
IF{N_.NF.0 ) GO TO 5003
ALL 2=ALL- I •
CALL ST INT(Q, ALL 2,0, I , I , ILSN2 ,I_G}




AKTL=( TL _N I-TLSN2)/2,
DJM( _, f): -10
DU_{ e_ 7): AKTL_I2.
DUM( 7, I )= -GX_
r)JM ( 7, 2 ):( (-- SNLX+ALL_G X3) =GZ3- (SNLZ÷ALL IG _3# 46X3)/12.
DLIM( 7, 7)= -- I .
CALL MASh[ 2, 7)
D3 ICO_ I:1,3
r)o 1000 J= !. 3
























































FILE CAF_LE FORTRAN Pl G F L li li J I_ D A T A S Y S T E NI .(
DO I(_0G I:1,3
DO IG0q J= I, 3
S_IUD( I,J ):C
100g SNU( ItJ ): FTOP[ItJ)tFBOI[I t J)
P E TURN
I000 IF(KOOE( 10).EQ.C) GO TO
TERMS FOR SNUBBED SNUBBER
CALL ORC SN( IHETA )
DO IC0_ I--I,7
f'O IC0_ J= let
1006 DUM{ It J)=0
r)dM[ 1, 3)= -2,*'ILSNO*GZI
DUN( It 4)= -2,*TUSNO*SINJTHGXI |
DLIM( I, _)= 2,*GXI
DUM{ 2, 3)= 2,* ]t_SNCI*G Xl
DJM( 2o =-)= -,C,* TUSNO*SIN (THGZl |




EFFEC ] S [LOI_GI
1007
{-SNUZ*DUM[ I ,3)_.SNL>*DUM (2,3))/12,
O'JM( 3, 4 )= --SNtZ*DUM{ I *4) /12.
DUM( 3, _)= SNUX*DUM (2 w51/12,
DUM( 3t e|= {- SN LZ*DbM ( 1 ee) tSNU_*DUM 12 tGI )/12.
DLJM( 4, 1 )= ( SIN( THGXI ) /ALLI*I2.
DUM( 4t 2| = (-GZI*COT(THGXI)/ALL)*I2.
DU_( 4, 3)= -SNUZ*SIN(IHGXI I/ALL-SNUX*GZI 4((!|IFGXI|/_LU
DUM( 4, 4)= -1 •
DJM( _, 1)= (-GXI*COT(THGZI)tALLi*12.
r)LJ M( =., 2 )= [ SIN( THGZi ) /ALL)* 12.
DLJM( 5, 21= SNUZ*GXI*COT(THGZI }/ALU f SI_I.>I_II_(THGZI)/ALU
DUM( =-t _)= -- |.
r)UM( E, E |= - 1.
DLIM( e, 7)= AKSNU*12.
OUM( 7, 1)= -GXI
DUM| 7, _ )= -GZ 1
F)JM( 7, 3)= ( (-- SNLX+ALU*G Xl I*GZ 1- (-SI_UZ_'ALI. 4GZ 11 tGXl )/12.
DUM( 7,7)= --1.
D0 10 I=1, 2
DO l0 J=l, Z
SNUD( [,J )=DUM( I,EI*ADSNU*DLM(7,J)*I2,
CALL MASt-( _:, 7)
_!-) 1007 I=I,3
Dr) 1C07 J= 1,3
FTr]P( l,J )=_LM( It J)
DLJ_4( 1, _)= -2.* TLSNO*GZ3
E1J_4( I, 4)= -2o*ILSN(.}*SIN(THGX3)
DUM{ I, (_)= _°*GX_
r)OM( 2, _)= 2°*TL SNO*GX3
I')L.)M( _, _ )= --._°* "[LSNO*S[N(THGZ3)
2.*GZ3
( SNLZODUM[ I ,3| _SNL)*DUW|2 ,3l )•12.
SNL Z*DL_M {1 t4) 112.
C-NL X*DLM |2 i5} /12.
( SNLZ*DUM( I ,61 _SNLX*DUW(2,6) )112.
( SIN( THG X3)/ALL I* 12°
{-GZ3*COT(THGX3) /ALLI*I2.
SNLZ*SIN(THGX3)/ALL- SNLX*G_3_I(ETITHGX3)//ILL
DUM( 2, E )=
DJM( 3, 2)=
r)LJM( 3_ 4 )=
r)L_M( 3_ E )=
E)JM( 3, _)=
DUM( 4, [ )=































































DUM( 4t 4 )=
DUM( 5, I }=
DJ'W( 5, 2} =
DUM( E, 3}=
DLIM( 5, 5)=
DUM( 6t _" ) =
DUN( E, 7 )=
DUM( 7, I)=
OUM{ 7, 2 )=
OU_( 7t ..1)=
DUNI( 7_ 7 )=
-I,
(-GX3_COT(THGZ3) IALL)_12.











Drl 20 I= I, Z
D r} 20 J= it -_
SNUC( l,J )=SNUD( I,J)+DUM(I ,6) _ADSNL*DI_P_ (7,.) _12,
CALL MASI_( 2, 7)
D_ ICIC 1= I13
DO 1010 J= I, 3
FBOT( I_J )=CLM( It J)
D_J 1011 l=lt3
Dn !011 J=lo3
SNU( I, J)= FTOP(I,J)4.FBOT(I ,J)
R E TURN
D,3 1003 1=I,3
DO 1003 J= It 3
SN'JD( [.J )=C




CO_4_ION/DAT/AE_O(150),AEROP(5C) ,KODE (20) =tL
C_}MMON /SN UBF_/SNtJ( 3, 3) , SN(30) • THUSNe 1HLS Iw ,EhUC (3 ,3)
EQUIVALENCE(AERO{ lO_)t SNLXI tIAEROII061 • _L_) ol_E_£(1071t SNLIZ )t
(AEROllOS)_ SNLX) ,|AEI_O(Iog) , _I_LV) ,(AERE(IIOI, SNLZ),
(AERO { 111) t SNI. ST) • |AERO (112) _I_I.IiL) •(AEI_e(I 13)tSNUBL It
( AFPO(114) t _LST) t (AERI3{! 15) _SFLIIL| ,(AERC(116)_SNLBL),
( AERO ( 117), TUSNO ) ,(AERC (11 e ) , I L C.l_l: ) • (AERC( 119 ), AKSNU ),
(AERO( 1201 tAKC.NL) •























{SN( 1). GXI).(SN( 2), GYI)_(SI_( 3), GZi),
(SN( 4), GX2),{Eh( 5), G_2)_(Sb( 6)_ GZ2)e
(SN( 7)t GX3I.ISN| 8l_ GY3)t(Sb( 9)_ GZ3)_
( SN(1C). GX4) e(SN(li) , G_4) _(Sbll2)t GZ4)_
( SN[ 13), THU),ISK(14) _ THL) t {Sh {15)_ #ILU)t
( SN(IE) t ALL) ,
( 5N(Ig) , THG ,_1 ) , ( SN (20) , THG_/I) ,(EIN(21 ) ,TH_ZI )_
( SN| 22) tIHGX2) , (51_(23) ,IHG_2) • (Sl_ (24) ,TIWGZ21,
( SN(2. =) ,THGX3) ,(_(26) ,THG_3) ,($bI27),TPGZ3),
( SN(20) ,THGX4) t (S_ (29| •IHG_4) e|$I_i30) _THGZ4)
SNbBE_ER CAULE DIRECTICN CCEII_E-
( STACR- SNLST)*CO S( THETA)-(IILCI_-ShL YL) 4E1 b (THET/II
( WLCR-SN U_L)$C05( THE TA)11- (STAC fl-Sht_ET_ 4.¢1 b (TMET _l)
XBI
ZBI
[ STACR-SNLST ItCOS( THETA)- |WLCR-SI_L ILl _lE[b (THET_II
























































F ILE CAP-LE FORTfeAN P I G _ l _ II, _i _ D /I,Ir A S Y S T E M S
XF}4= Xt]3 CBL 17610
7 _4=ZB3 CBL 17620
DX 1= XBI4"SNUX CBL17630
DY I= -SNUBL*SNLY CBL 17640
DZ 1= ZP_ 14.SNUZ CBL 17650
DX 2= DX 1 CBL 17660
DY 2= SNUBL-SNUY CBL 17670
DZ 2= DZ 1 CBL 17680
DX -_= XB]4.CNLX CEIL 17690
DY 3 = SNLF3L-SNLY CBL 17700
DZ 3= ZB3-SNLZ CBL 17710
DX 4= DX3 CBL 17720
DY 4= - SNLF3L÷SNLY CBL 17730
DZ 4= 0Z3 CBL 17740
ALUSQ= DX 1_2 4. DYI_2 4. DZI_t2 CBL 17750
ALU = SQRT(ALU.CQ) CBL17760
ALLSQ = DX3,1,,k2 4. DY3#=2 4- DZ3,1',i_2 CBLI7770
ALL = SQ_T(ALLCQ) CBL 17780
GX I = DX I/ALU CBL 17790
GY 1 = OY I/ALU CBL 17800
GZ 1 = DZ i/ALU CBL 17810
GX 2 = DX2/ALU CBL 17820
GY 2 = DY2/ALU CBL17830
GT. 2 = DZ2/ALU CBL 17840
GX ] = DX_/ALL CBL 17850
GY 3 = DY3/ALL CBL 17860
GZ 3 = DZ =/ALL CBL 17870
GX 4 = DX4/ALL CBL 17880
GY 4 = DY4/ALL Eli. 17890
GT_ 4 = DZ4/ALL Eli. 17900
D r} l I=lq, 20 CBLI7910
J= I- 18 CRI 17920
S_4( I I=ARCn _c{ SN(J) ) CBL 17930
RETURN C IL:___17940
FN D CBL 17950
SU{}ROUT [NE ORCLSN( THETA } CBL 17960
CrIMMON /DAI /AERO(lEO) •AEROP(50) tl<ODE (20) •tL CBL 17970
COMMON/SNUPB/SNI_( 3• 3) • SN(30) • 1HLSht THLS I_ _¢ I_LC (3,3) CBL 17980
E_UIVALENCE(AERO( 105}• SNt_X) ,(AERO(I06| • _I_L¥)•(AERO(I07), SNUZ )• CBL17990
1 (AEf_O{ 108}, SNLX) oIAERO([09} , SbL'f) e[_lERl:{[[O)_ SNLZ)t CBLI8000
2 (AERO( III ) t SNLSI") •(AERQ(112) ocelot, ilL) IIAERC(113)•SNUBL It CBL 18010
3 (AERO(114) • SNLST) •(AERI_(II5) •_¢l_LiIL) t(AEI;C(116}•SNLBL)• CBL 18020
4 (AERO( [ 17) •TUSNO) •(AERO (118) _ILSbC) •(AEI_C(| 19) t AKSNU )t CBL 180.30
5 (AEPO| 120) oAK.CNL} • CBL 18040
6 ( AERO( 7el •WLC R) • (AERO(77) iS 1 _1( F ) t (JEI;C (78) • BLCR) CB. 18050
EQUIVALENCE [SN{ 1)t GXI)t(Sh{ 2}, G_l)t|$1_( 3)t CZI|, CBLIS060
1 (SN( 4)• GX2) •(.¢1_( 5) • GY2) o(Cl_( 6|, CZ2|t CBLIS070
2 (SN( 7)o GX3)t(SI_( 8) e GY3| 1(51_( 9)• C'Z3|• CBL18080
3 ISN|IC)• C, X4I ,(-Cl_lll ) , G_4) _l-¢1_(12|• GZ4)_ CBL 18090
4 ( SN( 13} • THU) ,(SIsII_) • THL) _(Sb (15) t _ILU)• CBL 18100
5 (SN(I_). ALL). CBL 18110
F, ( SN( l g} tTHGXI ) •| S1_(20) ,THG¥1) t|Sl_ (21) •THGZI )_ CBL 18120
7 ( SN(2"2) •THG X2) • (Sh(23} •'IHG¥2) • (Sl_ (24| •THGZ2| • CBL 18130
8 ( SN( 25| • THG XJ ) t ( $1_ (26) • THGY3 ) • ( Sh (27) _TMGZ3 I • CBL 1814,0
9 { SN| 2el ITHG XA | _ (sk (29l tTHG_4) t IS I_ (30| ITPGZ4 | CBL 18150
FILE CAFILE FORTPAN Pl G I: L_ N li A I_ D A T A S Y S T E M S




AZU = SNbWL-(WLCP÷SNUZ-CNI_XIW_II_(IHEIA) )
THU= ATAN(AZU/AYU)
THL= AIAN{ AZL/AYL )
ALU=AYU/( SIN(THbSN)W=COS(THb) )
GX |S = -COS( THU_N )
GY IS= -AYU/ALtJ
IS= -AZU/ALU
GX I = GX IS*COS|THETA|-GZI_t_Ik(IHETA|
GY I = GYIS
G_ [ = CZ IStCOS( THETA)+GXI ¢tSIh(IHETA)
GX 2 = GX 1
GY 2 =-GYI
GZ 2 = C-Z 1





GY 3 = GY3S
G? 3 = GZ3SW'COSITHETAI4-GX3S4, SIhITHETA)
GX 4 = GX 3
GY '_ :-GY3
GZ 4 = GZ 3
F)9 I I=l_, 30
J= l- |P




COMMON/DAT/AERO(I.=0),AEROP(50) ,KODE (20) ,_LL
IW=6
[F(KODE( e ).GT,,II GO TO
WR ITE( IW,, leo)
I00 FDPMAT( l=_Xv "FPONI CABLE
GO TO 4
I IF:(KODE(e_),GT.;) GO T0
w_ ITE(IW,.;C0)
200 FORMAT( l_Xt "FROM] CABLE
GO TO 4
2 IF(K('}F)F( _ ).GT,,3 ) GO TF)
WR ITE( lWt 3CO)
.lO0 FORMAT| I.=X,'BO TH CABLE...
G] Tr) 4





WR lie( lw, 5C0 )
'. b F3RMAT( I_X, "SNtJBBER
GO TO 7






CABLES HCRI ZChTAL m)
TO 5
TO 6
SN L,r}BED • I
FCI:; LI_SI_UEEEC CASE
H(I: lZOhT JL t |
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pi G I: _ I_ Ib @ h O A T A S Y S T E M S
5 WQ ITE(IW,_CC)
0 F]RMAT( lEX, 'NO SNI_BBERS m)
GO TO 7
(5 WQ ITE(Iw,TCC)
700 F]RMAT( 15X,°SNI_BBER_ ¢ bN.CNbBBEDe|
7 CDNT INUE
IF(KODE( I I),EQ.0) GO IO 8
w_ ITE( IW, eCC)
800 FORMAT( 15Xt 'L IFI/ANTI-LIFT CABLE The)
GO TO g
8 WR ITE( IW, go0)




SUBROUTINE ST INT| A | eA2 tA3 owl NIBLt _A XTBL oFCT thG|
EQLIIVALENCE (X( I}tNL_PIS(I)|
COMMC)N NUMPTS( I )
DIMENSION X(1)
IZ =NUMPT_( ])/1
70 I_( M INTBL--MAXIFaL) 71 eTI ,11C
71 I)) 73 I|=MINIBLeMAXlrBL
NJ=NUMPTS( II )÷1
IF( A3-X(NJ ) )72_74_73






101 DO 97 IF=IK,IL
NJ =NUMPIS{ II )+I
NI = IZ+II
TO =NUMPTS(NI )
IO = I0 +NJ
F)F) 77 IQ-- I* IO
= NJ +IQ








GO TO P. C
70 IG =_I
80 NI=N I+IZ
I_ = NUMPT¢_(NI )
OF} 8_ IA= It IF}
NS= IP+ IA
IP (A2-X(NS) |81,13,e2
RI IF( IA- 1) I ICe 112e_4
_32 Ct3NT INUE
GO TO ! 12
3 [H =- 1

























































FILE CAPt._ FORTRAN 91 G F U k k _1 h C A T A S Y S T E M S
85 NE= IP+ IB4IQ+IO*IA--IO
NR =NE- I0
. IF(IC-+IP) _e8P. tgl
96 IF (X(NF)-_EoEE_)87t 113e113
87 FCT = X(NE)
r:/j TO cj_
_8 IF'( IC" ) 8g, 110, (;3
89 IF( A_IAX I( X(NE ), X(NR ))-ggg_e.5E_)90,113 ,113
c;0 FCT =X(NE)-(X(NS)-A2)*{X{NE)-XII_R) )/(_(l_-C)-_|bS-l| )
Gr') TO c_5
91 IF(AMAXIIX(NE)tX(NR)tX(NE--I) e_{NFl--I))-ggggE,,SEg)g2tl13el13
92 FCT = ((X(NS)-A2)t((X(NN)--AI)_X[NR--1)-()|_-II-_I)tX(NR)
1 )-(X(NS- 1 }-A2)_((X(NN)-AI)tX(hE--I)--(X(h_-I )-_IItX(NE) })
2/( (X(NS)-X(NS- I|)${X{NN)-X(NN--I)|)
TO q5
AMAXI( X(NE}, X( NE- 1 ) )-gS998.5E9) 94,113,113
= X(NE)-( X(NN|--AI)*( X(NE;- X(I_E-I||/{ X(NN)--
STG =FC1
=II-I






















SU_I_()U T INE TAB IN ( NUMTBL ._N Z,NG )
CL}MMON NI_MPTS(I)
COMMON /TAROUTt N[MTBL_ISOQ
f)[MENS ION XLMPl"S( 1}
[NTECER*2 LAF_EL(27)
E_}U [VALENCE (XLMPTS(I} ,NUMPTS(I)) ,(Dt_#f_(l) _#UbbY)
D[MENS ]ON DUMMY(1C)
MCR=O
10 I7_ =[_BS(NZ )
NLIN 1T=5
[FJNZ .LT.C ) NUNII=_
N [MTf3L = NLMTr}L
NG=O
N,JMPTC_( 1 )=IZ+IZ+T/
raEAD{NUNIT, 57) K_ LIN_ L21X_ LAHELt ISEC
IF [ MCf_ .EQ ° C) GO TO 3
4 W_ ITE(_, 1) K,L IN,L2N,LABEL,I SEO
I FgF_MAT( 3[5_ ICX_27A2_[A_)
57 FqRMAT(eXI4,212,2"tA2_[2)
3 IF( ISEO) _q,SE,_c_
.9 M = IZ + N IMTBL


























































F ILE CABLE FORTRAN P I G _ b N Ib _ I_ D A T A S Y S T E M S
M = _ _ IZ
NJ._PIS(M ) : L2N
IF{ NUMTBL-NIMTBL ) 17tT0tl 7
17 NLIMPTS|NIMTBL) = MUMMY
70 NI : (L IN- i) / (; • 1
DO 6e IS = I,N 1
L3 = (IS-I) • g ÷ I
IF { IS-NIl eOt (I, (0
e0 L4 = L. a 4 E
G_} T_ e 2
el L4 : L IN
62 L5 = NUMPTS(NIMTBL) + 1
L6 = L 5 4 L_
L7 = L5 • L4
JJ = 0
L.M = L_ 5 • L IN
LN = LM • L2N
63 I_EAC(NUNIT,(4} (DUMMY{K),K=Iel¢), ISEC
I_4 FJRMAT (10E7.0,12)
[F(MCP,EO.C) GO TO 5
6 WRITE{ _t 2iDbMMYolSEQ
2 FqI_MAT( IOE12.4,15|
5 XLJMPTS{LS)= DbMMY|I|
DO 65 J = LE,L7
XL;MPTS(J ) = DUMMY(K|
_5 K = K•I
ISOQ=( IS-I )_(L 2N* 1)_'JJ÷ I
IF( ISEQ- ISOQ ) ((;te6t6S
66 L6 = LN • L. _
L7 = LN ÷ L4
L_ = LM 4 i • JJ
IF (JJ-L2N) _.7, (e, 6g
67 JJ = JJ • 1
LN = LN * LIN
GO T (.I f 2
68 CDNT INUE
I09 MUMMY : NtJMPTS{NIMTBL) _ {LII_IJ • {L21_II
I0_ NIMTBL = NIMTBL ÷ I
G[I T_ IC f.
6g N G = I
99 RETURN
EN r.




EgU IVALENCF_ (X( I),NUMPTS( l|l
COMMON/TAB I/NLMP IS[ 1 |
DIMENSION X(1)
IZ =NUMPTS( I }/_
IF{ M INTHL-MAXTBL ) _1 eTl tll G
071 72 iI=M INTE_LtMAXTBL
NJ =NUMPTS( II l÷l
IF( A2-X(NJ )) 72e74t 73





































































NJ =NUMPIS( II }tl
NI = IZ+I[
IO =NUMPTS(NI }
IP = IO eNJ
DO 77 IQ=l, l0
NN = NJ • I 0
IF ( AI-X(NN))TE,TE,77
76 IF( IQ- I) llCt I12t79
77 CONT INUE
CO TO ! 1
78 IG ---I
GO TO _ 0
79 IG =+!
80 N I=NI+IZ
la = NUMPT.C{N I )
D11 e_ IA= I, Ir_
NS= IO+ IA
IF (A2-X(NS))81,_3,e2






NE = [P4 IB4 IQ+IQ* IA- [0
NR =NE- I0
IF{ [(-*IF) E_tBEt_I
81 FCT = X(NE ]
GO TO £ .=
88 IF(IG) 89, llC, 12
_9 IP( AMAXI| X{NE) tX|NR|)-G(JQ_;e. SE£|90elI31113
90 FCT =X[NE)-(X{NS|--A2}_[X[NE)-X(hR) )/[)([bS)-)_[l_S-l) |
_I |F(AMAXI{ XINF-),XINR),XINE--I) _>|hR-l))-g(Jg(JE-SEg)gEtll3tll3
92 FCT = ( ( X(NS)-A2)*| (X(NN)-AI IIWX(NR-I)-(){I_-I|-#II) w_X(NR)
! )-( X(NS- | )-A2)*[ { X[NN)-A| )*X(hE-I |-(X(I_I_-| )-_1 | 4X(I_E)) )
2/( (X(NS)-X{NS- 1) |*{ X(NN|-X(NN-I)) )
GO TO 9
[F(AMAX|( X{NE)t X( NE- l } l-(;(;998o 5E9) (;4 _113 _11L3
FCT = X(NEZ |-{ X(NN)--AI)_ ( X{NE)- X(I'E-I))/( X (I_N)-
















GF} TO lO !
NG =._
G_] T r) (;(:;

























































FILF CAF_LE FORTRAN P| G i; U tg lb j I_ D A T A S Y S T E M S
112 NG =1
GL} T F) _ C
3 NG =4
G_ TO (; c_
EN C
SUC3ROUTINE TAB INI(NUMTBLtNZ$NG)
COMMON/TAB IIN UMPTS| 1|
C_3MMON /TABOUI/ NIMTBL_ISOQ
DIMENS ION Xt_MP IS(|)
IN TEGEI_*2 LABEL[ 27)









102 READ(NUNITt57) Kt LINt L2Nt LABELt ISE¢
IF( MCR ,EQ ,El GO 10 3
# WRITE( F., I ) KtL INtL2NtLABEL tI SEQ
I FORMAT( 21St ICX, 27A2914E)
=_7 FORMAT( eX I 4) El 2e 27A 2o[2l
3 IF( ISEQ ) e._tsetE(;
fib IF(K ) c._, C.Gt E_
$9 M = IZ ÷ N IMTF3L
NJ_PTS( M ) = I_ 1N
---=--- M = M .o I?
NLIMPTS( M ) = L2N
IP(NUM _I_L-N [MTBL ) 171709 | 7
17 NUMPTS(NIMTP}L } = MUMMY
70 NI = (L IN-- II / _ + 1
De) 6_- IS = I)N 1
L. 3 = (IE-I) * _ 4" 1
IF ( IS-NIl (0, (1, EO
60 L4 = L2 t f
GO TO e ,c
El L4 = LIN
62 L5 = NUMPTS(N[MI'r_L) 41- 1
L6 = L5 + L3
L7 = L5 4 L4
JJ = 0
LM = L5 + LIN
LN = LM + L2N
63 RE40(NUNIT,641 (DUNIMYIK))K=ItlC)= ISEC
64 FORMAT (IOE7,0,12)
IF{ MCR ,EQ ,C | GO TO =
6 wRITE( E, 2 ){)UMMY, I SEQ
2 FORM&T[ IGE 12.4, I_)
5 XLJMPTS(L=_ ) = DUMMY(I]
K =
DO E5 J - LEtL 7
XUMPTS( J I = r) IJMMY(K)
































































ISOQ=( IS- I t*{L _N4- l)÷JJ+ 1
IF( ISEQ- ISOQ) (_, (eo6_
L6 = LN • L_
L7 = LN • L4
L5 = L_ _ 1 + JJ
IF (JJ-L2N } _7, _Eo 6_
JJ = JJ • !
LN = LN • LIN
G9 TO _ 3
CO N T IN UE
MUMMY = NUMPTS(NIMTBLJ ÷ {LIN_I)






SUBROUT INE FR [CT[ IDX)
COMMrJN /DAT/AEPO{ 150| tAEI_OP (50) tKODE (20)
COMM('}N/ROUGI-/FR IC (3o6)
Er)UIVALENCE (AERO(9_)tCOU)t(AERQ(I 04) oC_l:)
DO ! [= 1, 3
gO 1 J=l,_
I Fc_ It( I,J ):Co
IF{ CMP.EO.0..AND.COU. EQ.0.)REII.RN
IN D=KOCE( e )
IF( ICX .NE.CIG(] TO 2
C _]_JGITUCINAL PULLEY FRICTION COWPLIATICN
GO TF)( I0, I I, 12, 13),IND
CALL FRVT{ I )
R ETURN
| I CALL FRVX( Z: )
RETURN
12 CALL FF_VI( I I
CALL FRVT( 2 }
13 RETURN
C LATERAL CIRECTIONAL FR ICTICN COWI:LTATICI4
2 GO TO( 20. 21,22,23).IND
20 CALL FRF/( 2)
RE TURN
21 CALL FRt-Z( I I
?-2 R ETURN
23 CALL FRI-Z( | )
C,_LL FRhZ( _ )
PE TUrN
ENC
SL) P.Rr}UTINE Fr_VT{ IC}
C COMPJTES ThE FRICT. EFFECT OF THE _ERT PlJLLE_S CIw THE LChG.
COMNION /DAT/AERO(150)tAEROP(5C) ,KQDE (20|
COMML]N IPLYCHA/RTD _XLGTH (5 I tADC {5eel) eARN 15 _3) _TI;tTLFT_TF
C[} MMF}N /l_O UGI"/FR IC I 3,6)
EQUIVALENCE (AERO(gC) tRVFIe(AERO(92) oRVI_) IIAEI;I:(961eCI_U)J
I( _,ER9(I04)oCMP)
DIMENSION DIll 2)tOT2(3)


























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G I; b N Ib _I I_ D A T A S Y S 1" E M S
C
RA E"RVFI |_ .






AVX=3, 1415c.÷{ADC(4, I)-AOC (3,1J) /2.
CAX=COS(AVX)
CAZ= c.IN(AVX)
2 ARMX={ ARM( IC, |)÷ARMJICA_ItI))/24,
ARMZ ={ ARM(IC÷I,3)-ARM(IC,3)) /24.
ENORX:TEN_c*COS(ADC( IC,| }}
FNORZ :TENS*{ I. +CO $(ADC | IC t3) ) )
ENORM:SQRT(ENORX**2÷ENORZ**2)
C_4 PP =C MP/ENORM
FA CU=CMPP* ENOR M/RAD** 2
FNORX:TEN_*COSIAC)C( IC÷l tl ))
E_IOR_:TENS*( I.÷COS|ADC { ICel,3) ))
K_l O_: SQ&_ T( KNOR X*e 2+ENORZ** 2 )
C_ PP=C MP/|NORM
FA CL =CMPP*ENORM/RAD** 2
FA CT=4 .,.*CO t_/( 3. 1415_*RAD**2)
CALL DLGIF(CXtCI,CT_IC, G)
CALL DLGTI-(CXP,CZPICTP,IC÷I e0)























IC{ I, I )=FalC ( I_I )÷Dll II )*CA)
IC( 1, I _ I=FI;11C ( 1, I+3) _D 12 ( I )*CAX
It( at I )=FR IC ( 2, I )tO lI ( I )*CA Z
IC( 2, I+_ )=FR IC( _, le3)÷D 12(I }*CAZ
IC( 3, I )=FR IC | 3, I )4-DTI || )_RAD.I.DTI (1)*C_I>@_IZN2-CTI |I)_CAZ_ARMX
IC| 3t I_3)=FP IC { _pIq'l)_'D I2| I)*I_AD_'OT2 (I I _I(_IX@III_WZ-DT2( I)*CAZ*ARMX
COWPUTES Tt-E FRICT. EFFECT OF THE HORZ PULLE_t_ c {1_ THE L_¥. DIR,
COMMON/DATIAK_O(I_0) eAEROP(50) _KODE |20|
COMMON/PLYCHA/RTD,XLGTHfS),ADC (5,3) ,ARts {5,_3| ,I_,ILFT,TF
COMM_]N /ROUGP/FR IC (3,6)
EQUIVALENCE (AE_O(cJI)_RHF)_|AERO|93I tRHF) _|_EFE{96) _(C}U)_
II AERO{ |04),CMP )
DIWENSION DII(_),{)T2(3)






























































F ELF CAflL F F()NTRAN Pl G I_ L, M _ A h O A T A S Y S T E M
2 f_N(H_X=T_N_C_IS(Af)C{ |C e| ))
FNI)NY= IFNS$( I • _COS|ADC { IC ,2) ) |
EN fiRM = SQR T ( FNOR Y_ENON Y4.EN ORX4.E F_OR X l
CWPP=CUP/ENC)PM
FA CL =CMDP* ENORM/RAD_* 2




DT I( _ )-'-FACT*(CP_I-CPSIP)
DT I( 3)=FACT*( CPHI-CPHIP }
DT 2{ I )=FACL*{CY-CYP)
DT 2(2)=FACL_(CPSI-CPSIP)
DT 2(3) =FACLWc (CPHI-CPHIP)
DO 3 I = 1=,
FR IC( I, [ )=FR IC( I, I )4.D TI (I)*CO_(ADC(IC ,2))
FR IC( I, I_3 )=FR IC ( I, I+3)+DI2| I )*COS|ADC ( l(e2)l
F_ IC( 2, I )=FR IC | 2e I )+DII |I )IRAD-DII ( I ) *CE_ |JC( |I(ti ) I *ARM( IC, 2)
1/12.4DTI( I )_COS(ADC(ICt2) i*ARW(IC oI)I12.
FR IC( 2, I _] )=FR IC ( 2, le3)+DI2( I )*RAD--DT2 ( I ) 4(CS |_{(( ICtl ) ) WWARM| ICt 2)
1/12.4DT2| I )*COSIADC(IC_2))WWARWIIC tl)/12.
FP IC( 3, [ )=FR IC ( 3t I )+D T I (I)*RAD4.D II ( I ) *C [ F (_r( ( I (,3 } ) *ARM( IC, 2 )
I/I 2.--ARM( ICt ] }SI2,_DTI(1)*COS |ADC (ICt2))
FR IC(3, I43)=FR IC(3, 14-3)+D1211 )_WRAD4.DT2([ ) 4CCS(AC((1C_3) )*ARM( IC, 2)




C"--_HIS IS A SINGLE PRECI SION VERSION OF IHE LR( _AT_IX
C WATRIX RF_CUCTION AND THE IBR RO01 FINDIhG F£L¥IhE
SUBRC)UTINE MATR IX(A,N,ROOIS,K4A_IER)
COMPLFX ROOTS( | )
OIMENSIF1N A( 7_7_3)eATILDA |7e7115) _ADET|2C.;) =
1 G(7,701_)
DIMENS tON C()EF(29),EQ(2C;) _RR(2(;) ,RC (29) ,_FCL (29)
COMMON /F)AT/AERO| l_0) _AEROP (50) _KOOE |20) _LI.
DO _C! I=I, _




KPl = K + l
IF(KODE( E ),EQ.6} GO TO 26
1")'.'3 2= I = l, N
DO 2 E J = 1, N
WRITE( lWt 3c; ) It J
2-_ WR ITE( IW, =-C) (A( ltJeKl ), KI =
26 CALL SCALEP (A_ 1._NeN_KPI )
CALL EQU[I. (A_NeN_KPI tEO_OOEll)
CALL ENVEPT(Ne A, K_ G_ A]ILDAt
DO 3C! l=l, _;
301 COEF[ I )=ADET( I )
OO 27 I = 1, _
:7 IF(ARS(COEF( I ))oLd|° I.E-C8|
IF(KODE(E) ,EO.C) GO TO 3OE

































































WP ITE{ IW, 4Cl)
FORMAT( 2Xt eCOEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERI STIC
0RCEPED FROM LOb TO HIGH'}
WP |TE( IW, 4CC )(COEF(I) ,I =1 o29}
F3 RMAT( 6( 2X,E IC,. TM ) )
CONT INUE
CALL PRBMI(COEF, 2_tRR tRC tPCLeIRT_IERIS0)
DO 3C0 I=lt [RT
ROOTS( l )=CMPLX(RR(I )tRC(I ))
K4A=IRT
RETURN

















SURRL}UT INE P[JLADO(NI,VI ,N2 or2 ol_3,V3i
OF TWO POLYNDM IALS
NI= EE(_EE OF Pl {FIRST POLYNCkIALI
N2= CEC-REE OF P2
N3= CE(RE OF ObTPUT POLYNOMIAL
Vl= BASE ADDRE_S OF COEFFICIEhlS OF Pl
V2= BASE ADDREES OF COFFFICIEhIS OF P2








UTINE _ILL HANDLE A PCLYNGMIAL CF EEGI;EE 50
VI( 51) ,V2(SI ) ,V3(51)
Ar)c --ADD COEFFIC IENT£ OF LI KE _CIIEI:S
IC4--NII_
IF (N2-NI) l,e,2
DO 4 I:IC2, IC I
V3{ I I=VI( I )
N3= NI
OF} E l=It ICE
._ V3( I )= Vl( I l,V2( I )
RE TURN
2 N3 = N2
DO 6 I:l, ICl
V3( l)=Vl(I)÷V,;(1)
6 C3NT INUE





SUF_RF)UT INF nOL_UI_ (NI ,Vl ,N2,V2,N3, V3|
F[_ON,I P | AND STORE IN P3
SEE NOTES ON Af)D


























































































DO 4 1= IC2, IC 1
V.:l(I) = Vl(l)
N?I=N I
DO _ I= 1, IC2
V3( 1 )=VII I )-V2{l)
RETURN
N3=N_
DO _ I=1, IC 1
V3{ I )=Vl( I I-V2(I )
CONT[NUE






MIJLT IDLY TWO POLYNOMIAL S
N ! = nEC-REE OF P! (THE FIRST POLYhCN, IAL)
N _ --- CEGRFE F)F P2
N_ = THE LOCATION (INI.) WHERE THE DEGFEE (F THE CUIPUT
POLYNOMIAL WILL BE STORED.
STA_T I = IPE FIRST LOCATION CF THE CCEFFI(IEI_IS OF Pl ,
TERM IS FIR ST
STAF_T2 = 1PE FIRST LOCATION CF THE CCEFFI(|EI_IS OF P2
START2 = lVF {dAnCE LOCATION OF THE f_UTFLT GCLYhCMIAL
Tt--E ROUTINE WILL HANDLE PCLYNCWIAL$ CF S01V CEGI_EE
DIMENSION SIARTI(_5),STARI2(55) ..¢TART3(55) tWCI_W(51)
START MULT IPLY --- ZERO OblPl. I _ECICR
N4=N I+N2*I
DO I I=ItN4
WDRK( I } : C,0
CDNT [NUE
CARRY TPRI)UCF MULTIPLICATION PROCESS
1C 1 = Nl,tl
IC2 = N241
DO 2 I=lt ICI
DO 2 J =1, ICZ"




START3( I ) =
N3=N 4- |
=( STAR 11 ( I )* E TAP "I2 (J) ) + mCl:: W ( I + ,,-1 )

























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G _ tJ W k A I_ D A • A S Y S T E M S
RETURN
EN C
SUBROUTINE MATMPYIAt Ne IADEGt Bt Wt IECEGt (t h_t l_Ee IN.C)
DIMENSION A(?tTeNA|tBITITtNBI iC(TtTtNC) ,V_|2g| tVE(2g).VC(29)
I , _D( 2g )
IADEC-I = IADEG ÷ I
IBDECI = IF)_OEG ÷ I
ICI]ECl = IAOEG i IBDEG ÷ I
DO I O I = I. N
DO I C J = It M
DO 5C K = Io ICDEGI
50 VD(K ) = (3.G
DO 2C JJ = I, N
D3 3(3 K = 1, IADEGI
30 VA(K ) : AJ leJJtK )
DO 4C K = io IBDEGI
40 V_(K ) = 8(JJmJtK)
CALL POLMPY( IADEGo VAt IBDEGt _B_ ICDEGI V()
20 CALL POLADC( ICDEG. VC. ICDEG. VDt ICOEG. _C)
D3 _.C K : I. ICDEGI




SI) PPOUTINE TRACE(Nt AIt IADEGt RLt _:)
DIMENSION AI(7.7.15)oP(27).VA(27) oV8(27)
"-" IAF)EGI = IADEG ÷ I
O0 EC K = I. IADEGI
50 VF3(K } = O.C
O0 I0 I = I, N
DO 20 K = It IADEGI
20 VA(K ) = A [{ It ItK)
I0 CALL POLAC)D| IADEGt VAt IADEGe _Bt IADEG. _E)
DO 3C K = I. IADEGI
30 P( K ) = VB(K ) / RL
E TUrN
FN C
SUbrOUTINE COMPBIINt IADEGt AI , P, Bl I
DIMENSION AI( 7. 7.15 } .F31 (7.7.15} .P(27} .VI|(27)sVE(27}
IAf)EGI = IAOEG ¢ I
DO IC I = It N
DO I C J = I, N
I _ ( I ,NE. J) GO 10 20
DC) E(] K = 1, IADEGI
50 UA(K | = AI(I_JtK)
CALL POI._SUB( IADEGt VAt IADEGt ;:t IADEGe VE|
DD 51 K = I, IADEGI
51 BI( ItJ,K ) = VR(K)
GL] TO 1C
__0 F)O 52 K = I, IADEGI
p2 BI( ItJ,K } = AI(ItJtK)
I0 C0NT INUE






























































SUnROUTINE ENVERT(Ne A • IADEGt At • BI • I:|
DIMENSION A(?17t3),,Al(ltTol5) oBI (7tTt15) t1:(271
[ACEC-! = IADEG _" 1
DO =- C I = l• N
rj_ 5C J = I• N
O(-} EC K = ], IADE. GI
A[(ItJtK) : A(ItJ,pK)
IBDEE = C
DO 1C L = |, N
IF {L .E(J. 1) GO lO 20
CALL MATMPY {AINtlADEGteI tNvlBDEGtAI 03t7_7)
20 IEIDEG = IBDEG { IADEG
RL = L
CArL TRACE(N, A[, IBDEG_ RLt P)
IF (L .EO. N) GO IO 30



















































































.......... . ............ • .... • .. o...., o............. ,..,...........CBL 25280
CBL 25290
SIJRROLT INF PRRMI C8L25300

























































TO CALCULATE ALL REAL AhD COMFLEX FCCTS CF A GIVEN
POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS.
USAGE
CALL PRBMI (CIIC,RR,RC,PCL,IR,IE_,LI_I






- INPUT VECTOR CONTAINING IHE CCEFFICIEhTS OF THE
GIVEN POLYhOMIAL, COEFFICIE_IS AFT {_CERED FROM
LOW TO HIGH. Oh RETURN CEEFFI(IE_TS ARE DIVIDED
BY THE LAST N_hZERO TER_,
- DIMENSION OF VECTORS C_ FR t _C t _C FCL.
- RESbLTANT VECTOR OF REAL F;FIS CF THE ROOTS.

















-- RESULTANT VECTOR OF CCEFFICIE_TS CF THE POLYNOMIAL CBL25470
ImITH CALCULATED RO01S, CCEFFICIEI_TS ARE ORCEREO CBL25ABO
FROM LOW TO HIGH (SEE REh,JI:I< 4),, CBL254gO
IR - OLTPLT VALUE SPECIFYIhG IHE _UNEER CF CALCULATED CBL25500
F_OOTS. NORMALLY IR IS EGt./=L TC IC-l. CBL25510
[ER - RESULTANI ERROR PARA_ETEF (CCEC =IS FCLLOWS CBL25520
IER=O - NO ERROR,, CBL25530
IER=I - SIJBROI_TINE PGFE I;ECERCS PCOR CONVERGENCE CBL25540
AT SCWE QUADRATIC FACTCRIZ/ITION WITHIN CBL25550
50 ! TERATICN SIEI:Se CBL25560
IER=2 - PCLYhCMIAL IS CE(;EI_EI;_TE, I,E, ZERO OR CBL25570
CONSIANTt CBL 25580
OR CtERFLC_ I _ FEI;_LIZATICI_ CF GIVEN CBL255go
PCLY_CWI AL _ CBL25600
IER=3 - THE St,BROUTINE I _ eYI=_SSEC DUE TO CBL25610
.¢LCCESSI VE ZE_E CI VISEFS CR OVERFLOWS CBL25620
IN QLADRATIC FACTCFIZATICI_ CR DUE TO Ce1_25630
CCMPLETELY UI%SJTISFACTCRY ACCURACY, C81_25640
IER=-I -- CALCbLATED COEFFICIEI_T VECTOR HAS LESS CBL25650
THAN THREE CORI:ECT SIGI_IFIC_NT DIGITS, C1=J1_25660
IHI S REVEALS FCCF ACCI_I;ACY CF CALCULATED C8L25670
ROOTS, CBL 25680
LIM - NUMBER (}F ITERAIICN STEPS_ _Cbl_AL 50, CBL25egO
_ FM ARK S CBL 25700
(1) REAL PARTS OF THE RCCTS ARE SIEI:EE IIN _R(I ) UP TO RR( IR)CBL25710
AND CORRESPONDING COMPLEX PARIS lh FC(1) UP TO RC(IR). CBL25720
(E) ERROP MESSAGE IER=I INDICATES FEC_ CC_VERGEkCE WITHIN CBL25730
50 ITERATION STEPS A1 SOPCE Gt_ADFGIIC FACTCRIZATION CBL25740
PERFORMED BY SbBROLTIkE FGFB. CBL25750
(3) NO ACTION BESIDES ERROR MESSAGE IER=2 IN CASE OF a ZERO CBL25760
OR CONSTANT POLYNOMIAL, THE S_E E_C_ WESSAGE IS GIVEN CBL25770
IN CASE OF AN OVERFLO| I h hCRl_llIlATlCl_ CF GIVEN
POL YNOM IAL,
(4) ERROR MESSAGE IER:3 INDICATES SL(CESSIVE ZERC DIVISORS
OR O_ERFLOWS OR CONPLETELY _SAIISFACTCRY ACCURACY AT
ANY QUADRATIC FACIORI ZATIeN FERFCFNEE EY
SLBROLTINE PQFB, IN THIS CASE (_LCULIII{_ IS BYPASSED.
IR RECORDS THE NLMBER OF CALCt, LATEC RCCTS.




















































PEMAINING POLYNOMIAL. WHERE J IS THE 8CTUAL NUMBER OF
COEFFICIENTS IN VECIER C {I_CI_k_LL_ d=l().
IF CALCLI_ATED CQEFFICIENI VECICI_ HAS LESS THAN THREE
cn_RECT SIGNIFICANT DIGI TS THELGH _LL GUACI_ATIC
FACTORIZATIONS SHOWED SATISFACTCF_ J((UR_(Yt THE ERROR
MESSAGE IER=-| IS G! VENe
ThE FINAL COMPARISOh BETIIEEN GI_EIW _FC CJLCULATED
COEFFIC lENT VECTOR I S PERFORIVEC ChLY IF ALL ROOTS HAVE
BEEN CALCULATED, .Ih IHIS CASE TI_E MUIWEER CF ROOTS IR IS
EQUAL TO THE AC ILAL DEGREE CF TPE F{LYI_CWI_L {NCRMALLY
IR=IC-I), THE MAXIWAL RELATIVE EFI;C_ CF THE COEFFICIENT
VECTOR IS RECORDED Ih RR(IR+II.
INES AN r) FUNCTION SI.BPROGRAIVS I;ECUIREC
SUBROUTINE PQFB QUADRATIC FACTCFIZ/ITICI_
BY BA|RSTCll I lF_l;itT| Ch.
CF A PCLYNOMIAL
FO D
TI-E ROOTS OF THE POLYNOiIAL ARE C#ILCLL#ITEC BY WEANS OF
SUCCESSIVE QUADRATIC FACTURIZATI CI_ FEI;FCR_EO EY BAIRSTOVl
ITF__ATIF)N. X**2 IS I_SED AS INI flat GtJESS FCR TPE FIRST
QUADRATIC FACTORt AND FLRTHER EACH (_ILCbLilTEO GUAORATIC
FACTOR IS USED AS INITIAL GUESS FCI; THE hEXT CNE. AFTER
COMPLIATION OF ALL ROOTS THE CCEFFICIEhT VECTCI¢ IS
CALCt_LATED AND COMPARED WITH THE GI_EI_ CI_E.,
FOR RFFERENCE. SEE J. H,, WILKINSC_,_ THE EVALUATION CF THE
ZEROS OF ILL-CONDITIONED PQLYhOMI_L$ |F,AI;T OhE AND TWO|_




TEST UN LFADING ZERO
F_) S= I .E-
L IM=KK*L IM IIHERE
IR = IC÷ I
IR = IR- I
IF( IR- I )42,42, 2
IF{ C( IP ) )Z:, I,-_
COEFF ICIENTS





A= C( IP )
DO e I= I, IR
IF(L )4. 4, 7
4 IFIC( I))_,_,e
.5 _R( [ )=0.
RC( I )=C .







































































C{ If=C( I ;IA








I IERA II ON
DECR
A=POL( 1














12 PDL{ I)=A*Q2+Q I
_13 PQL( IPOl )=A+O2
GO TO .2 4
C ThIS IS BRANCH
C
C FFGREF OF PESTOOLYNO_IAL





IF( I )!_, 24,23
16 IF(QI) let 17o le
17 IF(Q2-) 1Be 21o 18
18 GO TEl ( l_o 2Ci I¢_.21) iN
Ig QI=-QI
N=N 4 1



















COEFF I C I EI_T
TU UNCA lI SFACTORY RESI.[IS [F
VECTCRS C ANC POL
























































FILE CABLE FORTRAN Pl G F U /' Ib A h O A T A S Y S T E M
C
C WORK UP RESLLTS
23 IER=I
24 Q I =O( I )




















26 PC)L( 2 I =B
POL( i )=A




MULTIPLY POLYNOMIAL W[ IH CALCULAIED
L=IP-!
IF(J-L )27, _7,,2 c.
OF} 2E I=J,L
PC) L{ I- I)=POL| I-II÷POL|I )_WQ2I'PCL{I'I'I)w_CI
;)OL (L )--POL ( L )÷POL (L+ | I'_Q2+QI
POL( IR )'=-POL ( IR )÷Q2




_=SQ_T( APS(A ) )
IF(A )30, -O, _I










RR { IST )=B
RC( IST )=C.
}2 IST: IST+ !
J=J-2
GO TC.}




IR = IR- !
A=0,
r)I-'-C[ I )
Q2=PF}L ( l÷l )
PC)L( I)=Q;





























































































.']5 o2 =( _ I-OZ-)/Q !
36 O;_=AL@.S(Q.C |
IF( Q}-A )2Pt _Et 37
37 A=Q2
38 CONT INUE
I= IR • I
POL( I):I,
RR ( I ):A
RC( I )=C,
IF[ IER 13_, 3qt 41












TO POOR ACCURACY OF CALCLLJTEI_ CCEFF ICI EJNT VECTOR


























....,,..,.,,.... ........ , .,, ,,,,.,. ,, , , ,,.,,,, ,, .,, , ,,.., ,.,,.,.,,,CBL 27760
CBL 27770
SURRO_T INE PQFRI CBL27780
CBL 27790
p UR p(3 S E CBL
In FIND AN APPROXIMATION Q(XI-QI4. G24>÷_4X TC A C_JADRATIC CBL
FACTOIR OF A GIVEN POLYNOMIAL P(X) ttIIM _E_L COEFFICIENTS, CBL
CBL
tJ SA C-E CEIL
CALL PQFB I (C, IC ,O ,LI I¢• IEN) CBL











PAR AME IER-¢ CBL 27870
VEC TUR CONTAIN! NG THE (CEFFICIENTS OF P(X ) - CBL27880
C( 1) IS THF CONSTAI_T TERN (EIP, E_SICI_ IC) CBL27890
DIMENC. ION OF C CBL27900
VECTOR OF OlMEhSlOh 4 - C_ I_FL, 1 C(l) _hC O(2| MUST CBL27910
CONTAIN INITIAL GLESSES FOI; C| /II_C G2. - CN RETURN Q( I)CBL27920
AND Q(2) CONTAIN THE REFINE0 CCEFFI(IEhTS Ol AND Q20FCBL27930
Q(X), WHILE O(3) A_D Q(_) CC_l_Ih THE COEFFICIENTS A CBL27940
AND R OF A4-BW=Xe =HICH IS THE I;E#_IIhCER OF THE QUOTIENTCBL27950
0_ P(.w) BY Q(X) CBL27960
INPlJI VALUE SPECIFYING THE Ib/I)_IiaUl_ kUNBER OF CBL27970
ITERATIONS TO BE PERFORNED CBL27980
g'ESULTING ERROR PARAMETER (SEE FEI_IRKS) CBL27990
IEIR= C -- NO ERROR CBL28000
IF_R= I - NO CONVERGENCE t*lTHl_ Ilk ITERATIONS CEL2ROI0
IEP=-I - THE POLYh0MIAL P(X) IS ([I_STANT OR UNDEFINED CBL28020
- OR OVERFLOW CCCI._I:_E£ II_ I_CfiWALIZING PIXI CBL28030
IER=-2 - THE PCLYI_C_IAL P(W) 15 CF EEGREE 1 CBL28040
IER=--3 -- NO FL, RTHER REFINEMEbT CF THE APPROXIMATION TOCBL28050










































A QUADRATIC FACTC_ I_ FE/SIELEt OUE TO EITI_ERCBI_28060
DIVI SlOh BY O, OVEI;FL(_ C_ Ah II_ITIAL GUESS CBL2B070
THAT IS l_CI SUFFICIE_ILY CLZSE TC A FACTOR OFCBL28080
P (X) CBL 28090
CBL28100
REMARKS CBL28||O
(I) IF IER=-I THERE IS hO CCIUPbTAIICI_ CTFEI_ TIwAN TME CBL28120
POSSIBLE NORMALIZATION CF C, CBL28130
( 2 ) IF IER=-2 THERE I S hO COWPbT_IIC_ CTI-ER TI-AN THE CBL28140
NORMALIZATION OF C. CBL28150
{ 3) IF IER =--3 IT IS SUGGESIED IHJT A l_E_ IhITIAL GUESS BECBL28160
MADE FOR A QUADRATIC FACTOR. £, HCIEVER, WILL CCNTAIN CBL28170
THE VALUES ASSOCIAIED WITH THE ITEI;_TIOI_ THAT YIELDED CBI_28180
THE SMALLEST NORM CF THE I_CCIFIEC LIFEAI; I;EMAIKDER. CBL2BI90
(4) IF IER:I, THEN, ALTHOUGH THE ht. NEE_ CF ITERATIONS LIM CBL28200
WAS TOO SMALL 10 INDICATE CC_EFGEh(Et I_C CTHE_ FROB- CBL28210
LEMS HAVE BEEN DETECIEDt AND G hILL (ChTAIh THE VALUES CB_28220
ASSOCIATED WITH IHE ITERATICI_ IHAT _IELCEC TME SI_ALLESTCBL28230
NORM OF THE MODIFIED LINEAR I_EkAII_CE_. CBL28240
(_t FOR COMPLETE f)ETAIL SEE THE CCCblbEI_TATICh FOR CBL28250
SUBROUTINES PQFB AI_D DPQFB. C81_28200
CBL 28270




COMPLTATION I S BASED Oh BAIRSIO_ S IIER_TIVE METHOD. (SEE CBL28320
WILKINSON, J.H,, THE EVALUATICN GF THE ZE_I3S OF ILL--CON- CEN_28330
P.IIIONED POLYNOMIALS [PAl_'f OhE AI_C liE) t I_UMERISCFE MATHE- CBL28340
MATIK, VOL.I (1959) , PP. 150-180, CI; I_ILCEIBRANI_, F.@.t CBI_28350
INTRODUCIION TO NUMERICAL AI_ALYSI-¢, _C G_Ie-HILL_ NEW YORK/ CBL28360
TORONIC)/LONDONt I _56e PP, 472-476.| CBL28370
CI_L 28380
ee eooe e,_ee e_eee_oeee, ,e,e, eeeee ee,eeeoe eeeo_eeeeooeeeeeeeeeeleeeee_eC_28390
CBL 28400










IF(C(J ))2, I, 3
ZERO COEFF ICIENIS
NOR_AL IZATION C_F REMAINING
3 A=C(J)
IF( A- I. )4, (, 4
4 r_ =_ I=l_J
C( I )=C( I )/A
IF(C([).GT,TESI) GO TO 40
5 CDNT INUE


















F ILE CA RL E FOR TRAN P ! G _ U _ _ _ h D A T A S Y S T E W
C
C TEST tIN NECESSITY OF F_AIR-¢lC_
6 IF( J-3)_|, 3e,?
C
C PREPARE _3AIIRSTOW ITERATION












IF( CB-CA)e, g, IC
8 CC =C f='_Cl_
CB=CB/CA
CA=|,








1 l CO=CC* .1
C
C START RAIRSIO_ IIEPATICN









D_ 2 : 1-
STA{._T NESTEC MLLTIPLICAIICI_
IJ H_--Q |*_-CJ2*A_FC( [ )




IF( I-I )IE, I_, IE
15 H=C,
I_ H=--Q [*fal-O2_Al4"H






































































END OF NESTED MULTIPLICATI GI_
TEST ON SATISFACTORY ACCUI_ACY
I8 H= CA ,I,A BS ( A ) -I.CFJ_ AB S ( B )
IF(LL ) 19, I(:J, 3(;
19 L=L*I
IF( ABS(A )-EPS_ABSIC| l)) )2¢ ,20,21
20 IF( AeS[B)-EOS_ABSIC {2)) )3_;e3Qo2|
TEST ON LINEAR REMAINDER
21 IF( h-CC)22, 22t 23
22 A & =A
CC=I-
QQ 1 =Q !
OQ 2=Q2
OF WINIWUlU I_CFk
TEST ON LAST ITERATION STEP
23 IF(L-L IM )2_,2Et24
TEST ON RESTART






OF 8AIRSIO_ |TERATICb ¥I_IH ZERC
P EI_ FORM ITERATION STEP
2_ Hi =A{}S(A 11
H2=AF_S( B I )
IF{ I- 1-1-214. =, 4_ 4E
45 HI=A_S|C I )
I_'( I- l-F2)47,4_.,4e
46 H2=AI'aS( C I )
IF( I-I-I-_ )4E, 4_4_
47 HH=AF3S( R I )
GO TO S C
48 HH=AF}S{ C I I
GO TO 5 0
49 HH=ARS( A 1 )
50 IF( t-!-)42, 42,25




H= A l_C |--f3l*r_ 1
If=( I-)30, 42, ,?.C
A = A/l'-h
£: l-I/ h H
HH:( P_A l--A_f31 ) IH
H:( A_C I-f3_'_3 !)/H
0 1 =Q l+l-h






























































rA F_L IT F(JR T_AN P I
FND OF IIERATION STEP
TFST ON C-ATISFACTORY _ELATI_E





TEST ON DECREASING RELATIVE ERRORS
33 IF(L-I )12, I2, 34
3A IF( AES( t-H )-EPS |*ABS [Q 1 ) )3_ t35 el 2
35 IF(AL_S( H|-FPSI*ABS(Q2I)36,36,|2
36 IF(ARS(QQQ leHH)-ARSKQI_WOQI)I37e44e44
37 IF ( A_S( UOO _*H }--AE_ S(Q2*DQ2 ) 112 ,44 IA4










EX I T IN





CASE OF QUADRA'IIC FCLYkCkIAL
EXIT
Q( I ) =Q i












EXIT IN CASE OF LINEAR PGLYkCWIJL
I_R=-3
G[_ TO 44




O( _. ) -=OO _
Q( 3 )=_A
Q{ 4 ) =BB
RETURN
F_ND













































CBL 30 | 50
CBL 30160
CBL30170
CBL 30180
CBL 30190
CIBL 30 200
